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About Fine Lines
Fines Lines is published by Fine Lines, Inc., a 501(c) 3 non-profit 

corporation. David Martin is the managing editor. In this quarterly 
publication, we share poetry and prose by writers of all ages in an 
attempt to add clarity and passion to our lives. Support is provided 
through donations, all of which are tax deductible. Join us in creating 
the lives we desire through the written word.

Composition is hard work. We celebrate its rewards in each issue. 
Share this publication with others who love creativity. We encourage 
authors and artists of all ages. Our national mailing list reaches every 
state. Increased literacy and effective, creative communication is 
critical for all.

Fines Lines editors believe writing of life’s experiences brings order 
to chaos, beauty to existence, and celebration to the mysterious. We 
encourage readers to respond to the ideas expressed by our authors. 
Letters to the editor may be printed in future issues after editing for 
length and clarity. Reader feedback is important to us. We support 
writers and artists with hope and direction. Write on.

Donations
Contributions are tax deductible. When you support Fines Lines, we 

send e-letters with Fines Lines news, upcoming events, and the inside 
scoop on special issues, and we provide copies to students who have no 
means to buy this publication. You will add to their literacy, too.

We offer two methods of payment for your Fines Lines donations:

• U.S. residents should make checks payable to Fines Lines. Please 
include your name, address, and email with your donation:

Mailing Address:
Fines Lines Journal
PO Box 241713
Omaha, NE 68124

• We also accept credit card payments via PayPal.

Submissions
• We accept submissions via email, file attachments, CDs formatted 

in MS Word for PCs, and laser-printed hard copies.
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• Editors reply when writing is accepted for publication, and if a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope or email address is provided.

• Submissions must not include overt abuse, sexuality, profanity, 
drugs, alcohol, or violence.

• Do not send “class projects.” Teachers may copy Fines Lines 
issues for their classes and submit student work for publication 
when they act as members and sponsors.

• Address changes and correspondence should be sent to the Fines 
Lines email address.
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My Passion to Learn
Rana Alkufi

I grew up in a household that respected 
the importance of education and valued the 
difference it can make in people’s lives. My 
father was an English teacher, and my mother 
taught Arabic. My parents taught me that a 
good education can help one to be successful in life, gain respect, and make a 
good living; that worked really well for both of them. They have been able to 
support our family, and they taught me that education is vital for success by 
the way they lived their lives.

When I was growing up in Iraq, women were expected to marry early 
and stay at home. A woman might study up until the time of her marriage, 
sometimes, as young as age 15, but not usually after that. When I was eight or 
nine, I realized that my goals were not the same as most other girls, and I did 
not want to stop learning.

Besides being driven by my parents to get a good education and 
eventually a degree, I was driven by curiosity to find out how things in life 
work and why our life is the way it is. I am a curious person. I have always 
sought the truth and looked for the reasons behind things and why they work 
the way they do. One of my favorite shows of all time is How Stuff Works. 
History and religion have always been interesting subjects to me. Stories in 
both areas resonated with me and drive my curiosity to research answers for 
subjects that do not make sense. 

My passion about knowledge and education never stopped, even after I 
got married and had my first baby. Being married in Iraq is considered one 
of life’s biggest responsibilities, and it put a lot on one’s shoulders. I always 
found time when I could read and learn, even after having two children. I 
managed to enroll in graduate school and major in Islamic history. I was 
impassioned to know what happened in my region. It is interesting to know 
how people in history thought. I started my research in old books, and I asked 
myself many questions. I found that some texts do not make sense, and their 
ideas are not always consistent. Some parts of Islam are not compatible with 
what has been discovered in science, but people believe this Holy book, and 
they have been fighting over it for centuries. Some of the ideas found in Islam 
reinforce women staying at home and serving their husbands. I have a good 
husband who has always supported of me and encouraged me to complete my 
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studies, even when we have three children. He has always said to me, “Don’t 
give up, because you have to start over here.” He is my biggest supporter, 
beside my parents. He helped me a lot to overcome the difficulties I have 
faced.

I studied for five months when I came to the United States. It was difficult 
to leave all my work there and start again, but it was worthwhile. Here, I can 
ask and get answers to my questions without being afraid. I am impressed by 
the kind and lovely people here. I am treated as another person, no more or 
less important. The first thing I noticed was the respect, safety, and freedom 
for all. Although I felt homesick when I first arrived, I am glad to start my life 
anew in this free country and work on my education without constraints.

I have a good life. I have adapted to the United States, and I will complete 
my studies after I am able to know the English language better. I work at 
a school as an aide in the Kids Club program, and at the same time, I take 
English classes to help me develop my language fluency and complete my 
studies that I could not do in Iraq. With my husband’s support and some kind 
teachers, I will achieve my dream to be an educated person who helps her 
community. 
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Self
Shawnelle Alley

Heal thy Self
Creature of awareness 
Dulled to states of numbness 
Until awaking
To days of disclosure, sure
Through healing channels
Born on tomorrow’s tongue
An open mind
Swimming in possibility

Standing on a precipice 
At the edge of deliberation
And unknowns
Fear says Hush-Hush
Courage calls deep
And deeper still

Mixed creation
Is what
Is
Seeking to become still
Something newer
Layered in has been
And hope of could be

Visionary
Look in
Then out
Feel inward
Expressing to transcend what is
Becoming more whole 
Still more whole 
On Self’s private sacred journey

Heal thy Self
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Haikus about Him 
Courtney Andreessen

His eyes, they sparkle,
Like streets after a rainfall.
I get lost in them.

His hair glows in the sun,
Like pennies on a sidewalk,
Copper, mixed with gold.

His hands, like magnets,
Pull me towards him, close,
But I can’t hold them.

This boy isn’t mine.
Only in dreams and fairytales,
I keep on wishing.

Dreams don’t come true, though,
Not always, to say the least.
I can’t help but hope.
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Do You Know This?

What is the oldest pro-sports franchise? 
The Chicago Cubs (nicknamed the “lovable losers” of the North Side) are 

the oldest original franchise in professional sports, dating back to the founding 
of the National Baseball League by team president Walter A. Hubert in 1876. 

Which country was the first to allow women to vote? 
New Zealand was the first country to give women the vote (1893). 

Which of the following was not invented by a woman?
A: Central heating 
B: An optical system designed to detect imperfections in repeating 

patterns
C: Automatic doors (Correct Answer)
D: The process for isolating the human stem cell

What is not true of Harriet Tubman, inventor of the Underground 
Railroad?

A: She was a nurse
B: She was a spy for the Federal troops
C: Her birth name was Araminta Ross
D: She was never married (Correct Answer)

Who was the first president in a car? 
Theodore Roosevelt was the first U.S. president to ride in an automobile. 

What was the last 12-cylinder American car? 
The last 12-cylinder car produced in the United States was the 1948 

Lincoln Continental.  

How prolific are flies? 
Assuming that all the offspring survived, 190,000,000,000,000,000,000 

flies could be produced in four months by the offspring of a single pair of flies. 

How fast can a fly react? 
A fly can react to something it sees and change direction in 30 

milliseconds. 
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Which national bird can’t fly? 
The kiwi, national bird of New Zealand, can’t fly. It lives in a hole in the 

ground, is almost blind, and lays only one egg each year. Despite this, it has 
survived for more than 70 million years. 

Einstein :: Jenn Docktor
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To Err Is Human, to Forgive, 
Canine

Angelic Armendariz

Her touch is alchemy, her love transmutes. I 
melt at her faintest glance.

“Do you have a mother?” he asks me. He is 
bold. He is beautiful. Fur so white and fluffy it 
looks like it’s a piece of one of the clouds above our heads. The long fur on his 
tail billows in the wind, and the brown spot over his left eye makes him look 
so precious.

“I do,” I tell him, “but she is waiting for the day we will be reunited, as 
am I.” How do I tell this pup she promised forever, as I promised to always be 
by her side, things that he didn’t understand? He is too young to comprehend 
that we were both willing to promise these things that we had no control over.

“Was she kind?” he asks, looking up at me. 
“She was very kind,” I tell him. “She was scared and sad when I left, but I 

know she loved me.”
“I miss my mom,” he says, lying down. Here, the fields roll on forever, 

meadows and hills covered in lush green grass. There are all sorts of animals 
here, even cats. They are all waiting for the day we get to cross the stone 
bridge over the creek, the one with the rainbow above us. 

“How can you miss something you have never known?” It slips out before 
I can stop myself.

“I was born sick and didn’t live very long, yes, but I remember the feel 
of her hands rubbing my fur, her voice so sweet in my ear, mumbling words I 
couldn’t understand. I didn’t know much about her, but I do miss her. I’ll wait 
here for her, however long that may take,” he replies. 

I look up into the sky. I know what he means. I miss that sweet voice, 
those hands caressing me, the smell of her skin and the feel of her body next 
to mine, as we would lie in bed. Those nights when she would cry herself to 
sleep, and I would lick those salty tears from her face, and all those times we’d 
play together, her laughter chiming in my ears. 

What sort of woman could love me, a one-eyed, four pound dog with a 
broken jaw and missing quite a few teeth? She was as special to me as I was 
to her. I remember sitting at the humane society and how each dog in there felt 
like something was missing. The humans must have felt the same way; that’s 
why they were there, to try and find their missing pieces. I watched, as they 
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wandered away one by one, and the kennels stayed full. How would they fill 
that hole? 

This is the one I told myself when she came over to my kennel. I twirled 
in circles and smiled up at her, and we were never apart from that day on, until 
I had to leave.

I’ll sit here and wait for her just outside of Heaven. One day, I’ll feel her 
coming, hear the soft tread of her feet, and I’ll know that she is coming to 
find me. We’ll meet, and she’ll take me in her arms and embrace me. I’ll rain 
happy kisses upon her face, as her hands caress my head. Once more, I’ll look 
into her eyes, and we’ll cross the Rainbow Bridge together, never to be parted 
again.

I know, as I wait for her, I will not be alone. Her love flows through me 
and makes me happy. The sharp teeth on my ear and a muffled, “Let’s play,” 
tells me that with this pup, as company, there won’t ever be a dull day.

“I have come to drag you out of yourself  

and take you in my heart. I have come to bring out 

the beauty you never knew you had and lift you like a 

prayer to the sky.” 

-Rumi
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BMI Anyone?
Lee Bachand

Everything seemed normal. I stepped on the 
scale; the nurse read the number and recorded 
my kilograms. They must do that to meet some 
government edict, using kilos instead of pounds.

“Back against the wall. We’ll check your 
height, 5’ 9”.” 

Why not another metric number. Must be to keep me guessing. Off to the 
examination room for the blood pressure test. I had some. Once she knew I 
had pressure, she took some of that blood. 

“The room is at the end of the hall. Leave your sample at the open 
window next door. Remember to write your name on the cup, and use the two 
kinds of disinfectant wipes before you give your sample.” 

When do they think I took a shower? Last year? Not twenty minutes ago? 
I had to smell like soap, proving that. I always wash that treasured multi-
purpose device.

Back to the exam room to wait for the doctor. I waited, as usual. He’s a 
great guy and takes a lot of time with his patients, so I don’t mind. We went 
through the questions the nurse asked me, again. Everything sounded like 
normal, while he quizzed and typed on the computer. Woe to the computer 
illiterate doctor. He’s out of business in this new era. Finally, the quiz ended, 
and we did the fun things: cough, take a deep breath, do that again, put that 
cold stethoscope on my chest and neck; he saved the best for last, the exam 
procedure we men like, as well as, women like - their favorite.

“Feels fine. Your shots are up-to-date. We’ll see you in six months. You’ll 
get the results of the tests, and they’ll be posted on our website.” 

I love the website. It has years of results, and it works.
As I passed the nurse’s station, I heard my nurse whisper something to a 

co-worker. I caught BMI. Was she talking about me or someone else? I haven’t 
had bowel movement problems. The only malady I knew that started with BM. 
I made the short trip home in record time and hit the computer. BMI, body 
mass index. The same search results had calculators where I entered: height, 
weight, and age, and it told me what I should weigh. It also told me how many 
calories to eat each day. The bells rang, loudly. I had too much BMI. Lord, I’m 
fat. That’s why I use the last notch on my belt. Ten pounds had to go.

How did this happen to me? I made it over seventy years without this 
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horrible problem. It came to me like a bolt from the blue. Sonic! Damn them! 
They had that special on shakes after 8:00 p.m. during the summer. Half price, 
and I ordered the large hot fudge shake. I should sue them for tempting me, 
or not. New Year’s Resolution. I’ll order the medium size this year. And no 
whipped cream on top. Skip the cherry, too.

A Chalk Unicorn :: Kristen Martin
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The Waterfall
Kris Bamesberger

Waterfall flowing
down the smooth, slippery rocks
‘til it meets the ground.
While in my hammock,
I gaze lazily at it
Lost in my daydream.
Hot sun on my face,
dreaming desires of the heart
until they come true.

“Start a huge, foolish project, like Noah. It makes 

absolutely no difference what people think of you.”

-Rumi
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Midnight Sky
Malia Battafarano

Looking up at the midnight sky,
Wishing never to see the yellow-red glow, 
Dawn’s arrival,
Peeking over the horizon.
Wishing to wade through the sorrowful blue-
black forever,
dive through the depths of tranquility,
Never to emerge.
Lungs filled with the biting sensation
of chilled air.
Full of freshness.
Cold,
and then numb,
Soon warm in the light of a blinding white star,
Illuminating a black, eerie room,
full of bones.
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Verne Holoubek’s Road Less 
Traveled: How Harley Davidson, 

Printed T-Shirts, and the Counter-
Culture Movement Helped This 

Former Nebraska Farm Boy Make 
Pop Culture History

Leo Adam Biga

Originally published in the New Horizons

When Verne Holoubek left his family’s homestead farm near Clarkson, 
NE, in 1961 for the state university in Lincoln, he fully intended on getting an 
ag degree, then coming home to help his dad run the place. It’s what the eldest 
son of a traditional Czech farming family was expected to do. But by year two 
a restless Holoubek embarked on an unimagined path as a hip entrepreneur in 
the printed apparel field.

He was in his 20s when the dreamer in him -- he expressed a talent for 
drawing in high school -- merged with the pragmatist in him. It all began with 
magic markers and army surplus jackets. Holoubek applied basic designs to 
white parkas he sold at home Husker football games. Then came T-shirts, 
what became the core of the company he formed, Holoubek Inc. Fraternities 
snatched them up. His operation evolved from the Alpha Gamma Rho 
fraternity house basement to the regional festival-fair circuit to a downtown 
Lincoln print shop to a full-scale production plant in Pewaukee, Wis., a 
Milwaukee bedroom community. Holoubek Inc. became an industry legend 
and made him a fortune. Many of his T-shirts are collectibles.

His journey from farmland to boardroom took some unusual routes. He 
did time as a “Forty Miler,” a reference to his early days as a carny hand-
painting T-shirts at carnivals within a 40-mile radius of home. The allure of 
the road beckoned him to travel ever farther out. He got his ag degree alright, 
but opted to make a go of this T-shirt thing with his wife, Terri. The company 
survived many early struggles.

By the late ‘60s-early ‘70s, this once summer sideline turned serious 
business venture. A big break came when a then-fledgling discount store called 
Target gave him end-cap display space. His T-shirts sold-out. At the height 
of the T-shirt craze Holoubek designs were in every shop in every mall in 
every town in America. He expanded, going international. Along the way he 
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acquired a client, Harley Davidson, whose open road nonconformity and anti-
authoritarian spirit fit his own.

“I was a rebel from the beginning,” he said. “I’ve never liked the status 
quo. I’m not real big on authority. I mean, I always kind of go around it if I 
can.”

On a recent Nebraska visit Holoubek stood in a dirt road that intersects 
the small family farm he grew up on to consider how he’s come so far from so 
little. He used to ride a pony to the wood-frame, one-room school house just 
up the road. As he looked past the undulating corn and soybean fields to the 
far rolling hills poet Ted Kooser likes to call the “Bohemian Alps,” he grew 
quiet, only the sound of wind and meadowlark interrupting the stillness. Then 
he spoke.

“I guess I was always looking at these horizons wondering what’s over 
there. When you stood atop a haystack over here,” he said, indicating a field, 
“you saw all the lights in David City across the river. That’s about 46 miles. 
It’s just that curiosity. Intense curiosity. The word ‘vision’ has been used in a 
lot of interviews I’ve done. Where I get that, I don’t know.”

Upon further reflection, he gave his father props. “My dad was really 
forward thinking,” he said, “and maybe that’s where I picked up some of 
that vision. He always used the latest stuff” on the farm. “He was big into 
conservation” before it was popular. “We terraced all these fields. He built the 
first steel shed in the area.” It’s still standing. “He and Mom hired an architect 
to build their house. It has innovations that still seem modern.”

Holoubek’s sense for this place and for the land is profound. He’s never 
really left it or it him. “That’s really where it starts. Growing up on a farm, 
learning how to work, learning how to have fun -- freedom, independence. 
Every day you made your own day,” he said. He proudly showed two visitors 
from the city the tiny Catholic church, long abandoned, and the adjoining 
cemetery where his family attended services and where his grandparents 
are buried, respectively. He pointed out, too, where he ran a tractor over the 
only rock in a field, the ditch he slid his car into and the gully he and his pals 
partied in.

His parents, now in their late 80s, still live on the land. When they’re 
gone, he said, “we don’t know what’s going to happen to this farm. There’s 
nobody left in the family to run it.” He admires how his parents hung on 
there. How his dad diversified with an automotive service business. Verne’s 
followed in his footsteps, always keeping hands in different pots. And just as 
the old man bucked convention agitating for agricultural reforms as a National 
Farmers Organization activist, Verne’s gone his own way the whole ride.

Known as a pioneer in printed apparel, Holoubek found innovative 
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applications of words and images by pen-and-ink, air-brush and silk-screen, 
iron-on heat-transfer, which he’s an originator of, and multi-color press. He 
fed the counter culture movement’s creation of a new casual wear market 
for shirts emblazoned with ads, artwork, pop icon figures, sport team logos, 
protests, phrases, lyrics, poems, jokes, names or just about anything else. 
Few anticipated the demand. Poised to capitalize on it, he helped make the 
heretofore naked white T-shirt a colorful medium for commercial exploitation 
and personal self-expression. A walking billboard/canvas equated with cool.

“People wanted to identify with something or identify themselves,” he 
said. “I think rock ‘n’ roll and the Vietnam War gave it a little help because it 
was a protest...a statement. You could say things, you could be comical, you 
could be serious, you could be political, you could be religious, you know, 
whatever you wanted to put on your shirt.”

Wherever he looked, he saw opportunity. He plugged his company into 
a then - burgeoning lakefront Milwaukee music festival called Summer Fest, 
where upwards of a million people come see name acts over ten days. In 
charge of merchandising, Holoubek-printed T-shirts sold big and fast. He 
also tapped the rock-pop-country music concert scene, printing T-shirts for 
KISS and Charlie Daniels, among others. And right from the start he hopped 
on the Hollywood merchandising bandwagon that began with Star Wars and 
Superman.

Besides the vision to see these trends, Holoubek was in the very age 
bracket that gave them life. He was an unreformed hippie. He looked the part, 
too.

“I was young and looked young. Full beard, long hair, cowboy 
boots, outrageous clothes. Nobody thought people that young should own 
businesses,” he said. “The concept of entrepreneur wasn’t discovered yet. 
Nobody knew how to pronounce it, spell it. I was always the youngest one 
in meetings with lawyers and bankers and marketing guys. I was kind of an 
oddity.”

By the time the company took off in the early ‘70s, he was “the old guy” 
at 31. The average age of his 150 employees was 23. “A lot of college kids,” 
he said. “That’s when college kids used to work in factories for the summer. 
We had great parties...great picnics. Charlie Daniels played at one of our 
company picnics.”

Emboldened by youth, “we came in and just blew away” competitors-
vendors, he said. “We were brash and kind of cocky, but we took care of our 
customers.” At trade shows the team “put on the dog. It was show time. Maybe 
that came from the carnival,” he said, where setting up your booth is “flashing 
your joint. A joint was a store then. It’s all different now.”
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Holoubek Inc. didn’t have to look hard for new artists-designers. “We 
were a hot name in town, so people wanted to work there,” he said. “The talent 
came.”

A big break came when he cultivated the Harley account. He’d printed 
Harley decals and stickers but not apparel, where the real money lay. With 
Harley’s rebirth in the mid – ‘80s, he pushed the Skull and Cross Bones rebel 
image to new heights as the brand’s exclusive apparel licensee. The gig made 
him a multi-millionaire. His Harley sales went from $350,000 to $40 million. 
Along the way, he got hooked on the cycle subculture he still embraces today 
at 63.

The Harley mystique, he said, “does capture you. First, it starts with love 
of motorcycling. If you ride, there’s nothing like it. It is just a thrill, and you 
want to ride all the time. You can’t get enough of it.” Then there’s the image, 
as much a product of apparel-accessory lines and marketing pitches as the 
bikes themselves.

“Harley was brilliant enough to offer this clothing line,” Holoubek said. 
“It’s very expensive stuff. Their leather jackets cost $200 more than any other 
jacket, but people want the logo. The T-shirts sort of augment that. You wear 
your Harley stuff when you’re not riding. For sure, you wear it when you are 
riding. People want that identity. The real phenomenon is when people travel 
to rallies. They buy a T-shirt wherever they go. Pretty soon they’ve got a closet 
with a couple hundred shirts. It just kind of caught fire, and it became THE 
thing.”

His own immersion in all things Harley happened almost by osmosis. 
“It was pretty easy to get into the Harley mystique because I was already 
around them,” he said. Before his indoctrination into that world he was “into 
bikes” as far back as college. “I actually rode to my graduation from college 
on my bike,” he said. “So, I’ve always had a bike,” but he admits, “I didn’t 
ride Harleys, and I was not a biker. I was a college biker. My first bike was a 
Honda.”

He makes a point to differentiate between “real bikers” and motorcycle 
enthusiasts. He feels the real bikers comprise “about 1 percent” of the riding 
population. “I think bikers come in degrees,” he said, “I’m in the 99 percent 
group. It’s hard to peg, but there is some biker in everybody.”

Ever the rebel, he once “took up motocross. Not racing, but riding for 
fun,” he said. “After work a bunch of guys would sneak into the Evinrude 
Proving grounds. The company tested snowmobiles there in the winter. We 
trespassed all summer.” 

He’s an active member of a Harley biker club called the Ugly M/C. He 
wears a belt buckle with the name-insignia stamped on it. The Uglies possess 
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a rich lore. “Uglies were able to go to Hells Angels parties, and they came to 
ours,” he said of the respect they carried in hardcore biker circles. The Uglies 
also did security details for concerts-festivals but enforced things less violently 
than their Angels brethren.

His Uglies II chapter includes celebrity brothers Peter Fonda and Larry 
Hagman. It’s for riders. No dilettantes allowed in this Wild Angels-Easy Rider 
crowd, even if members are senior, tax-sheltered rebels-without-a-cause now.

“Yeah, it’s a riding club. We ride hard. They’re just great guys and a lot of 
fun,” said Holoubek, who prints the club’s various shirts.

Aficionados will tell you Holoubek printed the best of the Harley 
collection. “They’re classics,” Fonda said. “There’s some great art there,” 
Hagman said.

As proud as Holoubek is that his work stands the test of time, he’s really 
jacked by his Uglyhood. “You have to ask” to join, he said. He did, and a 
Harley dealer sponsored him. Verne paid his dues for a year. “Here the rubber 
meets the road,” he said of this trial period. “You cook, clean, wash bikes, 
and do other duties as assigned. No rough initiation. It’s all in good fun. Ugly 
members are for life and we are careful to pick guys that will fit in for the long 
term. More do not make it in than do. One ‘no’ vote keeps you out of the club. 
Sometimes it takes three votes before you make it.” He won’t say how many it 
took him, but “they made me Ugly.”

Fellow Ugly Peter Fonda, now a close friend, met Holoubek when he rode 
out to Milwaukee for Harley’s 90th anniversary. He said they hit it right off 
despite their “very different backgrounds.” Then again, he said, they share a 
connection to Nebraska and its virtues. “He’s worked very hard to get where 
he is in life and he deserves every penny of it in my mind. The first thing I 
noticed is he has a very genuine heart. He’s a very generous person,” Fonda 
said. “When my wife had back surgery and it got botched, all my friends were 
concerned about me because I was really down. Verne flew out, for no other 
reason than to see me -- to see I was all right and taking care of myself. Now 
that’s a true friend.”

Holoubek’s Wisconsin home is a kind of base camp for Uglies attending 
Sturgis rallies and Harley events. His “second home,” a beach front property in 
Akumal, Mexico, is always open to friends. “It’s beautiful down there,” Fonda 
said. “He likes to share his good fortune with friends. I think it only means 
something to him when he’s able to share it.” Fonda returns the favor by 
having Holoubek and company to his Montana ranch. Verne stays in Brigit’s 
room.

Nebraska author Roger Welsch tells an anecdote about how he and 
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Holoubek met in a neo-nouvelle rich way. “I get a call one day from Akumal, 
Mexico, on the Yucatan (Peninsula),” Welsch said. “The voice on the other 
end” is Holoubek’s. He wants to talk to Welsch about a book he has in mind. 
Welsch tells him, “‘Well, it’s really stupid to be talking about writing a book 
on the telephone. Shouldn’t we be sitting on a nice wide beach sucking on 
tequilas?’” To Welsch’s surprise, Verne says, “‘Good idea. There’ll be a ticket 
waiting for you.’ ” And there was. “It’s guys like this who know how to spend 
their money right you want to have as friends,” Welsch said. “He’s just a super 
guy. Easy going. A sweetheart.”

Fonda confirms Holoubek knows how to relax. It’s easier now that he’s 
retired and not wired to his business. “We enjoy doing the same things, and we 
enjoy doing those things together,” said Fonda. Similarly, Larry Hagman and 
his wife enjoy travel with the Holoubeks, including a recent Costa Rica trip the 
couples made.

Terri Holoubek often joins Verne on rides. He describes his wife, an 
Omaha native, as “an equal partner in my life” and “in the business. She was 
there from nearly the beginning and we have worked together on every aspect 
of the venture. She did take the time to raise four great kids while keeping 
me in food and clothes and lots of advice on major decisions. She’s very 
intuitive.”

They’ve made some epic rides together. “We did 3,600 miles on the 
Glacier National Park ride -- the Ride to the Sun. On the way back we 
rendezvoused at Peter’s (Fonda’s) ranch. From there we took off for the ride 
to Sturgis. On the ride into Sturgis from Devil’s Tower we road two-abreast at 
80-miles an hour in formation, not the kind of thing you normally do. That was 
a great ride.”

He said the Sturgis experience, “which has been a regular stop for me 
over the last 20 years, is the REAL DEAL for bikers. Originally a race and hill 
climb, bikers camped in the city park in town. Over the years it has grown into 
the mainstream much like Harley Davidson has become an acceptable” brand. 
“The biggest change is that the riding public became more middle class just in 
time for the boomers to take part. It’s a lot of fun.”

The couple has ridden to the Four Corners and Daytona Beach. They do 
charity events, including the famous Love Ride in Glendale, CA. They would 
normally be up in Sturgis this week for the big rally. But a double-vision 
problem has idled Verne’s riding for now. That doesn’t stop them from having 
a good time. Between scuba diving at their ocean-front get-away in Akumal, 
touring old Europe, cruising in their classic ‘56 Packard or making Lake 
Michigan waves in their speed boat, this couple has fun. Earlier this year the 
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couple celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary in Paris and Amsterdam.
Over the years Holoubek sold off most parts of the business, keeping 

only the prized Harley licensee segment. In 2004 he sold it, too -- to clothing 
manufacturer giant VF. Some hard feelings soured the Holoubek-Harley 
romance, but he doesn’t talk about them except to say, “It’s a big company, 
now. It isn’t like it used to be when the family ran everything.” One Harley 
legend he remains close to is chief designer Willie G. Davidson, a grandson of 
the founder.

Holoubek tried retiring “once before.” He put “a management team in 
place, and it just didn’t work out,” he said. “Either I didn’t run the team right, 
or I didn’t have the right guidelines, or I didn’t know how to be a chairman of 
the board and let somebody else run your company. I take the business very, 
very personally. I think about it 24 hours a day.” When sales went flat and 
good people left, he “came back to work.” He dealt with irate customers and 
vendors who felt his absence. That first day back, he and Terri vowed, “‘Next 
time, we sell.’” That’s what they did.

The sale and retirement leave ample money and time. He could live 
anywhere but still resides in Wisconsin and keeps close ties to Nebraska. 
While he never came back home to live again once he reinvented himself in 
college, he’s remained close to his family, most of whom still live in state. 
He keeps busy with vintage automobile and tractor collections, amateur 
photography, and 400 acres of land he and Terri farm at their Wisconsin 
retreat. They also run a charitable foundation.

Fonda worries that without the action of a business to run, Holoubek 
might have problems. “I remind him, ‘Don’t retire, because that’s when people 
die,’ ” Fonda said. Holoubek says Fonda needn’t worry. First, he stays busy. 
“Life in retirement is very full,” he said. Second, he’s having too much fun. “I 
don’t believe you have to work your whole life,” he said. “I’ve watched people 
work to the grave in their business. There are so many other things to do in the 
world I think I can do than just run that business.”

Passion drives Holoubek. It’s what gave him “a passport” and “a way out” 
of the farm in the first place. Finding “that avenue where you can create your 
own” destiny, he said, is a gift. “You’ve got to want to do something from the 
heart, and I feel very fortunate I’ve been able to do that.”

Read more of Leo Adam Biga’s work at leoadambiga.wordpress.com.
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Brooke in the Garden :: Julian Adair
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A Seabee, Far from Home
Michelle Blodgett

I have never been so far from home, as I 
was when I set foot on the scorched, arid, sands 
of Kuwait. When I stepped off the C-17, the 
heat engulfed me; the domineering wind belted 
my face with stinging pellets of dust particles, 
threatening my eyes. I was corralled with the rest of my battalion in a holding 
place just outside of camp. “Hurry up and wait,” is a phrase I learned early in 
my military career. We were surrounded by camo-covered bunkers; the cobalt 
sky peeked through tattered overhangs, and the sound of large aircraft engines 
screamed in the background. This was the rest-stop on our way to where we 
would spend the next six months of our lives, Afghanistan. 

I am a “Seabee.” Not many know what that word means, but I am very 
proud to be associated with this group. The “Bees” are the Construction 
Battalion (CB) of the United States Navy. We are called on for a myriad of 
duties, humanitarian relief, rebuilding nations after natural catastrophes, and 
assisting on and off the battle field. We are trained in combat, and our motto 
is “We build. We fight.” On this deployment, our battalion had many missions 
to accomplish, but I was assigned to the water-well team. My crew was tasked 
with drilling for water in a land known for desiccation. We knew it would not 
be a cake walk, but we were eager to undertake the tasks apportioned to us. 

“Line it up!” Our company commander ordered. It was time to issue 
weapons. As I awaited my turn, I felt a sting of nausea in the depths of my 
abdomen. I took my clammy hand and swept a cold sweat off my brow. 
The realization of where I was and what I was doing was setting in. I had 
suppressed my anxiety about deploying to a war zone for the past four months. 
I felt there was no use in worrying about it, but at that moment all the fear 
of uncertainty engulfed me. The feeling only lasted a moment. One of my 
best abilities, which I am very grateful for, is to adapt to any circumstance as 
it presents itself. There are many different levels of fear; we as humans are 
perceptive of this emotion to assess life and death situations, and fear can be 
useful. I have had a great many “sphincter-puckering” moments, and it seemed 
that during those times, I performed my best. I took my M16 in my hands; it 
would become a part of me, another extremity. After attaching and adjusting 
my sling, I moved on to explore the camp we were occupying. 

Kuwait, at the time I was there, was not an immediate danger zone. It was 
a bit more relaxed. There was not much to look at, surrounded in the middle 
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of nowhere, just sand and dust as far as I could see. The facilities were built 
up, and there were running toilets and working showers, always a plus. Since 
we were in transition, we had a bit of down time. I used this time to sleep, 
because it was too hot to do much of anything else, and once we laid boots on 
the ground in Kandahar, we would be lucky if we got a full five or six hours of 
uninterrupted slumber. We stayed in Kuwait for a couple of days, and before 
we knew it, we were shuffling onto a C-130, an in-country aircraft definitely 
not made for human comfort. 

We piled into the military’s air-born workhorse and sat decked out in 
full gear. Our bullet-proof vests weighed fifty pounds and left little room 
in between us. We looked as if we were no more than cargo, neatly stacked 
together between the meshwork. These plane rides always felt the longest: 
no way of stretching out, no way to rest our heads, and definitely no in-flight 
movie. We flew into Kandahar, Afghanistan, at night. The flight was dark, and 
after a bumpy 2 ½ hours, we were wheels-down. As I stepped off the aircraft, 
the cool night air surprised me. I realized how little I knew about this country. 
I assumed we would be constantly sweating from the heat of a tenacious 
dessert land. The reality of our surroundings was that of a mountainous range. 
The valleys, encumbered with infertile rock and soil, allowed the dust to haze 
and form thick clouds around the base. Once we all departed the plane, we 
were herded into a small building; this is where we would hear the in-country 
brief, a lecture of what would be expected of us, and all the rules we needed 
to know before we could set up camp. This made for a very long night. It 
was somewhere around 2 a.m., when we finished the brief and set out for our 
accommodations. 

We entered the area where our battalion would be housed; at least, we 
were in hardened buildings and not tents. Each small room contained a unit 
for heat/air and a couple beds with real mattresses, not just canvas cots. For 
my team, we would only get to have these luxuries for a few weeks. I located 
my room, and being a female in the military does have perks; there are so few 
of us that we are able to spread out. I almost always had my own room, where 
the men would have to share with two or three others. Tiny lodgings piled high 
with all their gear, makes for an incredibly uncomfortable stay. I did not envy 
them. Finally, we settled down for a few hours of sleep, and too tired to grasp 
the realization of where I was, I instantly passed out.

“DDDDDDDDDDDD……d d d d d d,” the sound flung me from my 
coma. I never heard anything so disturbing. It was as if a fifty caliber machine 
gun had been fired outside my door. A steady stream of bullets hailed, followed 
by the bang of the shots piercing into a hillside. Panicked, I crouched on the 
floor and waited for sirens to go off, indicating we were being attacked. My 
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mind flourished, and then my senses came to me. I was certain that the sound 
had come from the sky, and I knew the enemy was not equipped with that 
kind of weaponry. I concluded that it was a test fire from an AC-130, pissed at 
the fact that anyone would have the audacity to run a test at 3 a.m. I covered 
my head with pillows and tried to sleep. The next day, I found out that I was 
exactly right, a test fire. A warning would have been nice, and they could have 
added that to the briefing when we arrived! As the weeks passed, I would like 
to say that I got use to these insufferable echoes rattling in my head night after 
night, but I never did, not even a little. 

Although we were well trained on what to do during a rocket and mortar 
attack, the first experience of an actual occurrence of one can be confusing and 
alarming. I thought that when I would hear the sirens in country for the first 
time, I would hear the typical shrill sound of loud obnoxious horns. Instead a 
very polite, British accented, female voice broadcast over the intercom system. 
Along with sirens, “Rocket Attack…..Rocket Attack…..Rocket Attack.” It 
was eerie. All I could think about was playing the video game Resident Evil, 
a similarly creepy voice is used to guide us through a slew of flesh eating 
zombies. In the moment of time I was in, everything felt apocalyptic. 

At first sound of the alarm and no matter where you are, the drill is to 
lie face down on the ground and cover your head with your hands. After two 
minutes pass, run to the nearest bunker. The bunkers were slabs of concrete 
squared together to make small tunnel-like encasements. Everyone piled into 
them. Sometimes, we were sandwiched in. After the, now all too familiar, 
mysterious woman called “All Clear,” we would have to find our leaders 
and be accounted for. At times, we would be hit two or three times a night. 
The base was so big that most of the time we did not know where the attack 
occurred. It was easy to quickly become complacent. After a week on the base, 
a rocket attack was more of an annoyance than a scare. This complacency 
followed me to other bases I traveled to in Afghanistan. However, I would 
learn how that thinking can get us hurt or worse. 

Our first mission was to drill a well on a remote Romanian camp, nearly 
one hundred miles from Kandahar. This distance seems meager when I 
think of traveling on U.S. roads, but when faced with driving down narrow, 
unimproved highways, with the challenge of keeping a long convoy of trucks, 
trailers, and equipment together, and not knowing if we will run over an 
improvised explosive device (IED), that 100 miles can take hours. I was tasked 
to drive a seven-ton flatbed truck, over loaded with twenty-tons of steel pipe, 
and hauling a huge air compressor trailer. With all that weight, I could only 
accelerate up to sixty mph at best. 

We left our home-base, before any respectfully sane person would be 
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awake, and slowly shoved off into the murky, dark morning. Our route took us 
through a few small villages. As we passed, children ran along the road after 
us, waving and giving a thumbs up signal. It was not a gesture of welcome. I 
soon realized they were motioning us to throw water to them. It made me think 
of the parades enjoyed by thousands in America, where loads of trinkets and 
candy are tossed into the crowd of happy on-lookers. We were no parade, and 
there was no denying the desperation on the dusty, emaciated faces of those 
kids. 

Once the sun ascended to its perch unleashing the unrelenting heat of the 
day, the road quickly became animated with small rusty cars and mopeds that 
death-defiantly dodged in and out of traffic. There were donkeys, sluggishly 
trotting along the highway, and what are known as “jingle trucks,” vibrantly 
decorated, piled to the sky, and brimming over with any material imaginable. It 
was a comical sight and seemed to violate the laws of physics. When we were 
not avoiding collisions with the assortment of traffic, we were trying to focus 
on what we trained for. We knew of the possibility that any part of that broken, 
depleted highway could explode. Keeping our minds focused on the possible 
threats interring beneath the surface, especially after hours in a stifling, 
uncomfortable truck, can be the greatest challenge. 

Our final stint of the journey ended at the top of a large plateau, after 
making it up a steep, treacherous incline, and all of our vehicles and equipment 
made it to our destination. We parked and off-loaded the immediate necessities 
and found our way to the barracks. The relatively small base had plenty 
of unused accommodations, but the catch was the water trucked in once a 
week was scarce. We had plenty of bottled water for drinking, but showers 
and running toilets were a luxury. It just so happened that the nearest porta-
potty was a five minute walk away. I remember the first time I woke up in 
the middle of the night, with an urgency to go, as if we were holding back 
Niagara Falls. I opened the door ready to “Forest Gump it” to the latrine. I 
was so enamored with discomfort, I hardly noticed the three inches of snow 
blanketing the ground. About fifteen feet from the door I had to assess the 
situation and came to the conclusion that the only solution was to hunker down 
in the closest bunker and handle nature. Come to find out the guys were doing 
the same thing all the time. I took note that if an imminent attack were to 
happen, I would steer clear of that bunker. 

For the next few weeks, we worked around the clock in shifts. The 
weather turned cold, then frigid, and we endured thunder-snow, and half of the 
time our equipment froze over. When drilling water wells, mud is used to keep 
the bits cool and flush out the debris from the hole. It is made from water and 
chemicals and looks like mud. We were covered in it, head to toe every night. 
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It was difficult to stay dry, and when the temperature drops to a - 2 degrees, we 
had no choice but to continue the mission at hand. We called this “embracing 
the suck.” The best we could do was to keep the coffee flowing and our little 
burn barrel near the worksite blazing. 

There were many unpleasant discomforts on top of that hill, but I will 
never forget the peace and solitude I felt on some nights. I never felt so close 
to the universe, as I did on that tranquil, discreet minute base. The night sky 
shrouded me with twinkly little treasures. It reminded me of how insignificant 
we are in the big picture of life. It reminded me that mankind and all of 
its accomplishments could be wiped out in moments, and no one out there 
would be the wiser, of all the knowledge we acquired, all the wars we fought, 
the lives lost out of ignorance and hate, all the great writings, art, leaders, 
and heroes……just gone. It was in that humbling moment that I questioned 
humanity. “Are we really a superior species? Is this the best we can do?” The 
undeniable truth is that the world is full of suffering, violence, greed, and 
ignorance. We have a long ways to go until we can truly be superior; it would 
take humans maximizing their individual potential, and then collaborating 
together, in order to discover what we are truly capable of. 

We completed our mission in about a month, and by this time, the brief 
winter season was giving way to the sweltering desert heat. We had effectively 
drilled through some of the worst conditions imaginable, and our well was 
very successful. Finding water in a place known for desiccation brings a 
sense of accomplishment and pride. I feel grateful to have been a part of that 
mission. Maybe, this was only one well, but it would bring life sustaining 
water to hundreds of people. We packed our trucks and waited for our security 
team to escort our convoy back to Kandahar. Our next mission would not be as 
simple. 

Our group arrived safely at our home base; we were welcomed by the 
unmistaken aroma of a radiating cesspool, commonly known to base locals as, 
The Poo Pond. On warmer days, its stench could reach well outside the base. 
Passers by the pond can take a photo on the make-shift beach where a fake life 
guard post sits along with a few plastic pink flamingos. I ran a couple of 5k 
races that seemed to be close to the pond, and when the wind hit just right, my 
eyes would burn, and I would have to bend over in dramatic dry heaves.

It was several weeks before we heard of another well that we would have 
to construct. This time it was considered high priority and turned into a critical 
operation. We had less than a couple of days to ready all of our equipment and 
supplies. The location would be a small Army post deep in the mountains. Our 
crew would not be driving on the convoy, as we did the prior mission; this time 
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we were to fly out on a C-130, land at a remote camp, and await a Chinook 
helicopter to take us to another location where a smaller chopper would drop 
us at our destination. We base hopped. Our crew was split up, and we were 
stuck at one base for a few days at a time. The excitement of the journey was 
wearing thin, as we were told to be ready to fly and drag all of our gear to the 
loading dock, wait for hours, only to be told that the flight was postponed for a 
day. 

One of the bases we were stranded on was a hotspot. My roommate and 
I just found our hooch where we would be set up, and we had yet to check 
our surroundings, find showers, and the latrines. Exhausted from the trip, we 
decided to lie down first. It was then that a colossal force threw me off my 
cot, and I landed awkwardly on the floor, but my vest and helmet were right 
beside me. I put them on and grabbed my rifle. The sirens were now coming 
into focus, but I did not notice that my hearing temporarily was disabled. The 
rocket hit about fifty meters from us. Our next move was to find the nearest 
bunker, which would not have been an issue, had we gotten our bearings when 
we first arrived. Instead, we were too worried about resting. We had no clue 
where the protective bunker was. As the only females on our crew, we were 
separated from the men’s barracks. They did not know where we were and vice 
versa. 

We finally found a bunker, and one of our guys happened to be there, too. 
He had been searching for us. After the all clear, our leaders decided it would 
be safer if we stayed together. That particular base was known for assaults, a 
danger for any woman wherever she goes in the military, but here, there were 
reports of attacks even on men. This is difficult to imagine when everyone is 
carrying a loaded weapon. When joint operations with several other countries 
are involved, no one can be too careful. Our crew had become a family, so 
sticking together was the safest plan. We spent the next couple of months in 
close vicinity. 

After a week, we finally made it to the tiny base. We were there, but all 
of our equipment and supplies were still in route. We did not know when they 
would arrive; unfortunately, it would be a couple more weeks. Everything 
up until this point had been moving so fast, the work was steady and tiring, 
and there was not much down time. Now that everything was on hold, 
homesickness was consuming me. As a mother of two children, being away 
from my babies never gets easier. I was free to let myself dwell on everything 
I was missing out on at home. What holidays would pass? What school 
performances would I miss? Would I get to hear their voices on Mother’s Day? 
The outpost we were on did not have much for communicating back home. It 
was very difficult to receive mail; anything sent to us would be held at home 
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base until we got back. I could not wait to start drilling. 
The convoy arrived mid-morning, and it was more than relieving. We set 

up our drill site in record time; we did not waste a moment getting started. 
Everything was back on track, and the weather was cooperating with us. The 
sun shined most days, and the nights were clear; we did not need a flashlight 
to get around. A few of us would hang out in the trucks at night and watch 
movies on our laptops. One night, we were interrupted by a firefight. The 
entrance was attacked. It was safer to stay in the armored trucks, so we sat 
there and watched as fifty-caliber rounds flew above us. It was terrifyingly 
beautiful. I put my headphones on to drown out the sounds of the machine 
gun blasts and watched in dismay and wonderment. When the fight was over, 
we were told that while the base was under fire, an IED hit an Army convoy 
not far from us. They did not give details, but we knew someone was mortally 
wounded; it is base policy to turn off all communications until the family is 
contacted. Again, we were reminded of our surroundings; that could have been 
any of us out there. The next day, we were back at work, with even more of a 
drive to complete this mission. 

After another month of slimy mud, grit in my mouth, eye-stinging 
sweat, along with perseverance and commitment to duty, we finished the job. 
Another success. We wrapped up and awaited the chain of helicopter rides 
back to Kandahar. The deployment would soon come to a close, and our entire 
battalion, around five hundred people would all make it home safely. We were 
fortunate to be unscathed; however, we were changed. Soldiers who serve their 
country, in whatever form that may be, have their own stories. 

I would go back and do it all again, if that was needed of me. Going into 
a war zone, not knowing what would happen at any given moment, made me 
grow as a human. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to volunteer with 
my fellow Seabees, to do our part for our country. War is never a good thing. 
It breeds hatred, lies, conspiracy, and death. Some frown upon the military 
and what they do. I am thankful to be able to tell this story; it is only a small 
example of the many challenging, rewarding things the military does. I am 
proud to have served with the men and women who signed their lives away, so 
others would not have to.
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Grammy Rice 
Sheila Boerner

Round ginger cookies with a scalloped edge,
frosted lightly with a delicate glaze—
wasn’t that the way Grammy Rice viewed life?

Grammy Rice was a lover in so many ways,
first, her love for Jimmy Rice,
farmer, legislator, father, husband,
then, her love for her children
and, finally, her love for the land.

Grammy’s house opened up to all kinds of visitors;
to grandchildren it was a haven away from home.

Green swivel chairs framing the picture window
flowered couch with sinking cushions urging us to stay longer.

Masterpiece quilts brought to the couch for showing—
Dresden plate embroidered in pink and coral on ivory,
log cabin, rustic with warm dark fabrics and varying nap.

Dining room table covered with linen
awaiting travelers for supper or ladies for tea
kitchen table set simply for warm sharing

Grammy herself, wrinkled face and thinning hair,
eyes and lips smiling in unison
seeing in my Ron, her Jimmy Rice.
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The Drum

Maeve Botos

The drum

I hear it beating

Can I respond?

My arms and legs are numb but I keep moving on

I push until my strength is almost gone

But I keep moving on

I keep moving on
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Best Friend

Larissa Boyd

I hear their taunts as I walk by,
I keep my head down and don’t talk.

I sat alone like I always do,
But I wasn’t alone for long.

The sound of a chair pulling out across from me,
I looked up to see a blond girl smiling at me.

I’ve seen her before in class,
She’s like me, an Outcast.

What I didn’t know then
Is that she would become my Best Friend.
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Heidelberg
David Catalan

If time may not really exist
As speculated on the Science Channel
Then Heidelberg is the reference point
For the absence of time in our universe
The train trip from Frankfurt
Travels through an 800-year wormhole
Ending in a bubble of magic environments
Ancient and narrow cobblestone passageways
A majestic ruined castle
A steady stone bridge across the Neckar
From Old Town to a fast-growing New Town
Opposite hills yearning to be mountains
Firmly anchoring the Odenwald
And the Philosophers’ Way
My favorite vantage site
For viewing the twice-yearly festival
Re-enacting the partial destruction
Of this fairy tale facsimile collection of German history
Found in native shops, traditional eateries, and beer halls
Perhaps visited by a Student Prince
And his university drinking colleagues
Leaving a legacy of names and signs
On gasthaus tables, chairs, and walls
To be discovered by American summer tourists
Sometimes I indulged in non-German experiences
Like a full course Italian dinner at the Sole de Oro
Paid for with a carton of G.I. cigarettes
Purchased at the PX in Patton Barracks for $2.50
Or a New Year’s Eve dinner at a Chinese basement enterprise
When the Neckar River froze
And every other shop, café, and store was locked up tight
Everything from Columns A, B, and C eaten with gusto
A sharp memory of my first outdoor summer concert
On the grounds of the castle with Hildegard
Attending a premiere of West Side Story dubbed in German
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Except when Maria and company sang
Taking the train to Mannheim for my first opera
And another train to Berlin for a personal look at The Wall
And finally when my military tour of duty was ended
The overnight train to Paris
To begin my next slice of life

At Work :: Tudor Seulean
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stubble and tears
Neil Chaparro 

over the hill men 
cry like babies, as 
tears run rampant  
down faces aged 
beyond comprehension 
 
they speak loosely, 
honestly, of lost 
marriages, broken bones, 
and unpaid child support 
 
regret is a topic that 
goes without saying, 
for the pain behind  
their eyes sticks out 
like a baby crawling 
alone down a busy street  
 
unshaven stubble makes an 
obstacle course for their 
tears, as these embarrassed 
men wipe them away 
quickly, trying to stay 
strong, 
refusing to show weakness 
in the presence of others 
 
in my short time on 
this earth, I’ve found 
that the strongest men 
let their tears run their 
course 
 
the strongest men ignore 
the infamous Robert Smith 
lyrics; “boys don’t cry” 
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i’ve seen the strongest 
of strong break, 
embracing hugs from other 
manly men 
 
you see, it’s the strongest 
who show their true  
selves, for a closed book 
is a hard one to 
read, but open books 
wear their hearts on 
their sleeves…. 
 
they are oblivious to everyone 
and everything around them 
 
feel free to read my 
pages, and interpret as 
you please, tell me something 
i don’t know about myself, 
this is the only way, 
the only way  
my brain 
has a chance to be 
at ease
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Fly Soup and Roach Sandwiches:
Experiencing Entomophagy

Joshua Chito

When I first put a live grub in my mouth, I had that instant, premature 
thought of, “Hell no, I am never doing this again.” Fortunately, I came 
to my senses and realized that this was just like trying blood pudding, 
rocky mountain oysters, fertilized chicken eggs, and caviar; it is a delicacy 
somewhere in the world, which means people like it, which then means it is 
palatable to the human senses. Fear rules the world of the creepy crawlies 
these days, especially with the help reality TV and shows such as Survivor 
and Fear Factor, which all intensify the disgust behind these extremely healthy 
edibles. Not to mention the unfortunate distinction that insects are “dirty,” 
and this in most cases is just completely not true. In my world, practicality 
rules, and logic is my purpose in life. I am grounded in a world of reason and 
rational thought, practicing minimalism and personal development every day. 
With that said, eating “bugs” is practical.

When I first heard the term “entomophagy,” I was confused; I thought 
it was a misspelling of entomology. In truth, it is a new word, so new that it 
does not exist in many print dictionaries and encyclopedias. This is due to 
the fact that nobody in modern culture ever thought to make a word for the 
eating of insects, until recently. To those with the affliction of pickiness and/or 
texture “issues,” eating insects is a lifetime no-go, but for people in most other 
countries, insects and other creepy crawlies, like spiders and land crustaceans, 
are a main course. Southeast Asia, South and Central America, the Middle 
East, and some Western countries eat insects regularly. For good reason too, 
since, according to most studies on the matter, insects are a highly sustainable 
and heavily nutritious staple food.

Crickets, locusts, cockroaches, beetles, flies, ants, insect larvae, and 
worms of various shapes and sizes are all on the menu. The ratio of edible 
insects to non-edible is vast. There is a revolution in the foodie world, where 
weird, edgy fetish foods rule. Like any other fad, it is slowly building interest 
in the mainstream fitness and health community. This revolution is so new, 
scientifically speaking, that most science on the matter is incomplete or wrong. 
Some insects are still considered too dangerous for human consumption, but 
when fully cooked, they are extremely healthy.

Insects have the greatest nutrient turn-around of any “livestock” on the 
planet. They can consume vegetation and other organic matter and turn it 
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into nutrition at a rate one hundred times more efficient than a cow, goat, pig, 
chicken or fish. Crickets are hailed as the solution to world hunger and the 
impending “food crisis,” which is predicted to hit in the next 15-20 years. 
Most insects can reduce water waste, as they consume less and need less for 
processing once harvested, which will come in handy when we start to run 
out of clean water. Not to mention, there are insects, like cockroaches, that 
can survive insanely diverse and extreme conditions and regulate their size in 
relation to their intake of food.

Insects also produce less waste overall, and all the waste is 100% 
compostable to be used for food fertilizer. Some insect species can be used 
for all other tasks, such as composting, producing fire fuel in the form of 
condensed “dust,” and benefit gardens and homesteads. Bees produce food and 
useful goods, from honey to wax to pollination; they are a crucial player in our 
food system. Even cockroaches, beetles, worms, and ants are the composters 
of the natural world and are barely ever used to expedite these tasks at home. 
All of these insects listed are 100% edible.

When speaking about eating bugs, it only makes sense, right? Wrong, 
since the country we live in regulates the sale of anything that may compete 
with other major industries. Manufacturers have to go through extensive laws 
and regulations never meant to be applied to a new food source, and instead 
of rewriting the law, they enforce it with even more vigor, similar to the recent 
cases of the FDA shutting down small dairy farms that compete with the 
dairy industry by producing raw milk, using charges of unsafe conditions and 
contaminated products. They use the same tactics against the insect industry 
and use laws intended for pet food regulation to dictate the viability of insects 
as a human food resource. Unfortunately, this is the capitalist country we have 
created, where solutions to massive, long term problems are squashed in order 
to please shareholders.

I love the United States of America, but when an epic solution stares us 
in the face, we should accept it graciously and then ask politely for another 
serving. Once the mainstream accepts the insect-eating culture, it will 
become the new “hot” thing, and soon, every celebrity will be on a billboard 
paying homage to the old milk campaign, “Got milk?” Soon we will see, 
“Got crickets?” or “Got meal worms?” With the organics industry gaining 
momentum and the foodie revolution standing, there is room for the new 
“original” trend of eating bugs.

Another point of argument for insect cultivation is the need for 
conservation on a larger scale. Helping reshape our ecosystem comes down 
to more than a feeble attempt at planting heirloom tomatoes and rotating 
some soil with free-range chickens. There are fundamental processes that 
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reconstitute life on this planet starting with the smallest creatures, and for the 
general cycle of life, it is insects, fungi, and bacteria. All of these, we shun and 
destroy on a regular basis.

Beneficial insects, bacteria, and other microorganisms are killed in large 
swathes so big that they can be seen globally. Bee and butterfly populations are 
so low that it is noticeable around the world, not just by concerned scientists. 
Farmers, landscapers, gardeners, herders, survivalists, and “off-gridders know 
what I am saying is true.” Many can see the plight, but most just want to stay 
ignorant and live in a world where they are taught how to exist.

Fortunately, young naturalists and perma-culturists are standing up and 
asking for change. This awareness is hitting the global stage, and a call to arms 
has been raised. People are going back to the ground, digging their hands in 
the dirt, and giving back what we stole from our habitat. I have seen people 
with six figure incomes quit their jobs, buy shacks in the woods, and start 
homesteading communities. I have seen teenagers shun college opportunities, 
get together and buy land to start an organic farm. Every day, I go on Facebook 
and see more and more people realizing our mistakes and immediately want to 
change.

We damaged a very delicate eco-system, most unknowingly, but now with 
the structures that be crumbling around us, it is time to accept the solution, 
which is a win-win for everyone. Taking a look at insects as the savior of 
mankind is the least of our worries, but it is a start. Mass monoculture has 
destroyed our natural world, from cattle to soy; they have polluted our water 
and poisoned our people. It is not massive oil spills or the emissions from cars 
that are dominating our lives; it is our food culture.

Soybeans and cattle produce more greenhouse gas, pollute the land and 
water with more toxins, and use up more fuel than all of the privately owned 
vehicles on the planet. We ship and process these foods at such a rate that a 
huge percentage of it goes right to the landfill and not a compost heap. That 
does not include the packaging they store it in. This does not scratch the 
surface when it comes to the sins of Big Agra and Big Pharma. Genetically 
modified organisms, pesticide bred plants that poison bees, plants that cannot 
reproduce, and other major endeavors by these giants of human infrastructure 
have come to light and are now being questioned.

With technology, we could feed entire populations with lightly processed 
insect meal, enriched with natural ingredients, and ship them all over the 
planet to starving people. Insects are just like bacteria, and both are important 
to our survival. The lack of gut, skin bacteria, and other microorganisms are 
now blamed for countless diseases. Mainstream America is toting the “gut-
biome revolution” and promoting probiotics. Insects are a “godsend.” Just like 
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the people who have been pushing for micro-biome research, we need treat 
insects the same way.

The endless statics about what are healthy and what are not drowns out 
the war cries of the food revolution. Many people are now spearheading the 
charge into a new future. I have grown and plan on growing more insects 
for my own consumption. I do this because it makes sense, and as a man of 
practicality, I see no other option for continuing to thrive. One day soon, the 
food is going to run out, the water will putrefy, and the only way to right our 
wrongs will be to change our tastes. This is only practical.

Puppy and Cake :: Kim Justus
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Overcoming My Addiction
Jessica Cunningham

Growing up, I was a pretty good child. There were things in my life 
that hurt me, but for the most part, I stayed out of trouble. I was raised in a 
loving home by my grandmother, Rose. I started drinking at the age of twelve 
and also started smoking marijuana. My grandmother passed away when I 
was thirteen years old, and my life went downhill from there. By the age of 
eighteen, I was using meth, drinking, and smoking marijuana on a daily basis. 
From this time on, I knew what I was doing was wrong, and I wanted a better 
life for myself, but I struggled to find it.

In the beginning, I tried to convince myself that I was using just to have 
fun. I know that sounds crazy, but I chose to believe that I did not have a 
problem. Using was also a way to mask my feelings. I was in a very abusive 
relationship, from the ages of 15 to 20, and I felt that using helped me cope 
with this traumatic experience. I dropped out of school when I was 16, even 
though I knew it would have been more responsible to continue my education. 
Instead, I was living a life of addiction, and the sad part was that I thought it 
was okay.

I put myself through a lot because of my choices and was, at most times, 
unhappy. I had my first child at the age of 21, and I was not ready to be a 
mother, yet. Soon after, my daughter was born, and my drinking and using 
became worse than it had ever been, and by the time she was 2 years old, I 
entered my first treatment center. Because of the lifestyle I was living and the 
people I chose to have in my life who were gang members and drug dealers, 
my apartment had been shot up: eight rounds in my living room and eight 
rounds in my bedroom. My daughter was very close to being shot that day, so I 
decided it was time for me to get help.

I was at Nova Therapeutic Community for four months, and I became 
the first female in three years to graduate from the program. This was a 
huge accomplishment for me, and I was proud of the person I had become. 
Unfortunately, my sobriety did not last long. I was using within a month after 
leaving treatment. After two months, I found out I was pregnant with my 
second child. I stopped using and was doing better, until my son was about 
three months old. At this time, I fell back into my addiction, and my life 
spiraled out of control. In 2001, when my daughter was four and my son 1 ½, 
they went to live with my father and step-mother.

My life had fallen apart, and I lost the two people I cherished the most, 
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my children. Most people would probably say that this should have brought 
me to my senses and made me quit what I was doing, but I did not stop using; 
in fact, I started using more, trying to fill the void of their absence. I did not 
want to feel the pain of losing my babies; it became unbearable. My family 
had given up on me and did not want me around them or my children. I began 
to hate myself and what I had become.

In 2003, two years after my children were taken, I ended up in jail. I 
was there for over eight months. After serving my time, I was released on 
intensive supervised probation. I went to treatment at Santa Monica in 2004, 
and I stayed there for seven months. Once again, I relapsed. Six months later, 
I ended up back in jail. Once released in the summer of 2005, I went back to 
using. In 2006, I enrolled in school, at Vatterott College, and was doing well, 
but that did not last long.

Once again, I fell into my addiction, and by January of 2007, I was back 
in jail. I was put on probation in Sarpy County. I went to a discipleship home 
called Mission for All Nations. I learned about God; how much He loved me, 
and that He had a plan for my life, and that I didn’t need drugs. I enjoyed 
growing spiritually, and learning a new way of life. I was happy to have such 
positive role models that did not judge me. By January of 2008, I was using 
again, and in April, I was arrested and back in jail. I was released to another 
treatment center, Williams Prepared Place, and this was a one year program. I 
stayed sober for three years.

On Valentine’s Day 2011, I relapsed and ended up violating my probation. 
I served 3 ½ months in Sarpy County Jail. Once I was released, I decided to go 
back to school at Metropolitan Community College. I did well for one quarter 
and received all “B”s. It was hard for me to stay away from bad influences. 
I started using again and dropped out of school. This was one of the worst 
decisions that I made, and I started to lose control again.

By September of 2012, I ended up in jail again. This time I was pregnant. 
My life had become totally unmanageable, and I was so scared that I was 
going to lose my baby to the system. I did everything I could to try to be 
released to a treatment program. I went to the re-entry program, and from 
there, I was able to contact different treatment facilities. Things worked in 
my favor, and in November of 2012, I was released to Nova Therapeutic 
Community; I was 4 ½ months pregnant.

While I was at Nova this time around, I made the decision that I would 
change for the better. I needed to think about not only myself, but the life I was 
carrying inside of me. Up until this point, my life was a roller coaster ride of 
addiction, pain, sorrow, and drama. I did not want to go back to that lifestyle. 
Most of all, I did not want to hurt another child, not the way I hurt my two 
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oldest children. I wanted to change my ways, so I could be a good mom.
 I had my son while I was still at Nova. I even got to bring him back with 

me from the hospital. We stayed at Nova until he was three months old. The 
residents and staff fell in love with him, and so did I. They helped me co-
parent him; I learned new coping skills, worked through my issues, and talked 
about my feelings. I was learning how to be a mom, a clean and sober one. I 
graduated from the program in May of 2013. I moved to a transitional living 
environment called Restored Hope.

I have now been clean and sober for 21/2 years. I love my life, and I 
am happy to be raising my son, as well as, re-building relationships with my 
older son and daughter. After all that I have been through, put myself through, 
and put my family through, I now, finally, have a better life, the life I always 
wanted. I am grateful for my journey and for my lessons learned the hard way. 
I am thankful for my struggle, because without it, I would not have stumbled 
across my strengths.

“Don’t be satisfied with stories, 

how things have gone with others.  

Unfold your own myth.”

-Rumi
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Expectations
Megan Doehner

I’m next!
Then me!
And me!
And me!

But don’t forget this
Oh, don’t forget that.
This is important!
Hey! Now you’re at bat!

Keep your eye on the ball
Get ready to swing
Don’t get distracted
Forget everything

Tighten your grip
Harden your stare
Keep your mind focused
Miss? Don’t you dare

Pencil to paper
Now, A, B, or C?
You cannot fail this
You cannot do badly

Stand up, now
It’s your turn to speak
Get in front of the class
And try not to squeak

At the end of the day
When it all boils down
Can you finish it all?
Can you turn up your frown?
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The Sky
Sophia Drickey

I love the night sky
the great big sky 
the stars and the moon 
space 
but . . .

I wish the trees were shorter 
my house were taller 
so I could see the sky 
and the sky could see me.

“I didn’t come here of my own accord,  

and I can’t leave that way.   

Whoever brought me here  

will have to take me home.”

-Rumi
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Fallen Angel
 Teagan Duncan-Pope

She sits alone,
In a dead forest,
Among the ash and fallen leaves,
Her wings extend out of her back,
She cries,
Her destruction,
Her mishap,
Her fault.

 

Opening Up a Book Can Be Hard Work :: David Martin
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Lessons Learned the Hard Way
Trinity Eden

Having been adopted at the late age of eleven, I was still getting situated 
with my new mom and gradually becoming acquainted with the promise 
that I would never be hurt again. My new mom continually assured me that I 
was safe; I assumed that meant I could start living. I asked questions without 
hesitation, laughing became a hobby, and I could finally act my age. After 
those eleven years of not knowing how to act around adults, it was hard to 
imagine how or who I was supposed to be. It was a hard concept for me to 
follow, because before this change, someone was always telling me what to 
do. Throughout my high school years, I was fighting for freedom but was 
protecting my past. Looking back, I can now see how being biologically 
predisposed to subconsciously seeking abusive relationships gave me the exact 
opposite of what I had been searching for: unconditional love. 

High school was a hard period of time for me. I knew I was the minority, 
not by definition, but by student high school standards. As far as status, it was 
like I didn’t have one, and I had a category all my own. I took offense, only at 
what had been taught to them by their parents and secluded myself. I built mini 
bridges with acquaintances, only to burn them down. I couldn’t trust anyone 
to not leave me, not even my friends. After abandoning my friends, it was like 
they became foes and joined the crowd that constantly ridiculed me. Needless 
to say, I hated high school.

Not only did I want attention, but I desperately felt I needed love and 
affection. I started dating, and it quickly became serious. I wasn’t hesitant 
about my feelings, because I never felt so infatuated with someone. I 
wanted to be in love, not just love and be loved. Love was not just a word 
or an action; it was a state of being, a romanticized notion that I longed for. 
Shakespeare’s knack for creating tragic love stories impacted my vision of 
love and how it should be but shielded how it really was. After a while, it was 
like our relationship was consuming me, and I was no longer who I thought 
I was. I became like my birth mom. It didn’t take long for him to mentally, 
emotionally, and physically corrupt me. I was vulnerable, and he knew it. Once 
our relationship became violent, I knew I had to escape, but I felt guilty. 

Depression surfaced over my delicate interior which was screaming for 
help. I thought that if I could control the emotional pain imposed upon me 
through self-harm, then I would. After a couple of attempts of trying to be in 
control, I gave up, because harming myself physically was not for me. Turning 
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to crime was not the best idea either, but it fit. I became a liar, a thief and an 
occasional runaway. I could not explain why I habitually broke the law; it 
was like I wanted to get caught. It was almost as if being locked up in The 
Juvenile Detention Center (JDC) was what I needed to function. I was good 
at following rules and not asking questions; it was natural and official, I was 
institutionalized.

Institutionalism made sense to me, and being told how to live by the 
majority was a way of life for my ancestors. Both my grandmother and 
birthmother were forced into boarding schools to live life as the majority saw 
fit. Living by the higher authority’s rules and regulations made my days seem 
manageable. My shiny new mother and I could communicate positively and 
allow our relationship to prosper. This is a dream of every mother. My ability 
to think clearly became effortless, and I was able to vocalize the distress 
that controlled my life. Being able to express my emotions and thoughts to 
someone who genuinely cared about my recovery allowed me to understand 
why I tolerated so much abuse in my adolescent years.

Unfortunately, my newfound ability to think rationally was not suitable for 
my love life. While serving mandatory time at a drug and alcohol adolescent 
facility, I met another suitor who was a fast talker and didn’t waste any time. 
The feeling of being admired by someone different, someone sane, was 
refreshing. The word “love” was being thrown around like a constant game of 
hot potato between two love-struck juveniles. Bareley knowing one another, 
we made plans for me to run away to the reservation until I was eighteen, the 
age of adulthood. Being seventeen already, it wouldn’t take but five months 
until I could stop hiding and go home.

The day came for me to commit my last crime; what I thought would be 
my last runaway. I was nauseous and having severe second thoughts about 
leaving home and abandoning my mom. She finally trusted me; she was joyous 
to have me home at last and didn’t notice my anxious behavior. I knew I was 
leaving; the warning tone of my new admirer convinced me that it was “now 
or never.” My bags were packed and secretly stashed away in the back of my 
mom’s van. When the time came for me to flee, I didn’t want to, but he was 
already at my house, and I no longer had a choice. I cut off my ankle monitor 
and threw it into the wind, partially caring about who was going to find it.

My stint of faux freedom only lasted for two weeks. I was detained by the 
law on my mom’s birthday, and I was relieved. Being allowed only one phone 
call, my fingers dialed my mom’s number, and I was apologetically sobbing 
for running away. Her tone was warm and her voice soothing. It was almost as 
if she was there comforting me. My mom wasn’t mad, but she was sad and felt 
like she was doing something wrong with me. We both knew I had to return 
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home and face the consequences. The only alternative was to run away again, 
but I was tired of running and simply wanted my mom.

After returning home, I was detained once again only to be confined to 
a cement room with a wire-mesh window and dressed in a green jump suit. 
Being jailed there before, it was routine to be locked up with juveniles, like a 
home away from home. The following week was my court hearing. Mom and 
I knew what my sentence would be. With the pound of the judge’s gavel, I was 
sentenced to the Department of Corrections and scheduled to be transported 
to Custer, South Dakota, the following morning. With tears running down our 
cheeks, my mom and I said our “goodbyes” and embraced one another until 
visitation hours were over. 

Along with a couple other juveniles and prison inmates who made 
careers out of crime, we rode the prison bus for eight hours until we reached 
our destination: STAR Academy or the boot camp for delinquent teenage 
girls. Stepping off the bus, I noticed the beautiful scenery and fresh outdoor 
scent. The first step to being processed was a physical exam. I was weighed, 
measured, and searched before the nurse demanded a sample from me. 
Unaware of what the nurse was looking for in my sample, she seemed puzzled 
for what seemed like forever and informed me that I was pregnant. I felt 
differently, but I thought it was my anxiety taking its toll on me.

My jaw dropped, and tunnel vision set in. I was speechless. I was 
immediately informed that they could not provide the prenatal care I needed at 
STAR Academy, and I would be sent back immediately to receive the proper 
treatment I required. In shock from the news and being tired, I had to remind 
myself to breathe. The nurse left the room and me in cold silence. Sitting on 
the doctor’s table in my boot-camp issued attire, my mind could only think of 
two things: I’m pregnant, and I’m going home.

One of the staff members came to retrieve me and brought me to her 
office. She asked me if I wanted to call my mom, but my mind was still 
thinking in circles. I forgot about Mom. I knew she wouldn’t be mad; she 
loved me. They dialed her phone number, and I could hear her ring-back tone 
of Beethoven’s piano piece. It seemed like the phone was ringing forever, and 
I counted every second until she answered, 42. Not knowing how to tell her, 
the words fell out of my mouth, and then it was pure silence. I called her name 
and immediately asked if she was mad at me. She answered with a soft tone 
and said, “Oh, no, Trinity.” Her voice said she was scared for me and scared 
for this baby. I completely agreed.

Those seven days of high-security incarceration were the longest days of 
my teenage life. During my stay, I got to know some of the girls and actually 
knew one of them. She was my first serious boyfriend’s cousin. When we 
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got to talking, she started to cry and told me he did the exact same thing to 
her. Warm tears of anger and disgust ran down my cheeks, and my heart was 
crushed again. There was no question she was telling the truth. We hugged, 
acknowledging that we now both had to recover traumatic situations inflicted 
by the same person. He was a predator, and I the prey. I was constantly 
chased by selfish souls, which pushed me back into a deep state of depression. 
Instantly remembering my prenatal news, my depression quickly regressed, 
but it left its lingering shadow. Being pregnant was the only thing keeping my 
head above water, so it was at the forefront of my mind, continually reminding 
me that in a few days I would be saved. 

Having to ride the eight hours back home in handcuffs, I was still in a 
pretty good mood. I knew that being pregnant didn’t get me off the hook, and 
I did not know how long I was going to be put in a placement center. I spent 
two weeks in JDC, waiting for an opening. My first three months were spent in 
a facility that prevents minors from running away. It felt like I was breathing 
recycled air, because there were no open windows. Every day was a struggle, 
but being able to adjust easily benefited me, though my thoughts of fleeing 
would resurface occasionally, and then being a ward of the state and pregnant 
would not help me in the outside world. 

After a third of my pregnancy and a fourth of a year, I was transported to 
a new residency that was only across the lake and up the block. Dragging my 
feet up the stairs, I entered the establishment. To my surprise, it was simply an 
oversized house with multiple bedrooms on both floors. The layout was like 
an average house with a living room, kitchen, and bathroom. The first room 
was a staff office, and the last room was mine, though it had room for two. My 
roommate was already the young mother of a toddler. She was not ready and 
did not want to be a mother. Sadly, that was the situation for the majority of 
these teenage mothers.

My placement counselor was a young woman, who just recently graduated 
from college. She was 23, childless, and had no personal experience of the 
woes the client dealt with every day. To no surprise, that was the case with 
most of the staff. I was deeply offended that I was forced to entertain their 
idea of recovery when most of the staff was young and inexperienced. Though 
my temper was heated quite often, due to obvious differences, I bit my tongue 
and worked daily to exceed their expectations. On my eighteenth birthday, I 
received my GED, and a few weeks later, I landed a job at a fast-food joint 
working the drive-through window. Just to escape from the melodramatic 
environment in the housing unit between pregnant teenage mothers and 
ignorant staff, I worked all day.

Throughout my stay, my child’s father would visit me. Every time 
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he stopped by, he would reek of over-the-counter cough syrup, one of his 
drugs of choice. Wanting our relationship to heal and grow, I allowed him to 
continue visiting; though I knew our love would fade and eventually become 
nonexistent. In October, one month before my due date, I was scheduled to be 
induced two weeks later. My OB Gyn. doctor warned that if I waited the full 
forty weeks, my baby might be too big for natural birth and make the birthing 
process difficult with the possibility of a C-section, so I was scheduled to meet 
my daughter on November 7, 2008.

Upon my return from my exciting Doctor’s appointment, I had to review 
my assessment with the staff, my counselor, and my DOC officer. Expecting 
the normal scrutiny of my attitude and chores, the review was the exact 
opposite. With my tongue-biting and continual hard work, I surpassed the 
expectations of the program and was released to my mom. We set my release 
date to the hour before my induction, I was elated. During those fifteen hours 
of labor, I recalled the last eighteen years of my life in segments, remembering 
in-depth details of all the sad memories that haunted me, followed by the 
happy moments that I cherished. Moments following my daughter’s arrival, I 
had a rush. It was a balanced surge of peace, understanding, forgiveness, joy 
and physical exhaustion; in that same moment, I realized that I was always 
loved and always free. 
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Large Crane :: Tanja Crawford
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Dad
Mary Filkins

Cinco de Mayo is here again
A happy occasion I cannot pretend
A visit to your house over lunch
Became a nightmare at once
I could do nothing to save you
You were passing into the blue
I cried and laid my head on your chest
Praying I had given it my best
Arrival of the local police
Confirming the end of your life lease 
I sat on the couch and cried
Repeating why, why, why
We lost mom just six weeks ago
How do we recover from another blow
My sister, brother, and I share hugs
Arm-in-arm as the pain tugs
The reality of the loss
Our father, the family boss
Not ready for the end of your life
I think you so missed your wife
What was for us a bomb
Took you home to Mom
I think about you every day
And miss you in every way
But I know you are in a better place
Together with Mom in another space
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Dalia Does Her Best
Marcia Calhoun Forecki

Dalia Thomas woke up to empty air. It was 
not full of noises and smells, but just hung there 
in the rooms, silent and invisible. There was no 
smell of salt and grease from bacon being fried 
in the kitchen below her. There was no clanging 
of pans, no cracking of eggs, no scratch of a knife on toasted bread, no hiss 
of coffee overflowing the coffee pot onto the hot stove, no padding of feet, no 
sniffling noses, no coughing, no calls of “Me first,” or “Give me that back, it’s 
mine,” no rustle of a newspaper and no slamming of doors whatsoever in the 
house below Dalia’s rented attic bedroom. 

Dalia rose from her bed and slipped on her slippers and robe. She 
descended the steep attic stairs and peeked into the bedroom of the children. 
They were both asleep as if this were not a school day. And yet it was 
Wednesday as sure as the sun rose in the morning. Dalia walked on through 
the empty kitchen and listened at the bedroom door of Mr. and Mrs. Barczak, 
whose house it was, whose children they were, and whose absence was 
beginning to unsettle Dalia more than a little. She heard no talking or snoring 
through the bedroom door, so she opened it a crack and peered in. The room 
was empty, silent, bereft of life. 

“There surely is an explanation,” Dalia thought. “Maybe, Mr. and Mrs. 
Barczak are downstairs.” Mr. Barczak’s mother lived there. She owned 
an apothecary shop of sorts, where she sold homemade cough and cold 
remedies and love potions, among other wonders. The sign in the window 
said “Fortunes Told, Horoscopes Cast.” Dalia had only seen the old lady 
occasionally in the kitchen when she came up to share a meal with the family. 
Most of the time she stayed downstairs in her own rooms and received her 
customers or busied herself with her herbs and berries. 

Approaching the door to the first floor, Dalia listened carefully. All was 
silent. She cracked the door and looked down into the sitting room where Mrs. 
Barczak greeted her customers. There sat the old lady in her rocking chair 
behind the counter. 

“She’ll know where the Barczaks have gone,” Dalia thought, and walked 
down the stairs. 

The old lady had nothing to say to Dalia’s inquiries, not even a word. Old 
Mrs. Barczak’s horoscope had run out. She was as dead as she could possibly 
be. 
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The Barczaks had a telephone, and Dalia ran up to call the sheriff. He 
would know what she must do. “Now, you stay with those children and don’t 
leave them until I get there,” he said. Dalia went into their bedroom and 
checked that they were still alive. As she approached the girl with a mirror 
to see if she was breathing, young Helga awoke and began to cry. Dalia went 
over to Henry’s bed and placed the mirror in front of his face. He immediately 
woke up and upon seeing his reflection began to scream. “Quiet, children. Get 
dressed, and I’ll make your breakfast.”

The children rubbed their eyes and began to slowly climb out of bed. 
Dalia went into the kitchen to make their breakfast, so that some part of their 
day would be normal, for it was certain that very soon, their little lives would 
take an unexpected path. 

The Sheriff arrived as the children were eating oatmeal with brown sugar 
and milk. “Well, the old lady’s dead as a . . . . “ 

“Sheriff, please. The children don’t know about their grandmother.”
“Your granny’s dead, children,” he said. “No sign of your parents either. 

Looks like no school for you today.”
“Hurrah!” said Helga and Henry. 
“Who is going to take care of the children?” Dalia asked.
“Can’t you do it? I’ve got my hands full with the grandmother and finding 

the parents.”
“I’ve got to go to school. I just rent a room here so I can go to high 

school.”
“Well, no school for you today, either. It’s just one day. I’m sure the folks 

will be back soon. Probably just went out to make arrangements.”
“Maybe you’re right,” said Dalia. “Okay, I’ll stay with them a while.” 
Mrs. Barczak was taken away and put into cold storage at the mortuary, 

until her son and his wife returned. The funeral would have to wait. The sheriff 
called all the Barczaks’ relatives, neighbors, church members and friends, but 
no one had any idea where they had gone so suddenly. No one remembered 
them talking about taking a trip or feeling sick. Dalia had searched the house 
for a note indicating what the Barczak’s plans were. She found a few articles 
of clothing left in the bureau, a pair of socks, a nightgown, a flannel shirt with 
a torn breast pocket, and a string of red sequins, but nothing useful. 

“If the war was still going on, I’d say this was some kind of Nazi plot,” 
the sheriff said.

“Well, the war is over, sheriff, and the Barczaks are gone. Maybe I should 
just call my father and have him come pick me up in the De Soto.”

“Don’t do that, yet. I’m deputizing you to stay with the children.”
With the spectacle of the removal of Mrs. Barczak’s mortal remains 
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completed, Dalia settled the children in their bedroom and read to them from 
her English textbook the story of “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” 
by Mark Twain and a poem by Robert Frost. When Helga and Henry became 
restless, they went outside to play on the big wraparound porch of the house. 

The Barczak home was a three-story, white Matterhorn of a house. It 
stood elevated over Troost Avenue by a set of eight steps up from the sidewalk. 
The first floor where Olga Barczak dispensed her cures and gave hope to the 
lovelorn had once been a dentist’s office. The family lived on the second and 
third floors. Dalia rented the unused bedroom on the third floor so that she 
could attend high school in town. Her parents lived on a small farm outside 
of the school bus route. Dalia’s parents paid the Barczaks $8 a month for her 
room and board. Dalia was also expected to help with the children and chores 
around the house. 

Dalia got on well with the children and with the old gypsy woman 
downstairs. Olga Bukovaz was from Poland. She had come to the U.S. with 
her parents and married Mr. Barczak when she was only sixteen. Townspeople 
believed that Olga’s parents gave old Mr. Barczak some kind of potion to 
make him fall in love with young Olga. He was 39 at the time. He had been a 
captain in Missouri’s 9th Confederate Batallion, Sharpshooters, and moved to 
Joplin after the war. 

By the time Madame Olga, as she was widely known, had been cleared 
out of the house, it was lunch time, and Dalia looked for something to feed the 
children. In the kitchen, she found cans of hominy, green beans, and Clabber 
Girl baking powder. The refrigerator was equally unproductive, but she located 
some bread and cheese so she made sandwiches. The prospect of other meals 
hung over Dalia’s head. She had no money to buy food. 

She called the sheriff. “Have you found any relatives yet?”
“I called the wife’s brother and the husband’s sister. They all live out of 

state. It will take a while for them to get here, if they come at all.”
“If they come!”
“We have to give them a little time. You’ll be all right until then.”
“I hope the old lady kept some canned goods downstairs, or some money. 

Otherwise, how am I supposed to feed the children?” 
“I’ll ask a church to send over some groceries. In the meantime, try to be 

patient.”
The sheriff had good intentions, but he was not in much of a hurry. Dalia 

looked around Mrs. Barczak’s rooms for some food. She heard the door open, 
and thinking it might be the sheriff returning, she went to the door. A lady with 
a tight permanent wave in her hair and white gloves on her hands stood in the 
entrance way. She pulled at the fingers of her gloves as if to remove them and 
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then pulled the gloves on tightly again. 
“Is Madame Olga here?” the woman asked.
“No, she isn’t,” Dalia replied. 
“Oh my. When will she be back?”
“Not for a long time. Can I help you? I’m kind of in charge of things.”
“Well, I’m here to pick up a package. Madame Olga was putting together 

some ‘tea’ for me.” The woman pulled a few folded dollars out of her purse. “I 
hope it is ready.”

“I’ll just check. What kind of package was it?”
“Something for my husband. Something to make him more interested,” 

the woman whispered. “Madame said she would put something together I 
could brew like tea.”

“Of course,” Dalia said. “I’ll be right back.”
In the old woman’s work room, Dalia found jars of herbs and crushed 

berries. She looked around in the cabinets for a package but found none. What 
Dalia did find, in the back of a drawer, was a well-thumbed, small notebook 
containing what looked like recipes. She found one labeled, “For Husbands,” 
and decided she could mix it as well as anyone. It was just a matter of 
combining a few ingredients. The jars were all labeled.

Dalia had some trouble with the recipes. They called for unusual 
measurements such as a baby’s fistful of one thing and an imperial thimble full 
of something else. Still, she did her best as she was that kind of girl. In a few 
minutes, she had mixed a concoction that smelled strong and bitter: very tea-
like in Dalia’s opinion. She tied it up in a small waxed paper bag and gave the 
tea to the gloved lady who paid her five dollars. 

Up the stairs Dalia bounded. “Wash your face, Henry. Put on your coat, 
Helga. We are going to the market to get food for dinner.”

“Ice cream!” Henry cried.
The next day and the next after that, nervous women appeared at the 

front door, all eager for packages from Madame Olga. Dalia listened to their 
requirements, a husband who would rather read the paper than talk to his wife, 
a secretary whose boss refused to give her a raise in pay, a young man who 
had survived D-Day but feared his mother-in-law, and a very well-dressed 
matron who wanted nothing more than to be a grandmother but whose son was 
dragging his feet in the finding of a wife.

The days passed pleasantly enough for Dalia and the Barczak children. 
Every day a few dollars came in from Madame Olga’s clients. Every day, 
Dalia and the children shopped for food and toys. Her friends from school 
sometimes called to see when she was returning. She even received a call from 
Eddie, the boy who sat next to her in biology class. 
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“I’m afraid I’m so far behind I’ll never catch up,” Dalia said.
“You’ll be fine. Just come back soon, okay?”
“I’m surprised you even noticed I was gone,” Dalia said.
“I noticed.”
Dalia immediately called the Sheriff and told him he had to find someone 

to take the children soon so she could go back to school. “It’s a funny thing,” 
he said. “When I talked to the Barczaks’ relatives, none of them seem 
surprised that they’ve disappeared.”

One day, while standing in line with an armload of groceries, Dalia heard 
the woman ahead of her talking to the cashier. She was reporting some very 
distressing news. She reported that one of her neighbors was very angry at 
Madame Olga’s assistant. It seems that after giving her husband some special 
tea, he had begun building a tree house because, as he freely admitted, he 
had fallen in love with a certain squirrel. Another woman was mad because 
her boyfriend, instead of proposing marriage to her, had overnight turned a 
bright shade of Belinda rose pink. The man who bought a potion to help him 
sleep was fired because he couldn’t stop his legs from dancing under his desk. 
“Well,” said the cashier. “They should all go and get their money back.” 

 
“Come along children, hurry now. My friend is coming soon, and we 

don’t want to make him wait.”
“Who is coming?”
“A friend of mine from school. He has a car. He’s going to take us on a 

ride to the country. Have you ever seen a real farm?” Dalia had asked Eddie to 
transport her and the children to her parents farm before anyone came looking 
for Madame Olga’s assistant. He arrived in the nick of time. As Eddie was 
pulling up to the house, a determined woman in a tight permanent wave was 
marching down the street in the direction of the house. When she saw Dalia 
descending the stairs, she called out, “Wait. I have to talk to you. What was 
that tea you sold me?” 

Dalia pushed the children into the back seat of the car and slid into the 
front seat beside Eddie. 

“Go, go,” she cried. 
At the farm, Henry and Helga had no end of fun playing with the dogs and 

chasing the chickens. Dalia’s father called the sheriff. “See here, you can’t just 
dump these children on my family. We’re glad to help out where we can, but 
this is too much. If no relatives want to come forward for the children, then 
the county will have to provide for them.” The sheriff agreed to pick up the 
children the next day.
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That afternoon, Dalia led the children in hiking to the end of the road 
to collect the mail. They passed a tree with a paper nailed to the trunk, 
announcing the coming of a circus to Baxter Springs. Among the acts listed 
were Alfredo and his wild lions, Lorenzo and his dancing Dalmatians, clowns, 
elephants, and the Flying Barczaks. “ Dalia said. “Children, we’re going to the 
circus tonight.”

“Hurrah!” they shouted. 
Eddie drove Dalia and the children to the circus. She marched up to the 

ring leader and asked where the Barczaks could be found. When the Barczak’s 
saw how well-kept and happy their children were, they thanked her. “If there is 
anything we can do for you, just ask.”

“I’d like to keep this book,” Dalia said. 
“Babcia’s old recipe book? I haven’t seen that in years,” said Mrs. 

Barczak. “Of course you may have it.”
Eddie and Dalia sat with the children to watch the show. When it was their 

turn, Mr. and Mrs. Barczak climbed a rope ladder high up to a little platform 
from which they swung back and forth on a small trapeze. Mrs. Barczak 
jumped into her husband’s hands and he caught her every time. Helga and 
Henry clapped and squealed to see their parents in sequined tights flying high 
in the air. Dalia put her hand on Eddie’s arm and he embraced her. “Maybe 
after the performance we can go home and have some tea,” she said. 

“I don’t much like tea,” she said. 
“I’ll do my best to make it so you will like it,” Dalia said. 
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Glorious Possibilities
Abigail Freer

Let us be real here. Our everyday cannot be 
summed up in beautiful timed snapshots nor can 
motherhood. We have to look at the whole to get 
a glimpse of what it is that we moms do. Gone 
are the days of sleeping in past 5 a.m. Gone is 
the ability to slowly enjoy meals. Gone is the freedom to put one’s desires first. 
Yet, it is here that lies the beauty.

My mornings are now full of very wet baby kisses. The afternoons are 
for rolling in the grass and quite literally for smelling the flowers. Nap times 
are for getting dirty in my pottery studio and for letting my creative self not 
be forgotten. The pre-dinner stretch is for shenanigans with the family in the 
climbing gym. Yet, my favorite time of day is nursing my toddler to sleep for 
as long as possible. Every day, I learn the true beauty and freedom found in 
self-sacrifice. Motherhood has birthed within me a strength and super power 
that I never knew possible.

There are days full of exhaustion, tears all around, and nap times that go 
differently than planned. There are times when I walk into the kitchen, see 
the constant and never ending carousel of dirty dishes, cringe, and walk back 
out. Toothbrushes flushed down the toilet causing plumbing problems for days 
are becoming more and more common. Life has become more of a beautiful 
balancing mess, and the reality of this fact has me fist pumping the air with joy 
and shuddering at the same time.

I am a woman who is daily navigating the murky depths of being a mom 
and launching my own business, constantly praying that I do not get caught 
in the comparison game. Championing the success of my fellow women who 
manage this great feat every day is a constant battle.

I am a woman who is daily learning how to raise a child to enjoy the 
simple things in a culture that continually consumes. The joy of leaving a 
low carbon footprint, eating food that we grow, hiking deeply into the woods, 
climbing majestic rocks, and fishing mountain streams is what we try to pass 
onto our child.

I am a woman who struggles with staying still and putting down roots 
for fear that my dreams will be pruned too soon. Yet, my little babe is exactly 
that; he is my root. He tethers me to this earth, showing me how the daily and 
mundane can be extraordinary. These earthly moments can be full of glorious 
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possibilities that only children can see with ease.
This is the secret that a day in my life tells: the story of a woman who is 

a mother, a wife, an artist, a businesswoman, an outdoor enthusiast, and an 
altogether imperfect human being. She is a woman who puts aside her fear of 
________ (failure, dreaming, motherhood, etc.) in order to not let any daily 
“normal” moment of life pass without entering into its glorious possibility.

Butterfly :: Kristy Stark Knapp
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My Crazy Cop Life
Tony Garrett

Oh, hello there! 
My name is Bill, 
and I have a crazy cop life. 

Well, I’m guessing you already know 
that I’m a cop, a very strange one. 

Let me tell you about it. 
One strange thing is I’m a writer-cop! 
You see, everyone is a writer in my town, 
and everyone must publish a book. 
If you don’t publish a book, 
you are under arrest. 

If you’re a kid, 
then you have to practice 
writing in a notebook. 
If you’re a great creative writer, 
you work at an awesome workshop
called Fine Lines!
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As I Kissed Her 
Nancy Genevieve

As I kissed her forehead 
wishing her “Sleep tight,” 
her eyes pooled, 
her hands trembled some newspaper flyer. 

Night by night, she had read me to sleep 
from the Tales of a Thousand and One Nights, 
making sure that I would not ever trade 
the old lamp for a new one. 

This night, 
I take the sales advertisement from her hands 
and place it on her bedside table 
on top of Michener’s Space building a tower 
of the unread, the unreadable. 

My mama is leaving printed words for 
swirls and whorls 
on the wallpaper border 
edging the ceiling 
of her newly painted room.
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Time
Zach Gilbert

What exactly is time?
We can’t move it.
We can’t feel it.
We can’t even see it.
So what exactly is it?
It’s not a person.
It’s not a place.
Is it a thing?
All you can say about time is that it simply exists.
No matter how hard we try, we can’t stop it.
We can’t reverse it.
We can’t control it.
We are only given so much time in our life.
We could waste it.
But, we could also make the most of it.
We can’t live in our mistakes.
We can’t attempt to do what time doesn’t allow us.
If we don’t live in the moment, then how do we live?
We are only given so much time in our life.
Forever doesn’t exist.
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A Teenager Living in Korea
Melissa Gill

When I was a child, we moved every year; therefore, I started a new 
school every year. I hated the fact that we moved constantly; however, I was 
used to it. We always stayed in the Nebraska and Iowa area and did not move 
far away each time. One day, two months after I started my freshman year in 
high school, my mother told me and my family we were moving to Korea for 
two years, for her job. I could not believe it. Korea? What would we do in 
Korea? Where would we live? How would we go to school? I was fourteen, 
and I had no idea what to expect. I never imagined my life, as a teenager, 
living in Korea, a country halfway around the world.

My mom was a Human Resource Manager for the Army Corps of 
Engineers. They were down-sizing in her Omaha department, and because of 
this, she applied for jobs elsewhere, just in case. One of the jobs she applied 
for was in Korea. She did not expect to get the job, and she was not sure she 
wanted it. However, if she accepted this job and moved to Korea, she would 
receive a pay raise, move to a higher position faster, and be able to save money 
because the military would pay for our housing and living expenses. Not long 
after she applied, they offered her the job. She accepted it, and my family 
moved to Korea.

I was scared to move. I did not know anything about this country except 
its location. Not only was I scared and going through many emotions, but I 
knew I had to leave my friends, family, and boyfriend behind. I already knew 
it was a difficult task to make new friends and keep them when we moved 
to a new place every year. I was not excited about starting over once again. I 
only had a month to prepare. When I broke the news to my friends, they were 
sad but supportive. They told me they would write to me, keep in touch, and 
reminded me it would only be for two years. My family was sad but excited 
for the experiences we would have. At the time, I did not understand why, 
but now I know, not everyone gets to experience what I did, at such a young 
age. My boyfriend and I decided to carry on a long distance relationship. 
Unfortunately, that did not last long.

The day finally came, November 1, 1995. My mom, step-dad, sister, 
brother, step-sister, step-brother, and I boarded an airplane that morning. My 
family and I had to fly from Omaha, Nebraska, to San Francisco, California, to 
Seoul, Korea, and to Taegu, Korea. The flight from San Francisco, California 
to Seoul, Korea was twenty-four hours. I was terrified to fly, being that it was 
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my first time on a plane, and now I had to fly for a long period of time, over 
the ocean. I was unaware that when I would fly, I would have to deal with 
turbulence. This was one of the scariest times in my life. I honestly thought 
the plane was crashing and saw my life flashing before my eyes. However, I 
made it. After flying for more than a day, we arrived in Taegu. It was surreal! I 
had to pinch myself to make sure it was not a dream. When we arrived it was 
still November 1, 1995. This is when I discovered we were in a different time 
zone. The time was only twelve hours different than in Omaha; however, when 
it was morning in Korea, it was night time in Omaha. We basically gained an 
extra day in our lives.

There were three military bases in Taegu: Camp Henry, Camp Walker, 
and Camp George. Camp Henry consisted of our school, apartment housing 
for military families, a convenience store, and a daycare. That was it. Camp 
Walker was the main base for shopping and domestic life. It consisted of a 
library, a youth center, the Post Exchange (the Walmart in Korea), a Burger 
King, other businesses, and the family housing for the Colonels, Generals, 
Lieutenant-Generals, and Major-Generals. Camp Henry was where all military 
and civilian personal worked, as well as, the movie theater.

The streets in Korea were like alley-ways here in the states. Although 
they were small, two cars could still fit in them side by side. The garbage truck 
played Korean music, as it picked up trash. Koreans love to speed and honk 
their horns as they drive. The whole country smelled of Kim-Chi, because it 
is prepared by allowing vegetables to rot in the ground and burying them. The 
smell was horrific, and the whole country reeked of it. The water in Korea was 
not filtered and came out brown. We were told not to drink it, or we would 
become sick. Our house was filled everywhere with bottled jugs of water. 
We had to use these for drinking, cooking, and brushing our teeth. The skies 
were gray and smoggy because of pollution. Their toilets were what we called 
squatty-potties; you had to squat to urinate; they were not like our traditional 
toilets in the United States. Koreans ate dog meat. I was warned right away 
by my new friends if I was offered Gaegogi not to eat it. They also had flea 
markets with food, clothing, and other things. We went to the flea market 
almost every weekend. I loved shopping off base in Korea.

 Our first few months, we stayed in the military barracks on Camp Henry. 
This is where they housed all new military and civilian families, until they 
found homes. Living in the barracks was fun for my sisters and me. Since 
we had our room, it felt as if we were living on our own. We barely saw our 
parents. We felt so free! The barracks reminded me of a small hotel. It was 
only two floors and had twelve rooms on each floor. The kitchen and laundry 
room were shared by everyone. The barracks had a front desk and maids who 
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cleaned our rooms every day. My mom and step-dad stayed in their own room; 
my brothers shared a room, and my sisters and I shared a room. During the few 
months we were living there, my mom and step-dad searched for a house to 
live in. My mom was considered a civilian; therefore, our family would have 
to live off base. This would be a difficult task for them, considering they did 
not speak Korean. Finally, after a few months, they found a house.

 We went to school on Camp George. The name of the school was Daegu 
American School. It was a small building, where kindergarten through twelfth 
grade attended. My elementary schools in the United States were much bigger. 
It was definitely different than what I thought it would be. However, I enjoyed 
being in the same school as all my sisters and brothers, especially when we 
first started. I was very shy when I was younger. I hated being the new girl and 
having to make new friends, but everyone was so welcoming. Looking back, I 
realize, they were welcoming because they, like me, had to move to a different 
place from year to year and could relate to how I was feeling. I made friends 
quickly.

I joined softball, cheerleading, and ROTC while I attended school there. 
I never played any sports before. My freshman year was the year my love 
for softball started. My step-dad was my coach that year. Our school did not 
have a softball team, so we played for the youth center on Camp Walker. The 
majority of students joined ROTC. I learned how to shoot a gun, how to march 
with a squad, and took a trip to the de-militarized zone. 

When my sophomore year started, I decided to try cheerleading. I always 
wanted to be a cheerleader, but was too shy to try out for it in the states. I 
started out as a football cheerleader that year for the youth center. When 
basketball season came around, we had to try out for cheerleading. I made 
it. I was so excited. Cheerleading was different here than in the states. When 
the girls were cheerleading, they used deep voices rather than squeaky girly 
voices. The cheerleaders in Korea were the tough girls, the ones you didn’t 
mess with, the popular girls. In the states, if you were a cheerleader you were 
considered preppy or prissy and not so tough. My favorite part was making up 
dances to perform for halftime. This is what we focused most of our attention 
on. I remember one in particular. We did the song from Space Jam, the movie. 
However, the best part about cheerleading that year was the boys’ basketball 
team got to go to playoffs in Japan, and so that meant we were able to go.

When we got to Japan, we went straight to the youth center on base. They 
were having a dance for all the basketball and cheerleading teams. We were 
able to meet all the other girls we would compete against. Not only were the 
boys there for the basketball competition, but we were competing, as well. The 
cheerleading and basketball teams were from all the military bases in Korea 
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and Japan. The teams were very diverse in race. My cheerleading team was 
half Korean-half white, half black-half white, half black-half Korean, half 
black-half Filipino, and I was the only full white girl on the team. 

My best friend Kelley and I met a couple of guys. I only remember one of 
their names, Ray Eifler. He had a car and asked us if we wanted to take a drive 
around Iwakuni. We decided to take him up on the offer. When we got in his 
car, I noticed the steering wheel was on the opposite side. I couldn’t believe it. 
I was amazed that he knew how to drive a car like that. The four of us decided 
to drive to the ocean that night. It was freezing cold. I wanted to go, because I 
had never been that close to the ocean, other than flying over it in an airplane. 
We just sat in the sand, felt the water with our hands, talked, and joked. We 
had so much fun. However, we did not stay long because it was too cold. After 
that, we had to go back to our rooms because we had a curfew. I remember 
taking fourth place in the competition, which was really good. I think there 
were ten teams we were competing against. I remember having a blast in 
Japan and was grateful that I was able to visit another foreign country at such a 
young age.

 Three months later, I was back in Nebraska surrounded by friends. I was 
so happy to be home. I missed everything about the States, especially the fresh 
air, and of course my friends and family. Upon my return, my friends decided 
to throw me a coming home party. My best friend had it at her house and 
invited everyone I was close to before I left for Korea. All my friends seemed 
different. They were more grown up and mature than I was. My friends had 
many questions for me. They wanted to know everything, so we partied and 
talked about my experience in Korea. I was glad to be home. My family and 
I spent almost two years in Taegu. We left at the end of my sophomore year. 
It was a bittersweet experience. I was scared to go back home to the United 
States, because I did not know what to expect when I came back. Isn’t that 
Ironic? However, my experience in Korea was amazing, and it made me 
appreciate my country more and the luxuries we have here. I survived two 
years, as a teenager, living in a foreign country halfway around the world.
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At Prayer Near Vigil Light
Rose Gleisberg

“The Lord bless you and keep you!
The Lord let his face shine upon you,
and be gracious to you!The Lord look
upon you kindly and give you peace!”

Numbers 6: 24-26

Near these garnet vigil lights
I kneel, begin to pray.
Engaged by the bank of tiered candles,
I watch incessant flickers sway.

Make this darkness ever bright
Keep them ever in your sight:
my aging mother, sister in ICU,
children dying from an epidemic,
I raise these prayers to You.

Near these golden waves of light
I kneel, continue to pray,
focus on the stained glass windowpane --
radiance of cobalt blues,
ambers and crimson hues,
mesmerized by His praying hands
stretched toward heaven’s gate.

As sun shines through this windowpane
Shine upon them, Lord.Shine!
Bring them strength.Be their guide.
Keep them ever at your side.
I raise these prayers to You.
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Reflections 
Barb Greer

My illusive brain.
Who lives in my head?
Who sometimes fills it with such dread?
And other times, it thrills with joy,
Like a childhood dream of some new toy.

One day I thrive,
The next, barely survive.
When the body’s tired,
The brain still convulses
With questioning or some new neurosis.

Do I care?
Was that mean of me?
Why must I share?

This crazy brain, that’s just an organ,
And by most standards not a bargain.
But then the underlying cause
Of all the thinking
Projects an idea that 
I wasn’t thinking.
From where?
From the cosmos?
Am I better when I’m comatose?
Stop it! Get off the wheel,
For when I do, I begin to heal.
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Final Tribute
Greg Gruber

All is truly quiet now.
The rush of the long day has given way
To blessed twilight, nightfall’s sweet hush;
Only stillness and dwindling shadows remain-
And he has gone away.

Do not seek in vain
That part of him you shall not see again,
But gently notice a small sweet whisper of
His passing by yet lingers still-
In the laughter of a child, an evening’s tender breeze,
Remembered words overheard in the marketplace,
Or with shimmering droplets resting on a tender leaf.

For sails unfurled have full caught the gathering wind,
Stars brightly guide ever onward to a new morning,
That siren song of distant blessed isles calls forward
Those hearty mariners who fear not the illusions of night;
And there it is!
His tender light slowly spreading out upon this fair zephyr,
And he has gone now, far away…
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Perceptions
Larry Harris

I am from a poor single mother, sick and meek,
a sad lifestyle where we struggle to pay the rent. 
I am from living off a $750 check every month. 
Food stamps, welfare, and my blind mother’s
pension check is how we make it from month to 
month.
In a lifestyle where I am the only one to take care of my mother 
when she is sick and barely can walk, 
there is nowhere to run. 

I am from a family of health problems and mental issues. 
I didn’t have a bed until I was eight years old. 

I am from Kansas City, Missouri, where shots being fired 
is something I got used to, and at night, it wasn’t safe to go outside. 

When I live like this, 
I develop a mentality that nothing is going to 
change, and I’m just trying to make it through another day. 

I am from a home of four: 
a sister Tierra, a brother Michael, a mother Tamra, and myself. 
None of us knew what it felt like to have a father.
It’s ironic because in today’s society that’s normal and assumed. 
My brother was killed when I was nine years old.
At fifteen years, I found my mother dead in her room.
She died in July 2014. 
I learned in life no matter what we go through 
or how many loved ones we lose,
life still goes on.

Certain things make us mature.
Society judges people because of race and ethnic backgrounds. 
I am a black young man, and 
I am not what people may assume about me. 
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I am actually trying to do something with my life, and 
because of my past, I am not letting it dictate my future. 
I do not hope to become a professional basketball player. 
I do not sell drugs or sag my pants.
I am not in a gang. 
I have big dreams to graduate from high school,
go to a good college, and get my master’s degree in computer design. 
I am fighting to achieve those dreams. 
You think I am something that I’m not because what society portrays, 
but really, I am nothing you may think I am.

Spring Daffodils :: Cindy Goeller
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Grocery 
Nina Harris

Waiting in the car at the grocery store,
she begins to worry.
Biting nails, pulling hair, counting sheep,
what is taking so long?

Where is he?
Should she go in?
Is it worth it?
Finally.

There he is, looking worn out, with his 
battered shirt and mismatched socks,
looking like a half that lost its other part, 
looking older than ever.

He returns to the car empty handed.
“Did you get anything?”
A worried glance back at the store is his response.
“Do you remember why you went in?”

A soft exhale, “No.”
She takes a deep breath knowing 
now isn’t the time for an argument.
“It’s okay, it wasn’t important anyway.”

As she holds the door, 
he gets into the passenger seat.
She turns the key,
and starts their journey home.
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Iowa Sky
Kathie Haskins

Impressive, majestically massive cottony clouds,
Like fluffy popcorn, not buttered,
But brilliantly white!

Lumpy, bumpy,
Like freshly sheared sheep’s wool,
Textured and clumped together,
Making me feel like sinking into a
soft feather bed.

Beneath the puffs of white,
Thinner, dark gray clouds
Move in the opposite direction,
Wafting like smoke,
Signaling the storm,
A mile or so
Ahead.

“When you feel a peaceful joy,  

that’s when you are near truth.”

-Rumi
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My Sunshine
Kaitlyn Hayes

I cradle Will Cheng, perhaps for the 
hundredth time, sitting down in the rocking 
chair and pushing off with a practiced amount of 
force, for I know that anything more will disrupt 
the sweet baby in my arms. The hum of the 
sound machine masks the joyful noise of his older sister, Sammi, giggling and 
running about the house, but in the bedroom, everything is calm. The curtains, 
dark and heavy, are closed and block out almost every speck of the evening 
light. 

At first, I watch as Will sucks his thumb, intently, his chubby cheeks 
framing his hand, as I sing the same song my mother used to sing to me. 
Frequently, he wriggles his little body, burrowing further into the warm 
comfort of the crevice between my arm and my torso. I gently kiss his 
forehead, his soft, baby skin smelling sweetly of the soap from the bath I just 
gave him. I brush his black hair from his forehead, while the hair on top of his 
head remains in a stick-straight, upright position – his Asian hair, as his mother 
often calls it.

Will closes his eyes and will soon be asleep, and I think to myself, as I 
have many times before, that these tender moments with him are the best part 
of my day. How I treasure the way his face lights up when he first sees me as 
I arrive at the Chengs’ house every afternoon, the way his contagious belly 
laugh fills the room and the way his mischievous grin lets me know he knows 
just how much I adore him. Many times, I utter sarcastic complaints about the 
stains on my clothing from his food, saliva, snot, or vomit, but even the most 
disgusting parts of taking care of him bring a smile to my face and help to fill 
the most special corners of my heart, the ones reserved for him.

I let out a deep sigh and continue to sway forward and back, forward and 
back, the rocker matching the cadence of my lullaby. I look lovingly at the 
way he is curled up against me, and I notice his legs perched up on the right 
arm of the chair. It seems like yesterday that he could fit within the constraints 
of my lap and the chair, just so, and I know it won’t be long before his legs 
will be dangling off the chair for good. I wonder how time possibly could have 
passed by so quickly and how he has grown so fast. It’s the kind of thing we 
wonder when we love someone so much that we want time to stand still for a 
moment, so we can be sure to remember every detail as to carry them with us 
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when people and time move on, as they always do.
Before too long, Will is fast asleep in my arms, his little hand resting 

on my collarbone and his bottom lip pouting out, as he breathes softly. The 
horrendous day I just had overwhelms me with gratefulness for this tiny 
human, who will never be able to imagine the extent to which he helps me deal 
with difficulties in my life. 

When life seems too overwhelming, Will smiles at me, and I forget 
all about my trials. When Will isn’t feeling well or is upset, anything I’m 
worrying about seems unimportant, and I set my mind to comforting him. On 
the days I battle panic attacks, I force myself to push through to the other side, 
where I’m okay again, because I know Will and his family are counting on me 
to be there for them. When my relationship has just ended because my now 
ex-boyfriend is no longer willing to support me in my journey through anxiety 
and depression, Will’s embrace lets me know it will all be okay. 

I carefully lift him off my lap and into his crib as he continues to sleep 
peacefully, a pure picture of innocence and happiness, untouched by fear, 
anxiety, difficulty, and defeat. Overcome with emotion, I pull myself together. 
Will’s parents, Jess and Wes, and Sammi are downstairs and know nothing of 
my struggle with mental illness, and I want to keep it that way. My mind is 
racing, but I know I can’t stay in his room all night.

Who would want someone like me taking care of their kids? I don’t want 
to lose my job. I don’t want to lose them.

As I descend the stairs, I do my best to wipe the tears from my eyes and 
paint the best smile on my face that I can muster, but Jess sees through it right 
away.

“Are you okay?” she asks. “You look really tired.”
“I didn’t get much sleep last night,” I say, which is true, but not the whole 

truth. I’m not about to open up and let everything spill out in front of them, 
even though I know she is genuinely concerned.

“Okay, are you sure?”
“Yeah, I’m fine,” I lie, as I try to pack up my things as quickly as I can, so 

I can escape the questions, as if that would mean I could also escape the truth.
She follows me around the corner to the doorway, away from Wes and 

Sammi, where she asks once more, “Are you sure you’re okay?” 
Just like rain bursts out of a full thunder cloud in a dark storm, tears 

erupt from my eyes, and I cry on her shoulder and mutter words as best I can 
between sobs, my chest heaving between breaths. Her hug, the first time she’s 
ever done this, envelops me with a mother’s warmth and care, even though I 
am technically here to give love instead of receive it. 

“What happened?” she asks.
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I hesitate, but I know there’s no hiding from it now. My tears have already 
dampened her shirt, and her eyes are concerned. “I’ve been struggling with 
anxiety and depression for a few years, and he broke up with me because of 
it,” I say, unable to make eye contact with her. The truth hurts even more, as it 
leaves my mouth and enters my ears. 

I don’t process much that Jess says after that. These moments are a sloppy 
blur, as if I am drunk on my feelings of bitterness and humiliation. Despite 
how grateful I am for her concern and support, I leave as quickly as I can, 
feeling vulnerable and drowning in shame.

In the days that follow, Jess and Wes send text messages and even a card 
in the mail reminding me to never be embarrassed to share the truth with them, 
that they are always there for me, and they consider me to be a part of their 
family.

When I arrive at their house at 4:30 p.m. each day, Sammi’s big brown 
eyes and wide smile greet me with an emphatic “MISS KAITWYN!” At 
dinner time, Wes kindly offers me watermelon – his most favorite food in 
all the world – and Jess tells Will how handsome he is with pasta sauce 
smeared all over his face, the result of a one-year-old’s attempt at eating. Once 
strangers, we now share meals around the dinner table multiple times a week, 
I can predict both children’s reactions to just about anything, and I beam when 
I show my friends pictures of them. The pride and excitement I feel when 
Sammi goes potty in the potty for one of the first times or the closeness and 
importance I feel when Will shuffles backward into my lap, signaling he wants 
me to read him a book, fill my heart to the brim. The unbridled joy of a joke, 
a happy moment that consumes me with love and warmth – this is the feeling 
that tells me I am home.

Later in the week, I sing and rock Will to sleep again. I look down at him, 
and he opens his eyes. Though they are tired, they light up at once, followed 
by ornery giggles and a grin, big and wide, revealing molars that have just 
come in. Normally, I wouldn’t encourage him to make a mockery of his 
bedtime routine, but right now, I smile back, because it’s moments like these 
that let me know he loves me as I am, no matter what. 

“You are my sunshine, my only sunshine.
You make me happy when skies are grey.
You’ll never know dear, how much I love you.
Please don’t take my sunshine away.”
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Make Them Good Ones
Uri Herszbaum-Harding

I just read an interesting article, “The 
Roman Catapult Revived,” from the March 2015 
issue of Popular Science magazine. The article 
was fairly simple, perhaps shorter than this 
extended summary will turn out to be. It told of 
how ancient Romans used different kinds of projectiles against their enemies, 
including corpses to spread diseases to those who stood against them, using 
the mighty catapult. It told the story of a man who decided to recreate the 
ancient device of war for the sake of a neighborhood block party, how to make 
a sturdy frame, and make sure there was just enough tension in the drawstring. 
What, you may ask, is the significance of this article? On its own, nothing. 
Mere entertainment. The writing is merely a shard of a much greater force. 
When you ask what Popular Science represents, though, you get a much more 
thorough answer. 
In 2009, the Black Eyed Peas wrote a song “Where Is the Love?” The song 
spoke of all the evils in the world, and of course, it asked a very important 
question. 

“People killing, people dying, 
children hurt you, hear them crying, 
will you practice what you preach, 
or would you turn the other cheek? 
Father, father, father help us seek 
some guidance from above 
because people got me questioning, 
where is the love? 
Where is the love, the love, the love?” 

The point made by this song is that the only thing seen on the news is 
pain. However, love heals us.

Popular Science, with the sword that is scientific news, fights off the vile 
dragon representing the media. They bring hope that humanity isn’t completely 
lost. Humanity still has a chance. We still make progress, slowly but surely, 
and Popular Science opens the eyes of its readers to this. “The Roman Catapult 
Revived” is a small shard of this ever-growing sword. 
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Today, I learned where the word “California” came from? It came from 
a novel, by a Spanish writer in 1510. In the novel, there was a mythical land 
of richness and gold. It was a mysterious place, and somebody thought that 
would be a great name for this region, which was owned by the Spaniards, 
right next to Mexico. More than two hundred years later, Los Angeles was 
founded in 1781, as a village. In 1860, only 1 in 83 United States citizens 
lived in California. Now, 1 in 11 does. Everything has to start somewhere, 
sometime, right? At first, a dream, then the reality. 

One person who has kept me inspired, I have never met personally, 
and chances are I never will. That’s because he lives in Utah, and I live in 
Nebraska. His name is Brandon Sanderson, and he is the author of many works 
of literature that I enjoy, including the Mistborn series and the Reckoners 
series. I find it ironic that when I write, I cannot find the time to read, and 
when I read, I can’t make enough room in my chaotic schedule of sloth to do 
any writing. So, the single reason I haven’t been able to write for a month is 
because, as you might say, I have been recharging. After bleeding out all my 
creative energies over a period of about a year, I need to take a couple months 
off, absorbing the writing of others, using their techniques as scaffolding to 
build my own. Brandon Sanderson’s works are the first I have read in a year. 
The spawn of his twisted imagination helped nurse mine back to its full power. 
 Who have I inspired, though? I always told myself that any life was worth 
the entropy it added to the universe if we manage to influence the lives of 
others positively. Although able to influence the lives of my friends slightly, I, 
unfortunately, haven’t done anything major. I haven’t inspired an entire race 
to break free of the segregating bonds of another, like Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Never before have I had the chance to save a life. I must do it subtly, in 
my own mortal way, for I am a mere man. If I were a god, I’d just eliminate 
ISIS, Al-Qaeda, and all terrifying evildoers to make the world a better place. 
Of course, I am no man, and neither am I a god. Neither a woman, nor child. 
I am fifteen, as close to being ten as I am to twenty, in the gray area between 
childhood and adulthood. I am simply myself, and I have lived through—at 
most—a fifth of my life. Although I haven’t been able to inspire anyone, yet 
(as far as I know), someday, I may be able to change lives. 

How might I, someday, inspire others? Really, how will I? Doing what I 
do best, logically. If I write well, I’ll inspire the imaginations of those younger 
than myself, much like Brandon Sanderson did for me. I’ll elevate others to 
the heaven I live in, where life is but a dream to be escaped, or something 
poetic like that. I could design video games, inspiring kids in not just the way 
mentioned before but also entertaining them for hours on end. If a game is 
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played by a million people, for an hour a day, over the course of a year, then 
the creator of that game has done the equivalent of entertaining a single child 
for many years, 40,000, I believe. If I create a good enough game, I could 
keep people inspired for a total amount of time that couldn’t be contained in a 
thousand lifetimes. 

My point is, we change the world either by creating or destroying. Neither 
is good all the time, and neither is bad all the time. Sometimes, creation leads 
to destruction; creating a single hydrogen bomb could potentially lead to the 
deaths of millions. A law of the universe is “destroying a destroyer precludes 
destruction.” Redundantly worded, perhaps, but it makes sense. If someone 
were to destroy this hydrogen bomb before it could be ignited, it would cause 
minor destruction, but to prevent infinitely greater devastation. That’s also the 
idea behind the death sentence; kill one criminal, so he can never kill again. 
Cause one death to prevent twelve others. 

Ruin and preservation are constantly in battle. In history’s most 
unfortunate twist of irony, a little boy was saved from drowning in ice-cold 
water. The act seemed like a good deed at the time, until we realize that this 
little boy was Adolf Hitler. Even if one could go back in time and stop Hitler 
from rising to power, we might have caused an even worse problem than 
there was in the first place. What if six of the people Hitler killed could have 
turned out to be just as bad as the man who had slain them? I’m not saying 
that anyone else was necessarily that evil, simply that our actions can have 
megalithic and unexpected recursions. This is known as the “Butterfly Effect.” 
While I was inspired to write more powerfully by Brandon Sanderson, there 
may have been, hypothetically, an insane man who became infatuated with his 
works, treated them like a bible, and committed heinous crimes in the act of a 
god Sanderson created; whereas, he might have never committed those crimes 
had he never read the books. Perhaps, my writings will cure the depression of 
a man, preventing him from committing suicide. His problems bite him later in 
life, corrupting his soul, and turning him into the next Hitler.

Hypothetical rants aside, I mean to say that the future is unpredictable. 
Anything farther than a few seconds from this current moment is a faded 
gray cloud of infinite possibilities; some far more likely than others. There 
is no way anyone can factor every possible outcome of their actions. If they 
could, though, they would effectively be God. Their subtle fingers could do 
the equivalent of moving a few pebbles, displacing the stream of the Colorado 
River, and completely changing the shape of the Grand Canyon. Since none 
ofus humans have this ungodly precognitive ability, then it is our job as 
mortals to just go with the flow of the present. Learn from the past, look 
forward to the future, but don’t even try to predict it. Take actions that you 
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think will help lives; don’t worry about inadvertently creating another Hitler. 
You may also create another Gandhi or Jesus, a person who inspires far more 
people than you ever could. Live life, and don’t stress over the results.

When entropy inevitably overtakes the universe, ending all life, it won’t 
matter anyway. That’s the final point. Everything we do is, ultimately, of equal 
importance, for man, planet, and god alike will all fade out with the inevitable 
heat-death of the universe. We are all the same in the eyes of the reaper. 
Perhaps, there is no afterlife. Perhaps, death is death. Oblivion. We must live 
our lives to the fullest and leave whatever footprints we can. Might as well 
make them good ones. 
 

Further In :: David Waller
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Sitting 
D.A. Hickman

Yesterday the brick path to my garden 
stood flat and firm against a lush green
 
I noticed it more deeply as I walked to my 
wooden bench engraved with five words 
 
“the obstacle is the path” – a Zen proverb – 
and sitting for time unknown, I began to 
 
understand those words in a brighter light, 
as though the sky had moved closer.

 
 
 

“Be grateful for whoever comes, because each has 

been sent as a guide from beyond.”

-Rumi
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Connected
Aquinnah Hill

There’s a depth to me and I think I’ve 
dissected enough coffee-filtered daydreams 
to know what sweatshirt to wear on my bad 
days and what socks to wear on my good days 
because sometimes thinking about the top 
steps of a twelve story building and throwing myself down them deserves a 
warm hood and when you tell me you miss me the blood in my feet rushes 
to my head and that snazzy pair of socks is a good distraction from my weak 
knees. When that blank paper is set in front of me I can feel the gears in my 
head moving and I don’t remember the last time they’ve ever collided so 
smoothly but the screaming and the laughter in my head is so unavoidable 
I know my hands can hear it too. They’re moving across the paper like the 
distance between each corner is too much and something needs to tear through 
the center and bring them together. The papers shifting and it’s no longer 
white. My fingers drag through dirt and sometimes I wish I was a bug with a 
million legs to carry me anywhere but here. I wish the lines I drew could lead 
me somewhere but I don’t have the right paint brush and my hands are still 
shaking.
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Nor Height, Nor Depth
Jim Holthus

Blown by the wind, the foam
Separates from its source.
Waves caress the beach
And then recede:
Light floods creations’ depths;
Two kingdoms sparkle on the shore.And yet,
Not all the waves return:
Winds catch the foam and urge it on,
Tempting it to greater heights, further shores,
And on it slides, unaware
Its life is lessened as it goes;
Moments spent in random dance
Upon a dying floor of sands.
The body withers,
Quivers to a shrunken stance,
No depth to balance the questing crest.
Blown by the wind, we dance.

Inspired by a visit to Cannon Beach, Oregon, with
Dan and Colleen Hill, 10/13/84
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Daydreaming Takes Its Toll
Cecilia Huber

Alone
In my favorite place.
Thinking
In my little hiding space.

Imagining
Amazing thoughts run through my head.
Tired
Using grass as my bed.

Looking
Up at the glistening stars.
Listening
I can barely hear the city cars.

Falling
Asleep or in love?
Feeling
Something pulling me up above.

Saying
Words that won’t exactly help.
Whispering
Words that only melt.

Enjoying
Taking it all in one last breath.
Dreaming
The dream that leads me to my death.
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Loose Tendrils
Tammy Hudson

Letting go
turning you over to God
I can do nothing more
than love you from afar

Love and light
 that is what I send
you’ll be just fine
 reach out your hand

Grab hold of the one
 the only one who saves
He loves you more than I
 if that is even possible

You are so beautiful
 down, down so deep
through the jungle of emotions
 the scared little girl inside

It’s okay to come out
 let your beauty shine
your life is waiting for you
 one step at a time
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Sand and Death 
David Hufford

Dig in the silt 
Dig in the sand 
Sand in the sand pit 
Sand hills the land 

Land is a dry place 
Land rakes the water 
Water is down there 
Water is under 

Under filth oil sands 
Under ground grit 
Grit got the life out 
Grit clawed the life 

Life made some motion 
Life is not sand 
Sand cannot breed sand 
Sand cannot die 

Die goes beneath ground 
Die gets its granite 
Granite goes shiny 
Granite will not breathe 

Breathe if you think so 
Breathe to deny 
Deny even life lives 
Deny even God 

God could make sand piles 
God could make children 
Children make castles 
Children make children 
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Children grow up then 
Children make mansions 
Mansions in heaven 
Mansions are rock-piles 

Rock-piles are heavy 
Rock-piles can’t mean 
Mean what you think so 
Mean what you say 

Say what the granite stones
Say to the sand
Sand was the granite 
Sand was down under 

Under the water 
Under the land 
Land has gone barren 
Land has gone grit 

Grit gets the man’s teeth 
Grit gets to hurt 
Hurt before death 
Hurt before dirt 

Dirt 
Death 
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Suffocating Anxiety
Anne James

An unwelcome guest,
Fear pours through
every inch of my being.
Beginning as a speck,
she grows to great extremes
until my hands are shaking
and butterflies race, 
fluttering in my stomach.
Panic creeps into my brain,
forcing out words 
of deceit and error.

The feeling is like an antithesis
to being clear-minded and calm;
maybe if I give the fear command,
my inner emotions will be freed.
No! I cannot lose control.

Fear leads to regret and hopelessness.
I fight, sword and shield are ready.
No more fear, no more pain,
no more anxious thoughts at night,
keeping me awake until 
the first breath of dawn
kisses the early morning sky.
I breathe and meditate 
to subdue my fears.
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E.R.B.
Margaret Joba-Woodruff

Sometime in my time of mind-manipulating 
sadness, someone found a file in their hands with 
my name on it and that made all the difference. 
I never intended to stumble into that world of 
shaking fingers and schizophrenic teenagers, 
but maybe that world intended to waltz into my time and make something of 
it or maybe he butted his head into the conversation about the cats who got 
locked in a basement who had been replaced by toddlers running around in 
their underwear with the obscure knowledge of the impact it would have, and 
maybe this all happened because destiny had to call it that way or maybe in a 
different timeline the dice rolled differently and instead of landing on a four 
or a six, they landed on 30 Warren Street and just think, it’s been 358 days 
and counting since I first stepped into that rotating universe, guided by that 
gay Jehovah’s Witness in a vest and flared jeans, straight into the room with a 
patchwork ceiling, similar to what yours would later look like, and sometimes 
when I think about love I realize how different it can be, how when I say I love 
you and it seems weird but somehow it makes sense. All I can hope is I will 
never lose your aura like when you spilled coffee on the floor next to my bed 
near the window when I refused to get up and it lingered there until the day I 
left. I would do anything to sleep in that bed again and wake up to the “other” 
Kyle dragging my sheets off the bed to expose my toes to the cold air and it 
was so freezing from the damn heater that was broken and instead of giving off 
hot air, spewed out frigid wind and the terrible food, and strangers’ hair stuck 
to the shower walls, and the warped mirror and broken walls. Trust me, I know 
it sounds a bit crazy, but I promise, I’ve never called home the way I do to you.
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Angels and Miracles
Norma Knapp and Kristy Stark Knapp

I’ve never had a personal encounter of my 
own, but my husband did when he suffered a 
near-fatal heart attack. He woke me up in the 
middle of the night and said that something was 
wrong. I turned on the bedside lamp, and he was 
sitting on the edge of the bed, sweating profusely with pressure in his chest. I 
called 911, immediately. We lived in a small, rural town, so within minutes, the 
rescue team was there and transported him to a local hospital. My daughter, 
her husband, and I followed in the car.

We no more than got to the ER when the doctor met us. He told us that 
my husband was having a heart attack and would have to be life-flighted to 
a hospital a hundred miles away. My husband was given a TPA shot, which 
is a blood thinner, and the medical flight team was notified that he was ready 
for transport. The medical team needed to travel to the local airport where the 
helicopter was kept. After starting the helicopter, they decided it wasn’t safe to 
transport my husband. Instead, he was taken via ambulance, which is a two-
hour trip. It was during this trip that his heart stopped. I don’t know how long 
it took to revive him, but it was during this time when he said he saw angels. 
One of the angels told him, “You need to stay down there.” At that same time, 
he remembers a feeling like hitting a big bump in the road. We traveled that 
same road just a few minutes later and didn’t notice a bump. We came to the 
conclusion that the bump he felt was when the team was able to revive his 
heart after shock treatment.

He enjoyed life another fifteen years, until he was diagnosed with cancer. 
After a yearlong battle, my grandson, who was 3½ at the time, and I were 
sitting on the bed beside my husband while he slept. Suddenly, my little 
grandson pointed to the wall above the headboard and said, “Look Grandma, 
an angel.” I could not see it, but it was comforting to know that my husband’s 
guardian angel was right there with him in his last days.

This isn’t the first time my little grandson experienced an angel episode.
My daughter-in-law was pregnant with her second child. The pregnancy 

was rough, as she experienced constant bleeding in the first trimester. She 
and my son spent many nights in the ER trying to determine the cause of her 
bleeding, but nothing could be found.

With another night of cramping and bleeding in front of them, they tried 
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to figure out whether or not to head to the ER again. My daughter-in-law said 
she was tired of going to the ER only to hear the same thing, “We suspect you 
are having a miscarriage. There is nothing we can do for you. Just go home 
and get your rest.” They decided to stay home. If indeed she was going to have 
a miscarriage, the comfort of her home sounded more appealing than hospital 
walls.

It was a cold night, and my son went upstairs to get some extra covers. 
After he disappeared around the corner of the banister, my little grandson 
stood at the bottom of the stairs, pointed his finger to the top and said, 
“Mommy, I see an angel.” His mommy went over to him, and he again pointed 
his finger up and said, “Angel.” My daughter-in-law’s thoughts were, this is 
kinda weird.

When my son came back down, my daughter-in-law told him about what 
my grandson said. My son looked up the stairs to see if there was anything up 
there that may resemble an angel. He saw nothing and proceeded to shut the 
door to the steps. 

Seconds later, my grandson grabs my son’s hand, points towards the 
direction of the main bedroom and says, “He’s over there.” 

My son and grandson crept towards it, but as they got closer to the 
bedroom, my grandson’s composure eased. 

He said, “He’s gone,” and he went back to playing with his toys.
When my daughter-in-law told me about it, I asked her if they had a 

picture of an angel hanging on the wall at the top of the stairs, and she said 
no. I then came to the conclusion that this little baby she was carrying was 
going to be okay, because of my grandson’s vision of an angel. However, 
that was going to be challenged 29 weeks into her pregnancy when my little 
granddaughter was born with nothing short of miraculous circumstances.

My daughter-in-law is a freelance artist and photographer. She was 
hired to take wedding pictures of a fellow church member at rural church my 
family attends. The wedding took place on Friday, August 1, 2008. When 
my daughter-in-law was initially hired, it was with the understanding that 
the wedding was to take place on Saturday, August 2. When the bride’s plans 
were not coming together, she switched her date to Friday afternoon per my 
daughter-in-law’s suggestion.

Everything went well at the country church. The reception followed in a 
town about 25 miles from where the wedding took place. Most of the pictures 
were taken except for a few that were needed at the reception. My son arrived 
at the reception as he had gotten done with work. He took the camera and was 
snapping some pictures, while my daughter-in-law rested.

My daughter-in-law was done resting and decided to get up. Suddenly, she 
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felt a gush. Thinking she may have accidentally gone to the bathroom, she sat 
back down to collect her thoughts. She popped back up and felt another gush. 
She looked down, and blood was pooling together on the chair. It was at this 
time that the placenta detached from the uterus and caused hemorrhaging.

Our pastor’s wife is a registered nurse. Our pastor’s children were sitting 
next to my daughter-in-law in the reception hall. She turned to one of them 
and said, “Go, get your mother!” She turned to another child and said, “Go, get 
my husband!” The pastor’s wife, with many towels in her hands, rushed to my 
daughter-in-law’s side.

A wheelchair was summoned, but my daughter-in-law said that there 
was no time to waste; she needed to get to the hospital, immediately. By that 
time, my son had returned to the reception hall, and the pastor’s wife told 
him to bring the car around, because there was not enough time to wait for an 
ambulance. Thank God, the hospital was only two blocks away.

My daughter-in-law’s OBGYN was on vacation, so an on-call doctor 
would have to suffice. Thankfully, he was at the front desk when they wheeled 
her into her room, and he was able to follow. He did an ultrasound, but like all 
ultrasounds before, he could not pinpoint the location of the bleeding. He told 
my son and his wife that it looked like she would be put on bed rest until the 
end of her pregnancy. Just for safe measure, he did a physical examination, 
and it was then that he felt the separation of the placenta from the uterus. “The 
baby needs to come out, and it needs to come out now,” he said. My son and 
his wife started to cry, because they knew their baby was in danger.

Shortly after the doctor said these words, my son’s wife became 
nauseated, weak, and unconscious. She was losing blood at an alarming rate. 
A code blue was sent over the intercom. All available staff members were 
to come to the operating room immediately. It was approximately 7:00 in 
the evening when the incident occurred. A change of shift happened at 6:45 
and overlapped until 7:15. Because of this, there were more than enough 
personnel available to meet my daughter-in-law and future granddaughter’s 
needs. My daughter-in-law was wheeled into surgery, and it was under these 
circumstances that my granddaughter was born.

She was born without a heartbeat, but the pediatrician was there to 
resuscitate her. She weighed 3 lbs. and 4 oz. We were able to watch through 
the nursery window, as all the doctors and nurses tried to stabilize her.

A neo-natal intensive care unit from a hospital specializing in preemie 
care was alerted of the situation, and they were on their way. Our minister 
was able to baptize her before she was life-flighted. Her mother was not able 
to witness her daughter’s baptism or even decide upon her given name. Our 
minister asked my son what her name was going to be, and he said, “I don’t 
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know. We talked about it, but we really never decided what it was going to be 
for sure.”

In the weeks after my grandson saw the angel, my son and his wife talked 
at great length as to what the name of this child was going to be. They thought 
about Angelia, Angelica, and other names that were angelic in nature. Finally, 
they came upon a name that they both liked. Although it was never written in 
stone, my son made the choice to call her Gracelyn in the moment of baptism. 

The next day, while my daughter-in-law lay in her hospital bed, the staff 
told her just how lucky she and my granddaughter were. “There were forces at 
work on this one,” they said.

My daughter-in-law was able to visit my granddaughter three days later. 
She was informed of my granddaughter’s condition. Although she was a much 
heavier baby than they anticipated, she had a stage one brain bleed and needed 
resuscitation at birth. Because of the circumstances of her birth, her outlook 
was grim, and there were many hurdles to be crossed. 

My granddaughter is now six years old and attends kindergarten. At the 
beginning of this journey, we were told that she would probably suffer from 
many disabilities: hearing and vision loss or development and learning delays, 
but she has never been anything but a normal, healthy child.

When I think of all the coincidences that happened, I can only see 
higher power intervening. If this wedding would have been on a Saturday, 
like most weddings, my daughter-in-law and little grandson would have 
been home alone, miles away from the help she would have needed. If my 
granddaughter’s birth happened Friday morning, at the rural church, my son’s 
wife would have been in the same situation. Thankfully for her, the reception 
location was in a town 25 miles away from the church at a site two blocks 
from the hospital. It was all meant to be: the on-call doctor was available, the 
change of shift, the location of the reception, the day of the wedding, and the 
time of day.

The angel that my little grandson saw that cold night proved to be a 
guardian angel, who protected them all. Gracelyn’s name is a testament to the 
grace of God. Because of His grace and mercy, my granddaughter and her 
mother are with us today.
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Miracle :: Kristy Stark Knapp
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The Woods
Jack Kohl

Frogs hoping
from rock to rock.
Fish swiming
in the strem.
Birds in the trees.

I wundr
what its like
in the woods.

“I want to sing like the birds sing,  

not worrying about who hears or what they think.”

-Rumi
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How Are You?  
Do You Really Want to Know?

Anne Lloyd

Now, let me set the scene for you. You 
are up to your neck in grief and someone asks, 
“How are you?” 

What is your answer? You might respond, 
“I’m fine.” In reality, you and I both know that’s a lie. “Okay,” might be an 
honest answer, but certainly not in the early days. 

Being true to yourself, another option would be to simply not respond to 
the question and move onto another topic. In that case, if you are lucky, no one 
will be the wiser! 

You could respond by going into a litany of just how you are doing, 
stating, for example, “Well, on Tuesday, I saw my daughter ride her bike out in 
front of a car and get killed. On Wednesday, my husband and I did marathon 
shopping for a funeral home and cemetery plot, and on Saturday, we buried 
our daughter. 

Now, it’s Tuesday again, and it’s the one-week anniversary of her death. 
So, you ask me how I am feeling? I’m feeling pretty lousy at the moment, 
but thanks for asking! You might stay away with those comments in the 
beginning of your grief journey, but try that response six months or a year out. 
You can just see the person start backing away, as he gets more than he was 
emotionally prepared to hear!

But what does the questioner really want to hear? Is this individual simply 
being polite and expecting typical small talk, “I’m fine, thank you,” or does the 
person really want to know how you are doing? In your role, as a griever, you 
become an evaluator of other people’s motives. How do you do that? Listen to 
what they say. Following that brief, “How are you?” some people will ask for 
more information about your well-being. If that is the case, in all likelihood, 
you’ve just been given the green light to continue talking. If you decide to 
unload the honest truth, then be prepared to watch body language. Does the 
person seem uncomfortable, glancing away, turning his body away from you? 
If so, it’s time for you to move on to a new topic.

With time, you will know with whom you can bare your soul and to 
whom you can’t. Strangely, you will be surprised that there are a few people 
who you thought could handle your grief, but they just aren’t there for you. 
Overnight, they disappear from your life. A dear friend never calls. Gone are 
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the social occasions that you shared. You wonder why? You strongly believe 
it has to do with the death of your child, as well as, your grief. Perhaps, they 
don’t understand. In all likelihood, they are uncomfortable and don’t know 
what to say or do. Not to make excuses, but truly, but for the grace of God, 
they don’t understand, and for that, we should be grateful. You could make the 
move to nurture this lost relationship, but in your state, you simply don’t have 
the energy. Some of those people, may come back to you, and perhaps, as you 
regain your strength, it just might be you who makes the first move to rebuild 
that lost friendship. 

So how are you? It just depends, and do you really want to know?

“When you do things from your soul,  

you feel a river moving in you, a joy.”

-Rumi
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The Mystery of Bubby Love
Loren Logsdon

His name was Bubby Love; at least, that 
is the name he went by. For all I know, it could 
be a nickname. He died before I was born, 
so I never actually met him, but I wish I had. 
He invaded my consciousness when I was 
a child, and throughout my life, I have thought of him from time to time. 
Enlightenment philosopher John Locke was right: Once an idea is in your 
mind you can’t get rid of it. Bubby Love has stayed with me all of my life. 

Now, here is the strange part. All I know about him came from what my 
father and uncle told me. The only first-hand knowledge I had about him came 
from the times when I would come across the remains of his campsites in 
the woods around my home town. When he would move to another camp, he 
would always leave behind some things that he didn’t need, perhaps, a cooking 
pot that had a hole rusted in it or an iron device of some kind.

I recall once when I was a child, my father and I were looking for morel 
mushrooms in a hollow far from town, and I stumbled on some pieces of iron 
and a fragment of canvas. When I asked about those items, my father said, 
“This was probably one of Bubby Love’s camps.”

I remember thinking, “This is a strange place for a camp.” 
My father then explained that Bubby Love was strange. Apparently, he 

was an orphan who wandered into our midst. He had no relatives among us 
or even any friends. Now, in a small community, everyone knows everyone 
else, but there are a few people who are isolated for one reason or another: 
sometimes by the loneliness of old age, sometimes by eccentric behavior, and 
sometimes because they don’t like other people. Often, they are tormented 
because they are different, but as far as I was able to learn, Bubby Love was 
not mistreated. For whatever reason, he just wanted to live by himself.

He never owned a house, and he never lived in one either. He lived in a 
tent and moved from camp to camp in the woods; in my wanderings, I came 
across four or five of those camps in remote places most people would not 
choose for a campsite. They were not on a high hill overlooking the river 
valley, near a stream, nor in a place warmed by the morning sun. Bubby’s 
choice of campsites seemed to emphasize his desire to be alone.

I have tried to imagine how he lived so much by himself. Was he ever 
lonely? Were there times when he needed people but could not bring himself to 
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come among them? Apparently, from what my father said, Bubby would work 
at odd jobs in order to buy the necessities of life, such as, clothing and cooking 
utensils, but he never held a steady job. His life would have been pleasant, 
even enjoyable, in the spring, summer, and fall. But what about the winter? 
Illinois winters can be harsh, especially for anyone living in a tent. But maybe 
he had a cave somewhere. The bluffs along the Illinois River do contain a few 
shallow caves. I know that when the cold wind howls and the temperature 
drops below zero, I think of Bubby and wonder how he survived. 

In college, I discovered Henry David Thoreau’s Walden and read 
an account of his experiment living in nature. I gained a measure of 
understanding of Bubby Love. It was possible that Bubby’s living alone in 
nature was exactly what he wanted. Perhaps, he was such a part of the Creation 
that he did not feel lonely but rather connected with God and the universe. He 
was free of all of the miseries of a sophisticated, civilized life. He did not have 
to answer to the demands of unreasonable people. He did not have to worry 
about colleagues who would stab him in the back.

I thought of Bubby Love, when I would find myself in the midst of faculty 
politics where intelligent people fight over unimportant matters instead of 
seeking common cause in lasting things. I think of Bubby when the thundering 
noise of modern life makes me want to find some place so remote from 
civilization that the inhabitants believe a head shop is a place that sells hats. 
On such occasions, I think of Bubby’s free and quiet life. 

Now, however, in my sunset years, as I find myself surrounded by my 
family, especially grandchildren and great-grandchildren, as well as, good 
friends and colleagues who wish me well, I cannot help but feel a deep 
melancholy for Bubby Love and the lonely life he lived. 
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Blood of the White Bear: A Review
Margaret Lukas

Published by WriteLife, 2013

I have an abiding interest in Native 
American mythology, so reading Blood of 
the White Bear, a finalist in the annual and 
prestigious Women Writing the West contest, was a treat for me. This is 
Forecki’s third book, and Schnitzer is a retired, Hollywood film director.

In this fast-paced novel, much of it set against the background of the New 
Mexico desert, Rachael, a dedicated young scientist, is pitted not only against 
a pandemic and corporate bullies, but also against people from her past who 
wish to keep her silenced. Haunted by what happened in her childhood, which 
left her an orphan at the age of three, the shadowy scraps of memory plague 
her as a child, making her act out. As an adult, she channels all her energies 
into her brilliant scientific work and is willing to risk her life to travel to the 
site of the outbreak and expose herself to save others. 

“Is it still a sacrifice,” she asks, “when the one giving herself is certain 
that she will be saved?” 

Often feeling as though she lives on the cusp of two worlds, modern 
science and ancient Anasazi powers, she has visions of Kachina dolls. Or are 
the reoccurring sightings actual Kachina visits? And are they related to her 
need to find a vaccine and stop the pandemic?

The novel is filled with a cast of rich characters, but one of my favorites is 
the mysterious Eva Yellow Corn and her sand paintings. Not until the end does 
the reader discover whether she’s good or particularly evil.

Blood of the White Bear, with its Sin Nombre virus, is especially ghostly 
in light of the Ebola virus currently hitting West Africa. That virus, too, 
mutates, and its high fatality numbers, like those in Blood of the White Bear, 
make this an especially timely novel.
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The Yellow Bird
Margaret Lukas

Eighty-year old Roy Colback waited in his 
worn recliner, watching the large, wall-mounted 
clock through his thick glasses. The clock ticked 
loudly in its tin sheath, and when the hands 
struck two-thirty, he drew a watch from the 
pocket of his patched sweater: The two timepieces agreed; he had order in his 
life. With age-speckled hands, he pushed against the soiled arms of his easy 
chair, straining, hoisting himself up. His bent back and slow lumber across 
the room made him look as though he carried his years as weights on his 
shoulders. At the makeshift birdcage—a small, upside down wire basket—he 
looked hard at the thin, yellow canary trapped beneath, picked up the school 
bell sitting on the same straight back chair and gave several hard shakes of the 
handle.

His bird, startled at the noise, flung itself against the cold wire. Another 
yellow feather tore and dropped onto the dirty paper beneath.

Across the room, in the corner they called their kitchen, Roy’s elderly 
wife, Fayette, stood at the window by the stove, waiting for a glimpse of the 
sun as it passed between the two sooty skyscrapers at the end of their block. A 
slight, gray woman, Fayette had saved quarters for years by stuffing as much 
into the apartment’s basement washers as possible, not caring whether she 
mixed light colors with dark. Her economy had re-dyed her threadbare dresses 
to the shadowy gray-blue of her throbbing ankles.

The bell’s racket pierced her ears and struck her stomach like a fist. She 
slumped, closed her eyes, and crossed her arms over her stomach. 

At the door of their apartment, Roy reached for his coat and hat atop the 
small table where nothing else was allowed to sit. The clock continued to 
tick, and he nearly saluted its dependability. He stepped into the hall without 
addressing Fayette. 

From the tenth floor down to the first, the cable elevator clanked and 
creaked to a halt. Roy crossed the black and white tiled lobby and stepped 
into the chilly afternoon. At the corner, the crossing light read, “walk,” but he 
feared attempting the crossing without the length of an entire light. He stood 
on the curb and waited, letting people push from behind and rush around him, 
resisting an urge to take his watch from his pocket and steady himself with the 
time. When the “walk” sign appeared, he stepped into the street, crossed, and 
entered the deli. There, the routine smells of freshly brewed coffee and baking 
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bread helped him relax. Then, just as he’d done every day at the same hour 
since his retirement fifteen years earlier, he pulled himself onto a stool at the 
chrome and wood counter and ordered a cup of coffee.

At three-thirty, he pushed his empty cup aside, laid four quarters next 
to the saucer —two more than necessary—slid with care from the stool and 
started home. He needed to return on time, so he could send Fayette out for 
the evening paper. He knew Fayette didn’t need reminding; he’d prodded her 
for so many years as to exactly when she must leave, but he liked to be there, 
watchful of how she kept to his schedule. Watchful of how the afternoon 
marched to clocks. 

The elevator groaned and rocked back to the tenth floor, and he shuffled 
down the dingy hallway, through his door, and to the birdcage. Once more, he 
rang the bell, the sharp peal ricocheting off the walls of the apartment. Startled, 
he stopped pumping the handle. The din echoed. Tremors began to creep into 
his hands and crawl up his arms. For a moment, he struggled with what he 
saw, and then he groped for his watch and checked the time again as though 
his being a minute early or a minute late could account for this new horror. 
Fear snaked into his chest, and his heart began to bang and labor.

The cage was empty.
He turned to Fayette and saw her struggling into her coat. Her adherence 

to his timetable normally calmed him, but not now. He tried to remember, 
ordering his mind to obey. Hadn’t the bird been in the cage when he left 
for his coffee? Hadn’t he seen the yellow wings flap against the side of the 
wire basket? Or had he imagined that? Had days or weeks passed since that 
incident? 

Fayette likely knew what had happened to his bird and how long it had 
been gone, but he couldn’t ask. What if the bird had been gone for days? What 
if he’d already asked her a hundred times? What if he himself had taken the 
dead thing and thrown it down the garbage chute?

Fayette’s feet rubbed in her wide, loose shoes and ached with each step 
to the elevator. The other tenants in the building had the evening newspaper 
delivered, but their papers didn’t come until four-thirty. By herding her off at 
three forty-five, Roy had her timed to reach the newsstand at the end of the 
block by four, when the papers arrived there. Even in the rain or the snow, 
she made the trip. On those days, she returned with wet hair and red hands, 
moisture ran from her nose, and her wool coat smelled sour. Still, Roy’s paper 
would be dry, and he’d spend the evening calmer, not taunting her, his mind 
caught up in how he’d outwitted his foolish neighbors by getting his paper 
early.
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Roy stood shaking over the empty cage. He looked again at the watch 
in his trembling hand. Fayette would be gone less than twenty minutes. His 
panic whirled and gusted into a dark squall, taking his breath. He panted. 
Twenty minutes? He couldn’t imagine how much time was in twenty minutes. 
Clutching his watch in a sweat-slick palm, he shuffled to his chair, studying 
the larger, noisy clock, trying to find himself in the hour. If only he knew when 
his bird had died. He ought to know this. It was his bird. Fayette only gave 
the thing food and water and changed the paper. But it was his bird. And so 
whenever she’d asked him to stop ringing the bell, he’d rung it more often. It 
was his bird—a thing to be counted on. 

He wished Fayette would return. Fear, old and familiar, chilled him, and 
he longed for a fight. If she were there, he could quell his panic by scolding 
her, telling her she was wrong about this thing or that thing. He struggled to 
keep his mind on her and his routine.

His routine. The words brought comfort. And Fayette? She’d come back; 
she always came back. When she did, she’d bring the paper to where he 
waited. She’d place the edition on the arm of the chair, ready for him to read, 
later. First, he would rise, ring the bell over his bird, and go to the table to wait 
for his supper.

At least, that was the way his days were planned, with enough structure to 
prevent this questioning of his memory, this fear of losing hold of his world. 
But the bird’s absence had punched a hole in his order. Now, other things 
might escape through the puncture. He might lose track of when he should 
have coffee or when Fayette must set out. He might even lose track of when 
Fayette would return.

She opened the door. The pain in her ankles had spread upward and 
wrapped in a throbbing grip around her calves. So sorely did she limp, she 
needed extra steps to cross the room and place the newspaper beside Roy. 
Having done so, she hung her coat and made her way to their kitchen. A small 
butcher-wrapped package lay in the refrigerator, and she folded back the paper, 
removed the wedge of round steak, and laid the meat in the center of a large, 
greasy skillet. To one side of the meat, she sliced an onion, to the other, a 
potato.

She saw Roy come to the table and the way his eyes kept darting over to 
the empty cage. She turned back to her cooking. Grease spattered from the 
pan, adding another layer to the buildup on the stove. She and Roy had lived 
in the apartment their entire sixty-one years of marriage. For several years, 
she’d believed children would come, and they’d get a house in the suburbs. 
No children came, however, and Roy never saw the sense in the two of them 
moving to a larger place. She felt buried in the heaps of their old and outdated 
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clothing, the books they’d never read or returned, the stacks of magazines and 
shopping bags, the battered but still usable furniture. She saw the clutter as a 
slovenly scrapbook of their lives. Every loose and yellowed reminder of the 
lifetime she’d spent within the walls crammed more pressure into the tight, hot 
place behind her eyes. But she wouldn’t cry; her life no longer had substance 
enough for tears. 

She turned the meat and then the vegetables. Their evening meal never 
varied. The fare copied the nightly meals Roy had eaten on a summer cattle 
drive sixty-five years earlier. They would eat in silence, while Roy’s mind 
relived that cattle drive, for she knew nothing in their years together, not even 
their wedding night, as two young lovers had supplanted those memories.

When the potatoes were tender and the steak long done, she lifted the pan 
and turned on her swollen feet, taking two steps to the kitchen table, its claw 
feet worn away by half.

She watched Roy cut into the steak, leaving behind a small piece for her. 
When he’d finished loading his plate, she helped herself to the remains. Years 
ago, she’d preferred to have a baked potato, but over and over he’d asked her 
“why” until she’d forgotten the reason. Now, she ate her potatoes fried.

She saw Roy’s hand tremble as he jabbed more food onto the end of his 
fork. She looked away as grease rolled from his slack lips and disappeared in 
a fold of skin and grizzly stubble beneath his chin. She stirred at the food on 
her plate, heard the ticking clock rapping out its incessant ordering of their 
lives, and she thought of the string of cats they’d had over the years to control 
the mice and rats. All the cats had added rings to the already soiled and worn 
carpets, more odors to the onion-smelling air, and then they’d died. Some 
had suffocated almost immediately, some lasted a bit longer. Each time she’d 
found a cat cold and stiff, she’d wondered. Looking into its staring, cellophane 
eyes, the cat never seemed to have died as much as it had just quit struggling 
to live. She’d thought they each wanted to explain something to her, but Roy 
always needed his dinner or for her to run an errand, and so, she disposed of 
each furry corpse and returned to her work.

When the last cat died, Roy bought himself the bird. She hadn’t paid 
much attention to the canary until she realized it too, was dying. She’d noticed 
this only the day before, the yellow bird tottering and not eating or taking 
water. She hadn’t mentioned the change in the bird, because she hadn’t wanted 
Roy to clang the bell—the sound that set her on edge and made her heart 
beat against her ribs, the same as the bird beat against its bars. Sometimes, 
the sound reverberated in her head for as long as an hour. By then, Roy stood 
hunched over the cage, again, once more ringing the bell.
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Later that evening, after Fayette had rinsed their two plates and their two 
knives and their two forks, and pushed the greasy frying pan to the back of 
the stove, she went to sit on the hard chair beside Roy’s easy chair. He always 
watched television after dinner, and though she had no interest in the shows he 
chose, the motion and the sound filled a hollow space, sometimes even rising 
above the incessant ticking of the clock.

They sat for several minutes before Roy heard a small sound coming from 
the kitchen. He thought the rustling must be another rat in the frying pan, but 
then the idea struck him that the noise might be his bird. His mind snatched at 
the slender hope. If the bird had only escaped, his world wasn’t whirling out 
of control. He turned to Fayette, speaking to her before he could catch himself. 
“Is that my bird?”

Fayette rose from her chair. Sharp pain scored her feet, but she made 
her way across the room. She saw the rat leap from the stove and disappear 
beneath the sagging oven door. 

“It’s not your bird.”
She looked out the low window. Though the evening was dark, she 

imagined she once more saw the drop of the canary. The way it had slid off her 
palm when she tipped her fingers down, giving it one flight.

One flight. Even if the flight had been no more than a ten-story, wobbly 
descent to racing cars, it had been an actual flight, happening before the bird 
died. She’d seen its ragged feathers flutter and spread. She’d almost felt the air 
buoy its tiny body, strumming its wing tips. The bird had enjoyed one flight. 
She was sure.

For several minutes, she stared out the window while behind her the 
television moaned, and the clock marched time.

Was that the message she’d seen coded in the dead cats’ eyes? That she’d 
waited too long for them? Was she like the cats? Her eyes remained open, but 
she’d quit living? 

With hands white and soft as biscuit dough, she reached up, for a second 
time that day, and tugged at the small copper latch. The window rose without a 
sound, and smog blew olive and brown on to her face. She looked down at the 
cars below, then slowly leaned out over the traffic until the wind caught and 
widened her sleeves and the pain left her ankles and feet.

Roy heard tires screeching. He turned and looked in the direction of the 
sound, to the empty space where Fayette had been standing. He stared at the 
open window until his hands began to shake. Then, he turned slowly back to 
his clock and its loud ticking and pulled his pocket watch from his sweater. 
The two timepieces agreed.
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Revise
Wendy Lundeen

Pen in hand,
Flowing ink,
Write about things
That make you think.

Take your time
Do not worry
There’s no need
For you to hurry.

To capture your reader
Make it magical,
Don’t forget,
It must be grammatical.

When you’re through
I advise
Read it again
Revise - Revise!!
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The First Step of Wisdom
David Martin

The pain was intense, and I could hardly 
roll over on my side without yelling. My left 
knee was in a cast from my toes to my hip, 
and at times, I could barely breathe. I only got 
out of bed to use the bathroom, and someone 
had to help me get there. I lay in the portable, fold-up bed Dad brought into 
the living room a few feet from the front door, so the doctor and friends who 
wanted to see me would not have to traipse through our small house with their 
damp, muddy shoes to my tiny bedroom upstairs. I felt like a scientific medical 
exhibit on display, and learning to use my crutches in ninth grade was my 
second most difficult educational challenge that school year after struggling 
with algebra. 

Mom wiped her eyes and patted my football coach’s shoulder. As he 
opened the front door to leave, he looked at the floor, because he did not know 
what to say to her, and he felt responsible for my pain. He pushed the screen 
door open, took a deep breath, and looked back at me with a smile.

“I’ll be here tomorrow, buddy, but I’m bringing the whole offensive line 
with me. Those players need to see how much you love the game and want 
to be on the field. You can teach them how important their jobs are on every 
down. If they don’t block well, things like this are more likely to happen. 
When they do their jobs 100% of the time, football is a much safer game, and 
running backs like you are protected. They need to see you trying to heal so 
quickly. If things go right, even though you won’t be able to play in any more 
football games this year, you’ll be ready to run normally again by the first 
basketball game of the season.”

“I don’t want to wait for basketball season to get my knee back. I want to 
go back on the field and score some points this year. I want to play one more 
football game this season. I am tired of using these crutches. My shoulders 
hurt every day going up and down these stairs at home and those at school. 
It sure would be nice to have an elevator in the school, wouldn’t it? Do you 
think anyone will ask the School Board for that, some day? I hate using these 
crutches, but I can imagine outracing the cheerleaders in the hall between 
classes soon. It will take me a few more weeks, but I am going to do it. I know 
the most important thing to remember is to not trip and reinjure my leg with 
this cast on.” 
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He laughed. “Sometimes, we don’t get to choose in life what we can 
and cannot do. The doctor said your injury was significant, and we have to 
be smart about your rehab. Do what he says, and things will turn out well. 
For the rest of this fall, you must concentrate on rebuilding your quads and 
hamstrings. I want to see you in the locker-room every day after school, and 
we will use all the equipment available to develop your muscles, so they will 
be stronger than they ever were before. Oh, yeah, do not race the cheerleaders. 
Do you hear me? I mean it. If you do that, I’m going to tell your mother.” He 
turned his back to me and looked at her with a grin.

“Ok.” When Coach talked like that, everyone on the team paid attention.
I did not want to be forced into temporary retirement while I was a 

freshman in high school. I did not want to quit before my time. I was terribly 
impatient. I wanted everything to happen now, and I wanted to be good at 
everything I tried. I liked to hustle, when I worked, and I got more done than 
some people expected of me, and that made me feel better. I hated to be told 
that I could not do anything. 

Several times, during each day, the pain in my knee made me take deep 
breaths, count to ten before moving, and forced me to slowdown, which was 
the most difficult thing for me to do. I did not want to fall because of the 
darned crutches. This made me take my time during the day, and I saw more 
of what was happening in my life. I had more time to talk with my family, 
friends, and teachers. I admit, this was good for me. I had to become patient, 
or I would trip and reinjure my knee again, which would set back my healing 
time and take longer to get back into uniform.

As a result of this change in my behavior, I got more schoolwork done. I 
read more books. I turned in assignments early. Once in a while, I asked to do 
extra classwork, and I did not care if I earned credit for it, because I became 
interested in what was going on behind the assigned readings. Sometimes, I 
just read for enjoyment, and the teachers were surprised that I did this on my 
own. They looked at me differently. What else should I have done? I had all 
the time in the world to read.

Often, I sat in the coaches’ meetings, because it was boring standing on 
the sidelines during practices and not being able to do anything except support 
my replacement. I learned more about the positions I did not play. I started 
thinking like the opposing team. During scrimmages, I tried to anticipate what 
plays Coach was going to run on offense. I sat in the stands and pretended 
to be the defensive middle linebacker who wanted to get a jump on the 
quarterback, so I could sack him right in front of the bench where the team 
could see my quickness and determination. I started to see more how adults 
felt about the game, compared to how teenagers saw these contests. It was fun 
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to feel more mature. 
When I began asking questions of the defensive coach, he turned around 

and said, “You play in the offensive backfield. What do you care?”
“Well, if I knew why your players are supposed to run one direction on a 

certain play, I will be sure to go the other way. My goal is to get as many yards 
as I can, before I meet them. I want to think three plays in advance.” 

He laughed out loud.
I asked if I could go with our scout team coach to watch a team we would 

play in a few weeks. This arch rival was good again this year, and I was 
curious how their coach was going to evaluate his players, what he would 
suggest our head coach do to prepare our team, and how we would change our 
normal game plan against them. We had to do something differently, or we 
would get crushed.

Mr. Simpson, our Latin teacher, came out of his class and walked down 
the hall, yesterday, to go home at the end of the day. His gray-white hair 
glowed in the sunlight that was able to reach the darkened hallway. He did not 
know I was there watching him from the shadows in front of my locker, but 
he carried his textbook in his left hand like it was a football. He placed each 
foot in front of the other with assurance, like he was going to make a sudden 
crossover and then stiff-arm a tackler the way he did in college. As he went 
through the exit door, his right arm pushed it back, and Mr. Heisman would 
have been proud.

Earlier that day, Mr. Simpson looked at me and said, “It seems like you 
are spending more time on your homework, and your grades in this class are 
slowly going up. Have you broadened your interests, expanded your academic 
vision, or do you have some extra time on your hands?”

I was surprised that he even wanted to talk to me. I held up my crutches 
and smiled.

“Oh,” he said. “Blessings often come in unusual disguises.”
“Well, those Roman soldiers were adventurous, weren’t they? They could 

take military obstacles and transform them into victories. I like trying to figure 
out how problems in life help some people find opportunities to win.”

While I was talking, he had been pushing student papers around on his 
desk, but he slowly turned to me, looked me in the eyes, and smiled, “What 
did you say?”

“My English teacher used a word in class, yesterday, that I never heard 
before. It was ‘synchronicity.’ I had to look it up. Do you think the Roman 
army was synchronistic?”

“Ignorance is the lack of knowledge, understanding, and education. We 
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see examples of it every day, and some people take pride in not knowing, to 
the point of not feeling responsible for what happens around them. They shrug 
their shoulders and walk away. If they knew what was happening and why, 
they would be forced to act and be responsible. The ‘R’ word frightens them. 
Roman soldiers, above all, were responsible to their leaders and their fellow 
soldiers.”

“Yes, I see that lack of understanding with some players on our team, but 
a few have that loyalty you mention.”

“Well, the Roman Legion understood what it meant to be proud, tough, 
and responsible. That is how they became so good that, eventually, there was 
a Pax Romana, a Roman peace. No one wanted to fight them. They mastered 
close order fighting. Their definition of beauty was a code that explained 
how they interpreted realism, and their antidote to fear was ‘veritas.’ Physical 
comfort was something they did not think about very much, but they took 
comfort in the pride they brought to their jobs. They made common sense, 
sweat, and use of muscle three sacred steps to achieving their victorious 
goals.”

“Was imagination part of their success story?”
Mr. Simpson looked at me, “Why do you ask?”
“Well, I read that many times they fought larger armies and won. How did 

they do that?” 
“No one could beat their scouting reports,” he said. 

Coach asked the team leaders to stay after practice. He let the other 
students go home. “Practice seemed slow, today. Could you feel it? I wanted 
to share some of my ideas with the players on this team who have the most to 
gain from us doing well in next week’s game, and maybe, you could help me 
get across to the younger players why we are here every day after school on 
this field.

“Education is not a right. It is a gift. We take so much for granted, don’t 
we? Even when playing football, it is a gift to sweat together, plan an offensive 
strategy as a team, and cross the goal line in the fourth quarter, when it counts 
the most.” 

“We have a communication connection other animals cannot comprehend. 
Used well, it brings stability to our world, improves emotional understanding, 
adds to world peace, reduces poverty, raises production, and enlightens the 
mind. We don’t have to be perfect as students. That’s why they invented 
erasers, and the most important angle in any class is the ‘try’ angle.”

I raised my hand. “Coach, what are you talking about?”
“Son, this game is meant to be fun. I don’t think you guys are having any 
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fun. When life is fun, we learn more, do better work, and score more points.”
“Yeah, what does all of this other stuff have to do with football?”
“Life is a lot like football. Think of this game as a metaphor. If you want 

to do well in the game of life, when you get older, remember what it took to be 
successful right here on this 100-yard-long field of grass.” 

“Tell me some more.”
“Look around. We can learn from everyday observations how to defeat 

our opponent on Friday night and how to be successful in everyday activities. 
How many of you have really looked at the big painting inside the school 
library. I know you go there almost every day. Next time, pay attention. It 
was created by Jules Breton, 1877-1906, and is called “The Weeders.” Those 
stately and dignified peasants are overcoming adversity. They are working as a 
team. They are bent over picking the weeds out of the field crop. Look closely. 
There is a plan. There is a strategy. There is victory when they complete their 
work. Hello!”

The player next to me, Steve, was a senior running back and a serious 
student, too. He had already been accepted by West Point and wanted to make 
a career in the US Army. He said, “I get it, Coach. My favorite topic to study 
is natural science, and there have been around 40,000 generations of mankind. 
What you are telling us is in all that time on this planet mankind has learned 
that the most important thing we have discovered is to never give up. If we 
keep working and follow our plan, we can’t help but win.”

“Right, now go home, eat a good supper, do your homework, get a good 
night’s rest, come back tomorrow, and let’s have some fun out there on the 
field. OK?”

The older boys cheered, laughed, and walked out of the locker room with 
smiles on their faces. I was the last to leave, because I did not want anyone to 
kick my crutches, and the Coach said, “What do you think Plato would have 
thought of this meeting?”

“Who? What? Why?”
“Think about it.”
“OK.”
“Did you know that Elvis Presley was not allowed into the high school 

glee club in Tupelo, MS, because the teacher thought he would ruin their 
sound?”

“No.”
“Did you know that almost 1/5 of the humans on Earth (1.3 billion people) 

cannot turn on the lights. Since 1990, 1.7 billion people received electricity 
for the first time. The World Bank thinks it will take $1 trillion a year in global 
investment to eliminate energy poverty by the year 2030, twice what is spent 
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now, according to Time magazine I read today.
“There is a lot of darkness out there.”
 “Did you know that 32 million people in the US could not read in 2013? 

If reading is important, why is it, according to National Public Radio that only 
36% of fourth graders can read at grade level in this country?”

“I don’t know.”
“Well, when will you know?”
“Did you know that in the USA, adult illiteracy is 14%? This means that 1 

in every 7 people cannot read/write at the fifth grade level.”
“I guess there is a lot that I don’t know in football and life.”
“Well, son, that is the beginning of true wisdom, to know what you do not 

know. If this is the first step to knowledge, what is the second step?”
“Go find the answers?”
“Right.”
“When I find some answers, may I come in here and tell you what I 

found?”
“I am counting on you doing just that. Now, go get some sleep. I need my 

student assistant coach to be wide awake and ready to go.”

The Chalk Crew :: Kristen Martin
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The Snow
Kaia Martin

When the snow fell on Braeden, he laughed. 
It fell from the barn roof. 
It fell on his back. 
It felt soft. 
It was fun to play in the snow. 

Washington Mountain Top :: Bradley Martin
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The Beauty I Live For
Michelle Masur

Every Sunday morning, I stroll through the aisles of a Hy-Vee grocery 
store, and satisfaction runs through my mind. I sense my radiance, as I catch 
myself smiling. I realize I’m holding chicken legs up to my heart, like I’m 
ready to break out in song about my love on a Sunday night. I think about 
the delicious smells and tastes I’ll adsorb in the next two hours, and I begin 
to make a bee line for the only open register, ready to give a quick push to 
anyone who dares to get there before me. 

A little old lady, who came out of nowhere, got in my way, and I almost 
ran over her in my attempt to be the first in line. I was curious if she saw me 
power-walking toward this particular register and if she then decided to spice 
up my day and jump in front of me. As I stand there, impatient and eager, I 
realize this lady could not have seen me coming, for she is blind. 

Seeing this lady brought so many questions to my mind. In the end, my 
only conclusion was that I was grateful for my sight. All of our senses are 
important in our human experience. Sometimes, we feel things so much it is 
indescribable, and sometimes, we see things that make us feel so deeply we 
can barely fathom them. The most beautiful thing I have ever witnessed is 
something I get to enjoy every day, nature. There are so many beautiful aspects 
in nature; there is, of course, the scenery of nature, emotions in life, and the 
experience of life itself. 

When I say nature is beautiful, I don’t strictly mean the trees and animals, 
although those definitely are not excluded. I mean the people, the moments of 
life, the energy of the world, the universe, and its workings - all things that are 
not man made, but all things that are meant to be here with mankind. Every 
sunset makes me say out loud how thankful I am for the fact that I have good 
eyesight. The beauty of the colorful sky is just a small place to begin; there are 
pinks, purples, and oranges, and other nights there are reds and yellows with 
backdrops of dark blues that paint the sky. The art of the world is the most 
beautiful canvas. 

The sunrise and sunset are gifts. I love looking at the silhouette of a 
leafless tree hanging in perfection in front of the lowering sun. Trees are as 
individual as humans. There is beauty within them all; every single broken, 
rotten, torn, rough, strong, tiny, aged tree has its own uniqueness, and that 
beauty cannot be duplicated. A tree is like a visual story of life. I find the 
mountain ranges, the flat plains, rolling hills, islands, volcanoes, deserts, 
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rainforests, lakes, and rivers to be gifts. When I look at the beautiful landscape 
of the world, it almost brings me to tears. I can feel how beautiful these 
things are; to simply describe these sights does not do any justice. This is our 
“Garden of Eden.” For all we know, we may be the only planet in the universe 
able to see such sights, and a feeling of privilege washes over me. 

With all of the beautiful things we see in life, the experience itself is the 
most beautiful thing any of us will truly see. Such gorgeous things as the tops 
of mountains and blue oceans make single moments so powerful. We are faced 
with hard times and bad days. After wishing I wasn’t here or wishing this 
didn’t happen to me, I am thankful for it all. Every tiny experience in my life, 
both with other people and alone, shaped every bit of who I am today. Our life 
experience is art in motion. We start out from day one beautiful already, and 
then, the layers, depth, and meaning come to the art piece; we keep growing 
into the most marvelous piece of work we can push ourselves to be. With more 
knowledge and strength, our beauty can touch others, and it does not have to 
be from our looks. Those people who taught me the most are those who were 
purely living. People who are full of life, ready to take on tasks that come their 
way, teach me the most. Life is like a symphony; every moment we live, we 
hit the right note and move on to the next; there are highs and the lows, just 
like our lives. Play on.
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Through the Eyes of Lost Faith 
Tyler Matthews

I believe
Truth does not exist
Within the lies of this world.

They say that belief happens from the inside out,
But where can the belief come from in this confusing deception?
When will the monotony of this “truth” become all it promises?
I don’t see what you see.
I don’t hear what you hear.
I don’t feel what you feel.
There’s no relation in this relationship!

You lost your life in your name,
And you ask me to lose mine for you, too.
You tricked me into enlistment for a battle against myself.
I’m the soldier, the victim, dying in the middle of the battlefield,
Playing tug-of-war while pulling for both sides. 
Whose side is the enemy?

Your highs bring me to my lowest, shaming my bitter existence.
This isn’t discipline, this is torture.
All the while, you beg for me to hold on to you and never come to me in the 
process.
If you were true, would you show me for once?

The day is nearing.
There’s no knowing when it’ll come,
So let’s all fall for the fear tactic and give in to a chance at more time
For all the wrong reasons.
Besides, we never want more life until we are so near to death.

I wanted to believe,
To follow like the saints and martyrs
Dying in love,
Rebirthing in love,
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And living again in the “greatness” of love,
But the confusion led to your deception.
I realize that you’ve made me stupid so that my bottled mind couldn’t fill
Your ocean of powerful corruption.

Why do you think you can make me believe that you are the answer?

You led me to myself, 
and disgraced my life with your “mercy.”
I’m sick,
I’m tired,
And I’m done.

The truth is why
I do not believe.
Once again I will live for death.
The least I can do is show everyone else 
the harsh reality of faith without question.

“In Silence there is eloquence.  

Stop weaving and see how the pattern improves.”

-Rumi
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Here for Us 
Vince McAndrew

Days of the week 
months of the year 
the year itself 

mean little to her at 95 
nothing to her great grand-daughter at seven months. 

They both focus on what is before them, 
present to the present 
unlike us who live 
so much 
in the future, however bright or dim or uncertain 
or in the past where we regret and fret 
over what we cannot change or what was so perfect 
it cannot come again. 

And so they teach us who serve them 
if we choose to learn 

that the Divine 
is always now, 

the always unfolding lotus flower 
that is Love, 
that is Beauty, 
that is Endurance, 
our Light, 
our Purpose, 
our Way 

here for us 
when we show up 
when, like them, 
we are present to the present. 
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The Stars
Madi Meyer

The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes

seeing you,
it makes my heart soar
watching her,
I’m as low as the floor

Our fate together was nothing but tragic,
The longer we were, the less of the magic

The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes

down the halls,
our walking feet,
empty souls,
and empty streets

pain-filled smiles,
heart-felt words
emotions for miles,
t’was all absurd

The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes
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our love was black
the pain was white,
our passion was golden,
our future bright

Then she stepped in,
such a horrible blow
she took your hand,
you just had to let go

The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes

She stole your heart,
messed up your head
leaving me behind,
lying there, dead

I sit and wait
for your changing mind
praying you’d be here
just one more time

The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes

But you never came
while I sit and cried
through lifeless days
and restless nights

I’ll sit and wait
my cheeks never dry
as I ponder and debate
the thoughts of mine
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The stars
The skies
My tears
Your eyes

Follow Your Path :: Ashley Roskilly
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(Acrostic) Poem
Khoa Nguyen

Lean
On the edge of
Vengeance and
Eternal hatred

Have an
Attraction
To the
Eternity of someone

“Everything in the universe is within you.  

Ask all from yourself.”

-Rumi
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The Dancers
Gina Nield

The dancers were
athletically graceful
individually majestic
puzzle pieces
wanderers with a purpose
a composer’s notes
emotions in motion

“A mountain keeps an echo deep inside.  

That’s how I hold your voice.”

-Rumi
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I Am
Megan Nosbisch

I am a lover of splatter-paint and being the most 
unique version of yourself
I wonder how technology will continue to 
advance
I hear the sigh of the wind as it blows through
I see the puzzle pieces of my mind try to work together
I want to understand why people do the things they do
I am a lover of splatter-paint and being the most unique version of yourself

I pretend to be really silly sometimes even if I haven’t had sugar
I feel hope is always there even if it isn’t a tangible thing
I touch the hearts of my family
I worry that the children now will grow up in a not so favorable world
I cry when I watch the news
I am a lover of splatter-paint and being the most unique version of yourself

I understand that I captain my soul
I say it is okay to be different because everyone else is already taken
I dream of a universe where everyone tells the truth and there is no 
backstabbing
I try to be open because, like a parachute, the mind works best when open
I hope that people will not destroy nature or what is within it
I am a lover of splatter-paint and being the most unique version of yourself
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The Spirit Deigns 
Lisa O’Neal

Imagine
A force so large 
If it formed hands it could hold
Not the world
Not the Milky Way
Not our universe
But every universe, being, star, atom
Known and unknown to man
In its palm

Imagine
A force so large
If it formed eyes it could see
Not the planets
Not the stars
Not the continents
But every single being inside and out
Beyond our innermost thoughts
In a glance

Imagine
This force so large
Took it upon itself to form
Not to fit the world
Not to fit the star’s light
Not to fit space itself
But to fit the empty space
In your heart and soul
Like a glove

This force so large 
Is the Spirit of God
And it chose to come
And guide and comfort
To inhabit man
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A foolish being 
Chosen by God Himself
To be His child
Imagine

Look at the World :: Ashley Roskilly
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Learning a New Language
David Ortiz

There are over 6,500 languages around the world today. Parents teach 
their native languages to their young ones, so when they get older, they will 
be able to communicate with their people. There are some families who don’t 
teach their children their native languages, which they will regret in the future. 
I am one of those children who never learned his native language when I was 
little, and since I have gotten older, my family tried to speak to me in Spanish. 
I haven’t been able to understand what they are saying most of the time. I 
feel left out, because I have pure Hispanic blood in me, but I don’t know how 
to speak or understand the language. One day, I decided to change that so I 
would be able to talk to my family in Spanish. I am now teaching myself this 
language.

I can say, it really wasn’t easy learning Spanish on my own, because if 
I wanted to say something in Spanish I wasn’t sure if I was saying it right. I 
would ask my family if they could help me learn to speak it, but they would 
tell me to teach myself, and they didn’t feel like helping me, even though they 
were the ones who told me to learn it. Thankfully, I had friends who helped 
me. I would always tell them to speak to me in Spanish, so I could understand 
it. I told them I would rather learn how to understand it before I speak it, so 
when I practice speaking it, I can hear myself and see if I am saying it right.

Understanding Spanish wasn’t as hard as speaking it. When I tried to 
speak Spanish to my friends, we had our laughs because half the time I spoke 
it I would pronounce it wrong, and it would sound funny. My friends were 
from different backgrounds, so I learned the language of the Dominicans, 
Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, and Salvadorians. They all have their own 
way of speaking Spanish; it’s hard to explain. Even though I was learning five 
different ways to understand Spanish, I knew I wouldn’t quit, because my 
family would never leave me alone if I did.

My grandmother speaks Spanish, and it is the only language she knows. 
When I was living with her, I was able to practice speaking more often. There 
were times when she didn’t understand what I was saying. She would have to 
call my aunt, who translated. My grandmother was born in EL Salvador. She 
wasn’t able to learn English. She told me she tried, but it was too hard for her 
to learn, so she always had her family translate. That is one of the reasons why 
I wanted to learn Spanish, because I would like to have one conversation with 
my grandmother in Spanish, so she will know I taught myself how to speak the 
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language. 
Even though it was hard to understand Spanish, I think it’s even harder to 

speak it, especially when I have learned five different versions of the language. 
I still haven’t had time to learn how to speak fluently, because I have been too 
busy with work and school, but I haven’t given up. One day, I will be able to 
speak fluent Spanish and have a conversation with my grandmother, so she can 
know I succeeded in my quest.

Emotions :: Kristy Stark Knapp
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Taiko Drumming
Satori Pettit

Power vibrating through the room.
Rhythm surges from the core. BOOM!
Yaa-Ha! Bang, boom, ba-bang, boom!
Lift up the mallet then...shoom!

It smacks down. A cacophony of wonder erupts from the drum.
Slows. Walking pace. Diminuendo. Peace has come.
All is calm. Then boom!
Comparable to the motor of a jackhammer

G-R-R-P-V-L-O-O-M!

“Suffering is a gift. In it is hidden mercy.”

-Rumi
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Languages
Cathy Porter

The days are familiar with our patterns -
and we know the twists and curves
that have taken us through the off and on
years, clocks set back when remission fails.

Your silence tells me more than sharp words
over lunch - while nothing new, I’m still
caught on the wall of surprise. I could leave,
but we both know that isn’t something
I’m ready to do.

How many reassurances before one
finally cements? The check settled, we rise
to leave and put a lock on the day.

I no longer have the energy to probe -
each minute that passes takes me closer to what
I already know. I used to want to do anything
to help you; my language of hope, in hiding.
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Truths 
Charlotte Potter 

When I was nine,
I was living in a world where 
Pink was my favorite color,
like the dresses of endless princesses
boxed and marketed
for young innocence. 
I knew three things for sure.
Bad things could never happen to good people. 
Mothers peered under beds for monsters,
and magically kissed the hurt away.
Villains were locked away in dark enclaves,
while the princesses were rescued
from ivy-covered towers. 
I knew that falling in love was easy,
as easy as falling into the arms of a 
blonde, muscular prince. 
I knew that life was a fairytale, 
as perfect as the rows of
shiny, white picket fence teeth 
in front of Barbie’s bubblegum pout.
By the time I was sixteen, 
life had stolen these beliefs from me,
had wrestled them from my tightly grasped fists
chewing them up and spitting them out;
a cruel onslaught of reality 
that faded the pristine teeth,
and reduced the ivy towers to crumbling rubble.
There would be no happily ever after. 
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We Escape after Midnight
Ambun Pratami

Let’s go together, you and I
Stroll in the deserted street hand in hand
Traveling to that lonesome beach and bury 
ourselves in the sand
Sleeping under the stars till dawn, having 
breakfast at that cheap restaurant

Let’s hit the road before they find out
Step in to a club, dancing all night long
Ride with you on your rusty bike, singing our song
Collecting a jar of fireflies from that cornfield outside town

Let’s drive to the sunset like there’s no tomorrow
We are doing all the cliché things that we know
Lying on the grass, enjoying the summer breeze
Taking shelter under your jacket when the rain makes us freeze

Let’s leave right now, it’s not too late, yet
Have our first public fight and make up right after
You buy me ice cream with chocolate chip and caramel
Sitting on that park bench, talking to each other 

Let’s run away, we can’t wake the neighbors
Though we only have ten dollars in our pocket
And nothing but the photograph of us laughing inside your wallet
Let’s go, baby, there’s a whole world out there waiting to be seen

Jakarta, April 30, 2014
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Einstein Sucked at Math:
English Teachers Suck at Teaching

D.L. Rubens

I don’t have thoughts in complete sentences with punctuation and capital 
letters. What’s a “thought” anyway? Well, let’s look at the word as a part of 
speech. “Thought” can be either a verb or a noun, “Deep in thought” or “I had 
a thought.” Both of those expressions are wrong or at least confusing. You 
can’t possess something that doesn’t take up any space. You can think. That’s 
when the word becomes a verb. How can you be “deep” in something that has 
no form or atomic weight? A thought, the noun, might occur, but you can’t 
really “have” one. 

So much for parts of speech taught by mean old ladies, with everybody 
part zipped up or in the process of zipping and drying out. They convinced me 
that I could not write, because I couldn’t read, spell, punctuate, and understand 
or write a declarative sentence, or know what a declarative sentence was in the 
first place. They were right about everything, but like Einstein, they weren’t 
successful. They couldn’t identify who I was or what I could do, because they 
left something out, thought - the noun. 

Did I mention “sub-atomic space? “Are thoughts like sub-atomic particles 
like ‘quarks’ and ‘quacks’?” 

No, quacking is what ducks do, so let’s just stick with “quarks.” They are 
so elusive that they can only be detected when they bump into something, and 
even then, they “off” themselves, and go into oblivion, a place, that’s not a 
place. That’s something else to write about sometime. 

Anyway, getting back to the subject at hand. Neurologists tell us that 
they can see and measure our thoughts. That is blatantly untrue. What they’re 
monitoring is the verb, our thinking, the electrical energy which is prompted 
by that unseen noun, a thought. That brings to mind “imagination,” again the 
product of a thought, and then developed by the verb “thinking.” 

A thought, the noun, this thing without form and substance, is what 
prompted me to write this essay. 

Is this all a fraud; like “Did God create man” or the other way around? I’m 
not sure this last little quip fits into this discussion. No, there’s no discussion 
going on here. I’m just writing what I’m thinking, again the verb. This essay 
was not all laid out for me by the thought, the noun before I began. It came 
to me in moments of clarity. No, not clarity, moments of thinking, the verb, 
spurred by other thoughts coming from nowhere and bumping into each other, 
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then disappearing somewhere into oblivion. Where’s that? Is that a place? No, 
but it does create the need for another exploration. When will it all end? 

Some smart guy is going to bring up “remembering.” Those are thoughts, 
aren’t they? No, Virginia, remembering is a kind of thinking, and thus, a verb. 
Let me give you an example of a thought, the noun. As I was driving home I 
was trying to remember comics who did “phone call” routines. I came up with 
Shelley Berman and Lily Tomlin, but no others. Then, out of nowhere Bob 
Newhart’s name popped into my head. I hadn’t planned it; this just happened. 
Maybe, Newhart’s name was the product of some kind of synaptic stimulus 
prompted by words like “phone” or “call,” or the names “Shelley” and “Lily.” 
None of the aforementioned is an example of a thought, the noun. The thing 
that started me to consider “phone call” comics in the first place was the 
thought, the noun. Everything else was a working out of that thought. The 
working out was the verb, thinking. Got it, yet? 

We’re not much closer to untying this “Gordian Knot” or making things 
clear, are we? 

My thinking, the verb, has brought me to Einstein, a clerk in a patent 
office. I think, there’s that word. Let me start, again. We can agree that Einstein 
had thoughts, i.e., nouns. He could have them, but not capture them. He filled 
blackboards with mathematical equations. He distilled those equations with his 
thinking, the verb. That’s how he came up with E=mc2 to express that thing, 
the thought, a noun. 

Einstein sucked at math, which is a kind of thinking. He used it, anyway, 
even though he realized it wasn’t enough to capture the thought, the noun, and 
the thing that prompted him to try to define time and space and the relationship 
between them. Ultimately, he failed to find a unified single theory to explain 
both the large and the small forces. Perhaps, the prime element he left out was 
the thought, itself - the noun. So should he have been defining the relationships 
among time, space, and thought itself? . 

And baby makes three plus a google, get it? No, okay, let me explain, for 
the high IQed reading this. That’s a “popular culture” expression of infinity 
and universality. 

I didn’t plan to finish the essay this way, but my thinking, the verb, has 
brought me back to those zipped up. withering old English teachers. They 
missed the point entirely. Like Einstein, they had high IQs, maybe not as 
high as his, but well above average. So, to my high IQed Readers, Spellers, 
Punctuators, Capitalizers, and Declarative Sentence Writers, if life teaches us 
anything, if it hasn’t already, a high IQ has nothing to do with being smart. 

Thought: the noun, an unmeasurable thing without mass, i.e., atomic 
weight is the only phenomena able to exceed the speed of light in Einstein’s 
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physics. Like a “black hole,” a thought is only detectable by the behavior of 
the sub-atomic particles found in the event vicinity. At its occurrence, it can’t 
be destroyed. It is only changeable by applying the verb, thinking, an act 
observable through measurement of synaptic electrical activity. In Einstein’s 
verbiage, thinking will change a thought, usually not to its betterment, in 
relation to the intelligence quotient and the smartness rating of the thinker. 

Mr. Fabulous :: David Martin
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10 Reasons Writers Should Learn 
Good Grammar

Ben Russel

Among writers, there is a long-running 
debate over the importance of learning proper 
grammatical skills. In one camp (myself 
included) are the writers who find it immensely 
important to know and use the policies of good grammar. Some writers, 
especially the avant-garde, rules-are-meant-to-be-broken type, reject the 
“conformist” standards of correct English in favor of purposefully erroneous 
prose. While I do agree that these styles of writing are fun and imaginatively 
innovative (and a writer in such styles may never feel compelled to exercise 
good grammar skills in his or her works), it is still a good idea for all writers to 
invest the time and effort in learning all the rules. Here are a few good reasons 
why.

1. Learn the rules (so you can break them)

The most efficient and effective way to rebel against anything is to know 
what you’re rebelling against! If you want to be a true menace to literature and 
break the mold that the English language has forced upon your craft, then take 
the time to learn what those standards are. According to college paper writer 
at <ahref=”http://www.solidessay.com” target=”_blank”>SolidEssay.com</
a>, your arsenal of ground-breaking language will be stronger and have more 
of an impact on your readers when there is a method behind your madness 
instead of just careless, sloppy grammar.

2. Have respect for your craft

As a master (or master-in-progress) of any skill or trade, you have to learn 
from the bottom up. Respecting the process of becoming a writer by building 
a foundation of rudimentary skills spells the difference between Jackson 
Pollock’s paintings and those of your four-year-old sister that look somewhat 
similar. Any true master of their craft would have enough respect for their 
chosen medium to learn the basics, and then develop their artistic individuality 
from there.
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 3. Gain respect as a writer and taken seriously as an authority

I would assume any writer who produces works for others to read is 
hoping to gain respect for their writing. It’s a no-brainer that you should take 
great care in upholding the standards of whatever medium you choose to 
work in. You simply will not acquire respect as a writer if you are not aware 
of how to properly use your chosen language, as this is the only fundamental 
skill required of a proficient writer! A writer takes the time to learn spelling, 
punctuation, grammar, and style rules; if you’re not willing to do that, 
consider finding another way to disseminate your thoughts or creative juices. 
Furthermore, if your main concern is not the writing, but the topic or story 
therein, your credibility as an authority in your chosen field (or as a storyteller) 
will be tarnished by a blatant disregard for grammar rules. Showing ignorance 
in the very creative vehicle you’ve chosen to express your ideas is, well, 
ignorant. 

4. Your ideas will be communicated more clearly

Speaking of being an authority in your field, there is a very large margin 
of error in communicating your ideas if you are not aware of good grammar 
rules. We’ve all heard the humorous ‘Let’s eat Grandma!’ as opposed to ‘Let’s 
eat, Grandma!’ examples of serious grammar follies. This sort of seemingly 
trivial mistake can have dire consequences for your writing, including skewing 
your words to mean something terrible!

5. People will actually want to read what you’ve written

Many writers (I, for one) don’t necessarily take into account their future 
audience when feverishly typing or putting pen to paper. But it serves a writer 
well to take into account who, if anyone, will honestly want to read their work! 
This is where competent grammar skills are most important for the fate of your 
creative endeavors: if your writing is extremely slipshod, with grammatical 
blunders and irritating punctuation faux pas, no one will want to read it. For 
some, they simply won’t be able to understand what you’re trying to say; for 
a grammar freak like me, I will lose interest in a piece that has one negligible 
comma missing. Don’t lose readers because you didn’t take the time to learn 
the most elementary grammar skills!

6. Incompetent writers don’t stand a chance in publishing
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In today’s cutthroat publishing world, even the most profound writers 
with a solid grasp on proper grammar are receiving rejection slips on a regular 
basis. Not adhering strictly to good standards of grammar will dismiss your 
submission or manuscript from any editor’s desk immediately. Don’t be fooled 
into thinking that an editor is sitting at a desk just waiting to take a red pen to 
your piece and offer you money for it; most editors don’t have time for even 
diamonds in the rough, and they will be abhorred by your negligence to clean 
up your grammar mistakes before sending off your work. Doing so could be a 
permanent mark on your reputation with a particular editor.

7. Working with and saving money on an editor

If you ever decide to hire a professional editor to read your work (which 
every aspiring author should, regardless of his skill level in English), you are 
going to break the bank if she or he has to perform grammatical surgery on 
your novel. What’s more, some editors won’t even go that far—if it’s too much 
of a disaster, it would barely be recognizable as your writing when you got it 
back! Editors are not just there to do your dirty work for you—a good editor/
writer relationship will include honest feedback and constructive criticism 
to polish your work to its maximum potential. If you aren’t knowledgeable 
about grammar enough to engage in this sort of conversation with your editor, 
you are not getting your money’s worth, and your writing is not reaping the 
benefits, either.

8. Bend language to your whims

With a thorough comprehension of grammar rules, you can better use 
language as a tool to unlock the magnificent wonders of words. In my classical 
art training, I learned about the color palette. It was an arduous and rather 
boring process; I just wanted to start painting already! But when I did finally 
master color theory, I was amazed at how I could use these different tints 
and shades to harness my creative beast. Spelling, punctuation, and sentence 
structure are the same way in the context of writing: respect the medium, learn 
the rules, and then bend them to create your one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

9. Break the cycle of poor grammar

Everywhere we look, we see terrible grammar: advertisements, tabloids, 
social media, the text message you just got from your friend. As writers, we 
should uphold the standards of good grammar, even if we are the only ones 
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in this day and age who think it’s important. You don’t have to stick to every 
rule in your writing; just learn good grammar for the sake of learning, which 
is another concept that is quickly dwindling in the digital age. Save the sacred 
nature of the English language, your chosen apparatus of expression, since the 
following is inevitably true.

10. The evolution of language is in writers’ hands

Who keeps the craft of writing relevant to each unfolding generation? 
Writers, of course! Literature, essays, poetry, and even nonfiction books 
have shaped the ideals of revolutions, subcultures, governments, and cultural 
phenomena. Alongside the ideas, these books instill in their readers are the 
intrinsic nuances of linguistics woven through written works, holding those 
ideas together. A writer’s use of language is the driving force behind the 
inevitable evolution of a language, along with verbal communication, which 
is much more unruly. Preserve the beauty of the English language by devoting 
some time to learning good grammar; the future of writing and reading is 
dependent on it.

“The cure for pain is in the pain.”

-Rumi
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I Am
Matthew Salfity

My name is Matthew, with a double T,
And there are a few things you should know 
about me.
I’m smart, honest, and kind. 
Those are a few traits of mine.

I like math, science, and reading.
I’m also good at leading.
I’m a boy, musician, and student,
And I’m also very prudent.

Safety is my number one concern.
Without it, I could never learn.
I like to watch the Colbert “report,”
Never finding it to be a bore.

My favorite commercial is Old Spice.
It’s an old classic, and it’s very nice.
In closing, I would like to say
This is the end, Hip-hip-hooray!
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Sister
Cathy Samuelson

You’re here again. 
Flittered into town upon your Jeep chariot. 
More like a space cruiser to accommodate 
the Great Houdini of the far reaches.
Each time you arrive, again, 
I wonder, will I witness transformation?
It’s hard to pin down an emotional flasher, such as yourself. 
Now, I see you – now, I don’t.
One moment tormented by burdensome thought forms, 
the next appearing to embody a transcendent mind.
Yet, again, I’m wondering, what about the heart? 
I know better than most could, why you guard it so.
How to bridge the head and the heart seems to be what calls
you to the far reaches, time after time.
God, I identify with all of that in you.
We’ve always been far more similar than different. 
Wish we’d known that then.

There is such a thing as “heart-mind.”
So, please, do not misunderstand me when I say, 
“You are a part of my heart.”
Your rarefied, esoteric ways helped mold and shape me 
in ways that are bursting up out of me today.
The seeds you planted, then, appearing now,
as perennial creation from the intuitive nurturance, 
the pure and flawed intentions of your younger parts.
I want to watch more memories of the “head-mind” melt 
from that tired, old, slithering reptile. 
I want to feel those memories disintegrate from my cell tissues.
I’m beginning to see you so differently, now.

The butterfly symbolizes transformation. That’s how I see you.
Myself, from a tadpole in a bucket to a frog anxiously leaping toward the light, 
sights set on the sea.
I am swimming toward brilliant appreciation,
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in large part, because you have been a flittering butterfly,
always returning to check in on the seeds you planted so long ago.
Your coming reminds me to find my bliss. Amanda! – 
like the flower, the butterfly and the tadpole, guided by light and organized by 
power,
from a divine desire, in its own right, a manifestation of love,
and so it is.
Transformation begets creation.

“You are what you seek.”

-Rumi
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The Draft 1968
Robert Schenck

In 1965, I earned my bachelor’s degree 
in English from Iowa State, and thanks to my 
nearly straight-A record in the study of the 
language and literature of English, I won a 
National Defense Title IV Fellowship to study 
English at Indiana University in Bloomington, where my boat to the Doctor 
of Philosophy sprang its first leak, my instruction in English there so different 
from Iowa State where I had risen like a meteor and felt like a star. In my 
two years at Indiana, I could inspire not a single teacher to take any personal 
interest in me. Sobered and dragging a “C” bitterly behind me, I swam off a 
Master of Arts and counted myself lucky. Then, from the fall of 1967 through 
the spring of 1970, I taught English at little Upper Iowa College in Fayette, 
Iowa, where the desperate young men in my classes needed passing grades to 
maintain their student deferments and avoid the draft.

Competition was fierce.
Intense.
Literally a matter of life and death.
War.
One afternoon of finals week, I dropped by the office of a friend and 

colleague in the business department to ask if he wanted to stop for a beer at 
the local tavern before we called it a day and headed home. When I arrived, 
Mr. Good, his real name, was standing in the hall just outside his office, his 
arms folded across his chest, where he listened impassively to the pleas of a 
young man who just learned that he had failed his course in business. In those 
days, it was customary to post student scores of the final examination and final 
grades for the course on the wall beside the door of a faculty member’s office. 
Most professors protected student identities by using last, first, and middle 
initials or the last four digits of social security numbers, but more than a few 
faculty, of whom I was one, simply posted grades beside the full names of 
students for all to see. Mr. Good, like me, a young instructor only two or three 
years older than the seniors we taught, employed an elaborate grading system 
by which students received points for attendance, for class participation, 
for homework assignments, for collateral reading, for short papers, for pop 
quizzes, for a term paper, for four or five major examinations, for the midterm 
examination, for the comprehensive final examination, and for any number of 
extra credit activities besides. A total of two thousand points were possible, I 
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realized as I waited, and the young man pleading with Mr. Good had earned 
1199 points, one point short of a D, a mere .05 percent of the total possible, 
and had failed the course. Already on academic probation and struggling this 
semester in his three other classes as well, the young man literally begged 
Mr. Good to relent, to give him the benefit of the doubt, to award him just 
one extra unearned point, and to pass him with a D. Otherwise, the student 
explained, oblivious to my presence at the scene, he was certain he would 
flunk out and be drafted and sent to Vietnam to kill communists.

“No.”
Mr. Good remained adamant.
“No.”
Suddenly, to my astonishment, the student dropped to his knees on the 

hard marble floor and, kneeling before his instructor, he folded his hands and 
fingers together in the attitude of prayer, his eyes wet with tears, and he looked 
up at Mr. Good to beseech him, and he implored.

“Only one point!”
He wailed.
No.
Unmoved, Mr. Good shook his head no.
No.
“One point, Mr. Good, please, I beg you!”
No.
“Just one lousy point out of two thousand, I beg you, sir, please!”
No.
“Why?” the boy whined.
“I never change a grade,” declared Mr. Good.
No.
The young man stopped his entreaty as if he had been slapped. He rose to 

his feet, turned, and left without a word. My friend tidied his desk, and he and 
I walked the three blocks to the bar to share a cold beer or two. I did not blame 
him at all. Many times, I had been equally ruthless and cold. We young male 
faculty, safe from the draft and in only our first year or two of college teaching, 
prided ourselves on what we believed were our high standards and on what 
we called academic rigor. In retrospect, I looked blind, arrogant, and stupid. I 
learned to hate the war and the two persons I thought primarily responsible for 
it, Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon, with a passion. It seemed only a few 
months later that my colleague Mr. Good received a postcard from Vietnam. 
On it there had been no message, no note, just the signature of the young man 
who had knelt and begged for one point.

Drafted.
War.
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Lydia Brunn Woods Library
Raleigh Wilkerson
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Give All
Fritz Scholder

“This is a record of your time. This is your movie. Live out your dreams 
and fantasies. Whisper questions to the Sphinx at night. Sit for hours at 
sidewalk cafes and drink with your heroes. Make a pilgrimage to Mougins 
or Abiqura. Look up and down. Believe in the unknown, for it is there. Live 
in many places. Live with flowers and music and books and paintings and 
sculpture. Keep a record of your time. Learn to write well. Learn to read well. 
Learn to listen and talk well. Know your country, know the world, know your 
history, know yourself. Take care of yourself physically and mentally. You 
owe it yourself. Be good to those around you. And do all of these things with 
passion. Give all that you can.”
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Michel de Montaigne: The Founding Father
Stuart Sedlak

Michel de Montaigne was born between eleven and twelve o’clock on 
February 28, 1533. He was one of the most important French Renaissance 
writers and philosophers. Although he was born in France and wrote in French, 
the first language he learned was Latin. Coming from an extremely wealthy 
family, he had a first-rate education. Montaigne was a lawyer and a statesman, 
but today, he is known as the creator of the essay.

The word essay comes from the French word “essai,” which means, “to 
try” or “to attempt.” Montaigne was the first person to call his work essays. 
His essays were nothing like anybody had seen before. His stated goal was to 
describe humans, and he was not afraid to speak his mind or speak frankly. His 
works contained limitless subjects, including philosophical insights. Often in 
his works, he would cite famous philosophers, such as Homer, and had a direct 
influence on the career of Rene Descartes.

Montaigne was very insightful and had a wonderful way with words. He 
wrote in a way that was ultra-modern for his time. His work is laced full of 
quotations, one of my favorites being, “No man is exempt from saying silly 
things; the mischief is to say them deliberately.” 

It is believed that Montaigne inspired Shakespeare. No two authors have 
been studied more. Montaigne’s works are still being read around the world 
as a source for wisdom. I believe that if it were not for Montaigne; English 
Composition class would be completely different, newspapers would not 
have editorial pages, and Andy Rooney would have been just another crabby 
reporter on the State House beat.
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He Dances Anyway
Mardra Sikora

This season, as I mulled over each habit 
or practice I should change, improve, or drop, 
I also gave thought to the wisdom my son 
Marcus shared with me last fall while we sat at 
our favorite coffee shop. We’re regulars at one 
particular Scooters, where they are nice to us. The general public, on occasion, 
puts me on edge. You see, I’m a bit paranoid and particularly attentive to 
how folks look at and react to us, because Marcus, my adult son, has Down 
syndrome, and the patrons and employees at this Scooters tend to acknowledge 
Marcus but not bristle, are nice but not patronizing, a surprisingly tricky 
balance for some.

That month a website called The Road We’ve Shared was preparing to 
“spotlight” Marcus. So, while we sipped our hot drinks, I asked him a few 
questions, finding out some of his favorite things to include in the note. 

I learned that Marcus’ favorite Muppet is Walter (the new guy). His 
favorite pop song is “On Top of the World” by Imagine Dragons, and his 
favorite food is peanut butter and jelly. (Of course, I knew that last one. He 
makes at least one PB&J a day - it can be breakfast, lunch, or dinner.) As 
I typed up his replies, I sat a little surprised at his quick answers because, 
historically, Marcus doesn’t pick a single favorite. Usually, he answers with, 
“A-bunch.” But this day, he popped out answers easily and wanted more 
questions when I was done. It had become The Favorites Game. “All right,” so 
I continued. 

When I got through all of the favorites I could think of, I asked, “What 
do you want to be when you grow up?” It’s one of my go-to questions to ask 
anyone, regardless of age. 

Marcus blinked once and said, “Myself.”
Somewhere in my brain, I heard a snap. By Jove – he’s right! The 

majority of us with only 46 chromosomes tend to talk about being something, 
like some title or some job. “I want to be a manager,” “a chef,” “a rock star.” 
Wouldn’t it be neat if, instead, we said to ourselves – “When I grow up, I’m 
going to be myself. The most true and best possible me.” Holy cow!

When Marcus was born, I was bombarded with strangers telling me what 
he would never do or could never be (most of it was baloney). However, 
one book, which I have sadly lost over the years, emphasized instead the 
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concept of potential. As I remember it, people with Down syndrome, given the 
opportunity, will continue learning their whole lives and have a much better 
chance of reaching their potential than many of us “normal” folks, who pretty 
much plateau on the learning front after age 18. Marcus is 24 and still learning 
all the time. I am amazed at the new concepts he embraces and new skills he 
attains. 

Here’s something else to consider. Studies show that most people with 
Down syndrome are happier than the general public and are also happier with 
themselves and who they are. It’s only speculation as to if this is inherent in 
the genetics. Nature or nurture, we can learn from this attitude.

My job as a mother is to help Marcus become the best possible version 
of himself. I do this by encouraging his strengths and his creative nature. I 
try to enable further opportunities to learn and embrace new skills. I also am 
working on doing better at letting go, not my strength, and allowing him more 
independence as reaches for it. This is harder some days for me than for him.

“Go ahead, Mom,” he says. “I do it myself.”
My job as a human is to become the best possible version of myself. There 

is no one better than Marcus to teach me how to do that. When I vent to my 
husband about people’s actions I have seen or read, Marcus gently reminds 
me, “No one is perfect, Mom.” 

When I don’t know what to say to a friend in pain, Marcus responds to 
them with only a hug. The best and right answer, of course. 

When I’m too self-conscious to dance, he dances anyway. 
How about you? What are you going to be when you grow up? Try the 

answer, “Myself.” Where would that take you next? Are you walking that 
path? Now is the perfect time to follow Marcus’ lesson.

If you’re interested in learning more about Marcus and his path, join us on 
Grown Ups and Downs. 

(Published previously in The Huffington Post Blog) 
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The Creative Process of Writing
D. N. Simmers

Speaking of writing, I refer to the way that I 
bring a piece of work to the page. 

A poem. A flash fiction piece or non-fiction. 
I have been writing since I was 16 years of 
age. My first pieces were a flurry of words that 
fluttered down onto a barren white page, becoming ink spots that were left as 
they stood. First word. Best word.

But I let my mind take on a path through all the stored things there.
Long term memory to short term. There was no thought into the 

placement on the page. Finally, letting work cool. Then revisiting them as an 
editor. Looking at tense and links of words became important.

Each step on the path to becoming a better writer is littered with things 
that almost worked or did not work at all. As to the added flavor of rejections 
when sending work out, I recently wrote a poem for the Rockford Literary 
Guild, to which I belong, about those things.

Do you want to write? Then write. Keep a journal or a ring binder, and 
when a connection with nature or a sad or happy event stirs a part of your 
mind, then write about it.

Keep the journal and revisit it. Put some of the work or thoughts into 
forms such as poems or fiction or non-fiction pieces. Store them in a document 
on the computer. You can come back there anytime and rethink the form or the 
order.

Writing is about experimenting with experiences. I wrote a poem, years 
ago now, about an air show at a beach. Planes coming by and almost touching 
the roof I was near. A mother gull huddling on a far roof and keeping her 
young, just learning to fly, young gulls, out of the sky. It gave me a poem, and 
it was published as “Snowbirds Fly By” in Fine Lines. Know that I have used 
that poem in reading since with great success.

Colors. Movies. Storms. Events. They will give you something to write 
about. Walking the beach after a storm. See the remains of the storm on the 
sand. Write about it.

There is no easy formula that will work for everyone. Try linking words. 
Remember each word is linked or associated inside your mind with other 
things. Once the first word comes to the page, the others will follow. If you let 
them come by and stay.
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All you have to do is try. Get a pencil or a pen and some paper and start. 
Once it begins, it is like something alive that wants to come out and play. Let it 
play. After it is calmed down, then think of the way it should sit on a page. As 
a poem. As a story. Sometimes, you can write a poem first. Then try the same 
theme as a story.

All you have to do is begin. Let the words come down. You can decide 
how they will fit together one word at a time.

“We come spinning out of nothingness,  

scattering stars like dust. And you? When will you  

begin that long journey into yourself?”

-Rumi
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100 Things to Do
Yutika Singh

There are 100 things to do in life, so don’t waste it all
It’s just rolling around in your head just like a ball

You could take a hike, 
or ride a bike

You can play Ping-Pong, 
or sing a song

Write a story, 
about a girl named Dori

You could go to a foreign land, 
or even play in a band

Let your imagination take you far, 
but for that you won’t need a car

Just go outside and make a new friend, 
or even go to the store and buy some bread

Eat some Smarties, 
or just host some tea parties

Go to the park, 
even train your dog not to bark

Smell the fresh pines, 
or go to camp at Fine Lines

You could go and try 
to fly, 
but even if you do, 
don’t ever say goodbye
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There are a lot of things to do in life, 
maybe not even 100 to be exact
So just close your eyes and think, 
but don’t think pink

Think about the 100 things to do in life, 
because you know it’s rolling around in your head 

somewhere

Gridmap :: Kristy Stark Knapp
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Mountains
Carly Sinn

“The warts of the land”
is what they’re called by those who want 
compliant green pastures,
to those who want the easily known and tamed,
that fear and condemn
the arcane faces that jut from the depths of
Earth’s cosmic history,
and stand enduring
in their majesty
and their mystery,
reaching near and far
up in the skies
where the weather
elicits surrender,
and the only preparation
is to know
you won’t know
until you are there. 
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The Pursuit of Happiness
Kristen Steele

What makes us happy? By definition, 
according to The Oxford Dictionary, being 
happy is “feeling or showing pleasure or 
contentment.” In the fast-paced world around 
us, it is often hard to stop and recognize what 
it is that makes us truly happy or even what happiness really is. Happiness 
is impossible to define or pinpoint, because it is unique to every person, and 
therefore, can take many diverse forms.

Thus, no matter how much time we spend attempting to improve our 
lives, contentment can come when we least expect it. For instance, in our 
high school Mixed Choir, we are currently preparing for a Christmas concert 
that includes choreography. Because of my inability to watch the rest of 
my classmates, certain tasks are difficult for me in performances, such as 
performing various actions along with the class, aligning myself so that I 
face the audience and in the same way as everyone onstage, and entering and 
leaving the stage in the line of performers. Without my even asking, one of my 
friends has offered to link arms with me, so that we can perform the actions 
together and to guide me on and off the stage. To me, happiness is enjoying 
the bittersweet feeling of my last onstage high school performance with 
confidence and not worrying that my lack of vision could prohibit me from 
blending in with the other students.

Although most people correlate the sparkles in life with a monetary value, 
like going shopping or taking a vacation, we can enjoy simple pleasures that 
we oftentimes take for granted. Reading a favorite novel, relaxing in a bubble 
bath, or spending time with family and friends after a stressful day can bring 
gems of enjoyment to a mundane routine. In a similar way, in a recent episode 
of the popular sitcom The Middle, the Heck family begins to ponder if their 
lives are pathetic. After their kitchen sink caves in, they find themselves eating 
Thanksgiving dinner at a restaurant while arguing with one another the entire 
time. It is not until they have a snowball fight on their way out of the restaurant 
that that day becomes one they hope never to forget. One simple moment 
that blends into the rest of our dull lives can later turn out to be a happy and 
significant memory.

Lastly, in my mind, happiness is the feeling of accomplishment brought by 
doing my best. Corvette and I sit in the training building at Kansas Specialty 
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Dog School (KSDS) for our official graduation as a team. We are among 
several other teams of guide dogs and their masters who sit in a row before an 
audience of friends, family, and other supporters. As a slideshow of snapshots 
of several teams in training airs for the sighted audience, my stomach becomes 
knotted and my throat dry. My trainer has just informed me that I will be 
giving a speech on how Corvette has influenced my life. At last, my cold, 
clammy hand grasps the microphone, and words suddenly begin to pour out 
without my even thinking about what I will say. By the end of my speech, my 
parents are both weeping, and applause roars. I am delighted to have Corvette 
and to have made it through my speech with shining colors. Sometimes, all we 
can do is try our best, knowing that the end result will be a rewarding one.

In short, there is no definitive formula for happiness; each of us has our 
own standards of what gives us pleasure. Little moments and “sparkles” that 
comprise our lives often occur when we are not even anticipating them. The 
only key to unlocking a world of fulfillment is passion; for even if we are not 
always the first-place winner or chosen for the top spot, an internal feeling of 
the success and accomplishment that we have done our very best is something 
with which we can walk away. Perhaps Omar Khayyam’s quote sums up the 
choice of happiness best: “Be happy for this moment. This moment is your 
life.”
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Disappear
Brita M. Thielen

I was twelve years old the night my parents 
told me my mother was pregnant, and the first 
words out of my mouth were, “You’re joking, 
right?” They weren’t. Six months later, I found 
myself in a cozy waiting room while somewhere 
in the hospital my mother proceeded through the final stages of labor. It was 
five in the morning, but I refused to fall asleep, so I wouldn’t miss the birth of 
my youngest brother. My mother wanted her three children to be there, but I 
knew enough about the process of birth from health class to be nervous. 

When the time finally came, my siblings and I were ushered into my 
mother’s hospital room. I stood in a mixture of awe and trepidation as I 
watched my new brother emerge, bloody and bawling. We named him 
Matthew – the name I’d suggested. When I held him for the first time, I 
fingered his wisps of dark hair and dime-sized nose. I marveled that such a 
tiny creature could ever grow into a full-fledged adult. The infant in my arms 
was a stranger, but as I held him I felt the first tugs of sibling affection. In the 
Polaroid snapshot my father took to document the moment, I am smiling at the 
camera while Matthew’s eyes are trained on me. 

The first year or so after Matthew’s birth brought many changes to my 
family. As children ourselves, my brother, sister, and I mostly registered these 
adjustments as increases in our responsibilities, including diaper changing 
and bottle-feeding. Eventually, we made sure an active little boy did not fall 
down the stairs or swallow his toys. While hanging out with friends at home 
and school events, I learned to anticipate visits from a toddling little boy. I also 
experienced the societal assumption that a preteen girl carrying an infant is a 
mother rather than an older sister. More than once, I received critical glances 
from passersby and compliments on my “adorable little boy” from elderly 
couples. I even attracted a few shady admirers: college-age men who assumed 
the toddler at my side indicated a certain level of experience on my part. 

As the oldest sibling, my already heightened, overprotective instincts 
switched into high gear. I was nervous whenever Matthew gummed an object 
smaller than his face, and I rushed to his side if he so much as wobbled when 
learning to walk. When he eventually graduated to crossing the street by my 
side rather than riding in a stroller, I gripped his hand like it was his only tie 
to Earth. I was convinced something terrible would happen the minute I let 
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down my guard. My cautiousness irritated my parents, at times. Matthew was 
their fourth child, and they had long since realized a few bumps and bruises 
were inevitable and unlikely to result in long-term physical or psychological 
damage. However, I was thankful for my wariness the day Matthew wandered 
off in JC Penny’s, and I was the only one who could recall what he was 
wearing. 

When Matthew graduated from a crib to a real bed, my parents moved 
their bedroom downstairs and left the upstairs to my siblings and me. My sister 
and I got our own rooms for the first time, while the boys shared. Though 
my bedroom was the farthest from Matthew, I was the one who woke in the 
night if he was sick, and my bed was the one he crawled into if he had a bad 
dream. More than once his feet pattering across my bedroom floor or his finger 
prodding my shoulder startled me in the middle of the night. 

The summer before my first year of college, I began reading the Harry 
Potter books to Matthew. We spent hours nestled in my oversized blue chair, 
exploring Hogwarts together, and I experienced the pleasure of passing down 
a favorite story to the next generation. Occasionally, he broke down at the 
idea of my leaving for college. To him, it was an unknown place from which I 
might never return. I was almost as worried as he. Though I knew I would not 
truly disappear, I feared I might vanish from his life and become a forgotten 
older sister, a stranger. 

During the car ride on move-in day, my brother Sam and I decided to 
tell Matthew that I was actually going to Hogwarts to learn magic. In typical 
older-brother fashion, Sam extended the lie, saying that all three of us older 
siblings would go to Hogwarts, but Matthew couldn’t because he was a Squib 
– Harry-Potter-speak for a person lacking magical abilities. Seeing tears cloud 
his six-year-old eyes, I quickly broke down and admitted the truth. 

While I was home for Christmas during my final year as an undergrad, 
Matthew suddenly developed an interest in reading the Narnia books, which 
I had read to him several summers before. Though I was exhilarated that he 
wanted to read them again, his request also triggered a twinge of sadness. 
Anxious to stay connected a little while longer, I asked if he would read 
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe aloud, so I could listen. He marched 
through the chapters with ease, though he had completely forgotten the story’s 
outcome. The realization that he could not remember the hours we had spent 
reading this same book, while I remembered them clearly, pained me. But 
years of reading to him served their purpose, for he no longer needed me in 
order to enjoy a story. Little by little, I was learning what it felt like to be 
superfluous. 

I look at Matthew now and see glimmers of the teenager he will soon 
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become. As I prepare to take my final steps into adulthood, he is leaving 
childhood behind. After my sister’s high school graduation, my mother joked 
that the next time she needed to plan a graduation party, she would have my 
siblings and I – and our families – do the work. 

When Matthew graduates, I will be thirty-one. Whenever I look at the 
photo of us in the hospital, I wonder what Matthew will think of me as he 
grows older. Our relationship is once again on the brink of change, and soon 
he will no longer want to curl next to me on the couch to read or play a board 
game. Instead of eagerly searching me out in public places, he will run off with 
his friends, embarrassed by my presence. While I understand these changes are 
inevitable and natural, a part of me still desires the same attention he showed 
me in that old photograph. I don’t want to disappear.

“My soul is from elsewhere.  

I’m sure of that, and I intend to end up there.”

-Rumi
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A Death in the Library
David Waller

It was a death that could not be explained 
– that was what everyone said. The man was 
found slumped over his own desk, and the wood 
still bore the red stains made by the gash on his 
forehead. He could not have done it himself, that 
much was certain, but no fingerprints or incriminating evidence was found, 
despite the thorough efforts of the police. To make matters worse, there was 
no way in or out of the room; the doors were locked, and the study lacked any 
windows. Two young men stood before the scene of the crime, pondering what 
had occurred.

Little could they know that a third person had joined them, far, far beyond 
their reach. Kate Greenwich, age 18, clad in pink pajamas, sat at her desk, 
watching these events play out on her laptop. She hugged her knees to her 
chest, muscles tensing from excitement, as Sherlock Holmes scanned the room 
for the minute detail that had slipped beneath Scotland Yard’s notice. 

“So, what are you going to do, Sherlock?” Kate whispered. Her toes 
curled around the edge of her chair, like a hawk’s talons grasping its perch, and 
she leaned in close as Holmes drew his attention to the ceiling. A loud ringing 
caused her heart to skip a beat; her cell phone had gone off, startling her out of 
her deep absorption. “Sheesh,” she sighed. She uncurled her body, hit pause on 
the video, and answered the phone. “Hello?”

“Hello? Kate?” a boy’s voice inquired from the other end.
“Yeah,” she answered, “who’s this?”
“It’s Trevor,” the boy replied. Trevor Wilson was a classmate and friend of 

Kate’s. A pretty cool guy, she always thought. 
“Oh, hey, Trev. What’s up?” 
“Not much,” he replied. Something seemed a little off in his voice, as if he 

was not quite sure how to say something. “What are you doing right now?”
“Watching this week’s Holmes. I missed it thanks to that stupid bug I 

caught on Monday. It’s a pretty good episode this time. Last week’s was a bit 
weak; it felt a little like Sherlock cheated on that one.”

“Or, maybe, the writers did?” Trev suggested with a slight chuckle.
“Something like that, yeah,” Kate answered, reciprocating his laugh a 

little. “Can’t blame Holmes too much, right?”
“I guess not. Hey, um...,” Trev started, as he worked to collect himself. 
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“So, the Golden Theater is going to have a special showing of that Sherlock 
movie they made a few years ago. The one with that guy from the superhero 
movies?”

“Oh, yeah, I remember that,” Kate said, leaning back in her chair. “What 
was that guy’s name? I kind of suck at that sort of thing. I like the new Holmes 
better, anyway. The fan fiction’s better too, though it’s annoying that people 
keep shipping Holmes and Watson. It just doesn’t fit his character, you know? 
No way would Holmes ever fall in love with anyone, much less Watson.”

“Doesn’t matter,” Trev interrupted. “I mean, it does, but.... Well, it’s just 
that you like that sort of thing, so I was wondering if you’d want to go see it. 
Tomorrow, maybe?”

“You make it sound like a date or something,” Kate giggled.
“It kind of is,” Trev quietly replied. Kate almost fell out of her seat. Did 

she hear that right? “I mean, if that’s okay with you. Is it?”
Kate blushed a little and thought it over. It certainly explained a few 

things: the way he would suddenly avert his eyes while talking to her, the way 
he fidgeted when they bumped into each other, the compliments about her hair, 
all of it. Then again, maybe he made her feel just a little tingly, too? “Y-yeah. I 
think that’s okay,” she said.

Trev sighed in relief. “Great. Can I pick you up tomorrow?” 
“Um... I think that might be a bit too much right now,” Kate’s fingers 

nervously toying with her long, red hair. “If you don’t mind, I’d like to slow it 
down just a bit. Can I take the bus?”

“Sure. I’ll see you there.” Silence hung between them. “Well, um, good 
night, I guess.”

“I guess,” Kate echoed. They both hung up.
“There, you have it, John,” Sherlock proclaimed. “The game’s afoot.” 
“What the...?” Kate exclaimed. “When did I hit play? Stupid machine.”

Am I really doing this? Kate wondered, as she left her family’s apartment. 
She had never been on a date before and had no idea what she was doing. She 
did everything she could think of to make herself look nice for Trevor: she put 
on her best blouse and skirt, painted her fingers and toes, washed her hair with 
scented shampoo, and grabbed the purse she almost never used. She even wore 
her high-heeled boots, the ones that everyone said looked cute, but which she 
hated, because they were harder to walk in. Look at me, all dressed up, and 
he’s probably going to show up in a t-shirt and shorts, and I’m just going to 
have to walk out into traffic and kill myself. 

When Kate got to the bus stop, an hour before the movie was to begin, she 
found it so crowded that there was not even space enough for her to squeeze in 
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under the canopy. Figures, she grumbled internally. The one day I really need 
to just sit down, everyone and their grandma had to take the bus. It’s weird 
though. I’ve literally never seen this many people at this stop before. As she 
waited, she passed the time by taking in her surroundings. There was the usual 
fare of cafés, restaurants, and electronics stores, but one building, crouching 
among the bigger businesses, looked empty. It did not surprise her, seeing as 
her favorite bakery closed down last month. Just thinking about it made her 
want a muffin.

Something wet plinked off the tip of her nose. She looked up to find that 
the sky had turned gray and dark without her noticing. “Oh, don’t tell me,” 
she moaned. The sky did not need to tell her, it simply started pouring. “Oh, 
come on!” Kate cried. She attempted to duck for cover under the canopy, but 
her efforts were rebuffed by the mass of humanity occupying the shelter. Kate 
stifled an aggravated scream and dove into the first building she could reach. 

She shivered a little from the chill of the rain, longing for the warmth 
of her lost bakery. “What the heck was that all about?” she muttered. “It was 
super sunny when I left. Should’ve checked the stupid weather.” Though she 
had not been out in the rain long enough to consider herself soaked, she was 
definitely wetter than she would have preferred. It occurred to her that with 
everything she had done to pretty herself up, she had not applied any makeup. 
At the very least, she had an excuse to be glad about that now. 

Where am I, anyway? she wondered. It was a small room with white walls 
and a similarly-colored tile floor. Boxes and chairs scattered about told her she 
had accidentally run into the small, abandoned building. “Well, that’s weird,” 
she thought out loud. “Why wasn’t this place locked up?” That was what 
people usually did with unoccupied buildings, right? So how did she get in? 
“I think I’d better leave,” Kate murmured. She turned to do just that when a 
small sound caught her ear: the tinkling of a bell, coming from behind her. She 
whirled around towards the origin of the noise.

A door in the back opened – had that always been there? – to reveal a 
rather peculiar-looking man. He seemed to be in his early thirties but was 
dressed in a red velvet coat that reminded Kate of an old English nobleman 
or maybe George Washington. His long blonde hair was tied in a ponytail that 
went down to his waist, and a pair of tiny glasses rested on his nose. After 
taking all that in, Kate noticed a tiny bell around the man’s neck – the source 
of the sound that stopped her. 

“I-I’m sorry,” Kate stammered. “I didn’t mean to break in like this. It just 
started raining, and the door’s not locked, so....”

“Ah, yes,” the man said with a smile. “You’re a fiction, aren’t you?”
“Come again?” the girl asked, confused and perhaps slightly offended.
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“No, no, my eyes are never wrong,” the strange fellow said, as he 
approached her, one hand at his chin. “You’re definitely a fiction.”

“Excuse me? You’re dressed like that, and you’re telling me I’m the one 
who’s not real?”

The man, apparently ignoring her, brought his face within a few inches 
of hers. She backed up a step, and he took another one forward. “Still, you’re 
definitely a realistic,” he said. “Well, that puts science fiction out of the 
question.” What was he talking about? And why did he keep calling her things 
like “a fiction” or “a realistic.” What was that supposed to mean? The weirdo 
circled her, bobbing up and down, as if to inspect every inch of the young lady, 
making her uncomfortable. “I do see an adventure in there, though. A bit of a 
thriller.”

“Hey, creepy, I’ve got mace, you know,” Kate pointed out.
“Not much of a romance, I’m afraid.”
“What is that supposed to mean?” Kate barked, discomfort rapidly 

mutating into anger. “Do you want me to slap you?”
“Yes, I can see where this is going,” the man said, completely ignoring her 

threats.
“I don’t think you do.”
“All right then,” the stranger said with a little clap, turning from the young 

lady and walking towards the backroom. “Follow me.”
“Yeah, sure,” Kate scoffed. She had to wonder if this guy was weird or 

just plain stupid. “Like I’m really gonna....” She stopped herself. Something 
beyond that door had caught her attention. There’s no way.... she thought. 
Could it be? She rushed up behind the man, leaning in to confirm that her eyes 
had not played a momentary trick on her. Beyond the doorway was a labyrinth 
of bookshelves, going deeper than she could even see. How was that possible? 
The building was the smallest one around, but the inside of this backroom 
looked like it could swallow up all the others and still have room for dessert.

“Well, we’re not going to find what we’re looking for standing out here,” 
the man said, walking out into the vast maze of literature. “Come, come.” 

Not even a minute ago, every fiber in her being would have screamed at 
her not to go after this oddball, but how could she not? A room bigger than the 
building itself? An empty building, no less. This place simply should not exist, 
Kate knew that, and yet, here it was. She could not simply ignore it, could she? 
She had to find out what was going on. The only vague chance she had of that 
was if she followed this... librarian? He had to be a librarian, she decided, but 
what kind of library hides its books in the back? Especially one this large.

“You are coming, correct?” the librarian stopped to ask.
“Oh,” Kate answered, as her feet stepped forward, almost independent 
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of her will. “Of course. Right.” She followed him onward into this strange 
library. As she walked, she noted that it was not really like any library she had 
ever seen. Most libraries had wide-open rooms sectioned off by bookshelves, 
but this place was a funhouse of walls and shelves. It was like someone tried to 
turn it into a maze, yet the librarian seemed right at home in this weird place, 
navigating its twists and turns without the slightest hint of worry. Then again, 
he was pretty weird, himself. It occurred to Kate that if she lost sight of this 
man, she might never get out.

“Um....” she started. “This is getting kind of crazy. What kind of weird 
library is this, anyway? How do you not get lost in all these books?”

“Why, I get lost in them every day,” the strange man replied. 
Kate’s heart dropped into her stomach.
“Yes, it’s truly easy to get lost in books,” the librarian continued. “There 

isn’t anything in the world more satisfying than a good story. I live and breathe 
books.”

Kate wanted to slap herself and him. I can’t believe I fell for that, she 
thought, massaging her temples. This guy was starting to give her a headache.

“You’re not much different, really,” the librarian said, as if he was reading 
her frustration, despite never having turned around since the conversation 
started. “You love a good story, too, especially one with that dashing detective 
Sherlock Holmes. I suppose that’s why you write all that fan fiction about 
him.”

“What?” Kate yelped, her entire face flushing an embarrassed, 
luminescent pink. “H-how did you know about that? I never told anyone! I-I 
never even used my real name!”

“Does it matter?” the man asked, still not bothering to stop.
“I-it’s embarrassing.”
The librarian instantly came to a halt. “Please don’t say such things,” 

he said, finally turning to face her. “You should never be ashamed of good 
writing, no matter what form it takes. It is an act of passion; everyone’s heart 
beats in its own way. To some, their passions express themselves by building 
on the worlds and characters that others have brought to life in their hearts. 
It is where they are called, and where they must go.” He held out one finger, 
stepped forward, and poked Kate in the chest. She flinched a little. “It is 
perfectly all right if that is your calling, but I think there is something else 
inside of you, particularly. There is another story buried deep in your heart, 
waiting for you to hear it, desperately wanting out.” He turned and began 
walking away again. “And that is why you are here.”

Kate, her nose still pink, looked down, placing her hand over the spot 
where he touched her. “Inside me?” she murmured. She shook her head to 
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clear it and resumed following the strange man. “What makes you think I’m 
any good at writing, anyway?”

The man stopped again, but, this time, he didn’t bother to turn around. 
“Because you found a library here.” These words did not do anything to 
alleviate the girl’s confusion. In fact, they only heightened it.

As they continued their journey, Kate started to notice other weird things 
about the library. For one, there were no windows, anywhere. The entire 
place was actually getting a bit dark as they went in deeper, but there was still 
enough light to get them through. Where was the light coming from? She was 
so weirded out by this place that she had not risked taking her eyes off her 
guide, but now, she could not stop her eyes from wandering. Something else 
caught her attention, and she stopped.

“Hey,” she said, inspecting the bookshelves. “These books are all the 
same.” Indeed they were. Each was about an inch and a half thick, bound in 
a red, hard cover. Even stranger, not one of them bore a title. “What are these 
books, anyway?” she asked, half to the librarian, half to herself. She reached 
out to grab one, but it would not come off the shelf. The tome put up little 
resistance, yet she still could not pick it up, almost as if her body was confused 
by it. Her mind certainly was, anyway.

“Hey,Mr. Librarian. What’s...” she stopped. The librarian was gone. Kate’s 
blood froze. She had been so engrossed in these weird books that she let her 
guide pull ahead of her. “H-hey, Mister?” she stuttered. “Where’d you go?” 
She walked forward, in the last direction she had seen him go. “H-hey, I’m still 
back here, you know. Sorry I wasn’t paying attention. You can come... out... 
now?” The corridor opened up to a circle of bookshelves, with seven other 
passages opening up before her. Oh, crud, she thought. Where did he go? 

“Mister?” she asked, stepping into the circle. Something made a sound off 
to her left. She hoped that was him. She took off down that hall, but the heels 
of her boots – built for fashion, not chasing people – caused her to stumble. 
“Stupid things,” she muttered, bending over to pull them off. “Why do I even 
wear them?” She abandoned her boots and charged, barefoot, down the hall 
where she heard the noise. 

She ran deeper and deeper in, but she still could not find the librarian. Was 
it her imagination, or was the place getting a little darker? She heard another 
noise to her right. It occurred to her that maybe the two of them were not the 
only ones in the library. She shook her head to chase the thought away. She 
could not let herself think like that now, yet her hands gripped the strap of 
her purse that much more tightly. She continued following the sounds, now 
worrying that she was never going to catch them, or worse, that she would 
catch them and regret what she found. Was it her imagination, or was she 
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hearing other sounds in the library, too? She tried to drown out everything but 
the sound she was following.

 As she rounded a corner, something else turned right in front of her. 
Something bigger than her. She let out a scream and swung her purse, 
knocking the librarian to the ground.

The librarian?
The man lay flat on his back, staggered by the blow to his head. “Well,” 

he said. “Ouch.” He rubbed his injury and slowly sat up. “Has anyone ever 
told you you’re an unusually violent child?”

“Has anyone ever told you not to sneak up on people like that?” Kate 
snapped, her face turning red, again. She was starting to get tired of this.

“Well, at least you haven’t killed anyone,” the man teased, as he rose to 
his feet and dusted himself off. “Not yet, anyway. You will someday, though. 
I’m sure of that.” He turned down another hallway. “And please, do try to keep 
up this time.”

“Jerk,” she cursed under her breath. She continued to follow the man 
down the hall in spite of her anger. It was not like she had any other choice; 
she had no way of getting out of there without him.

“By the way, Miss,” the librarian began. Kate’s ears perked up; this was 
the first time the strange man had been the one to start the conversation since 
she began following him. Maybe she could finally get to the bottom of things 
now. “What happened to your footwear?”

Kate shot him a nasty look, partly from her annoyance at him yanking 
her around, and partly because she was still mad at him for leaving her alone. 
“What?” she snapped. “Do you have a ‘no shirt, no shoes, no service’ policy 
now? Well, too bad. Youshould have thought about that before you abandoned 
me back there. Do you have any idea how creepy this place is?”

“Creepy?” the librarian asked. “Only if you find it to be so, but if that’s 
the case, if this place frightens you, why haven’t you asked me to lead you 
home? Most people would have by this point.” Kate’s anger died down with 
that remark. Why was she doing this? “Then again, I suppose you’re not 
like most people,” the librarian continued. “Most people wouldn’t have even 
opened the door. They’d be too afraid of what they’d find on the other side, of 
that unknown beyond the threshold, but not you. You have to know. It excites 
you, doesn’t it?” He turned and smiled at her. “And that’s why you’re here.”

The strange librarian examined the bookshelf beside him. “Ah, here we 
are,” he said. “Our destination.” He reached up and pulled one of the strange 
books off the shelf, but to Kate’s surprise, it looked nothing like the other 
monotonous tomes. It looked like a real book.

“The Secret Adversary, by Agatha Christie?” she read. “I don’t 
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understand.”
“Don’t you?” the librarian asked. “This is why we came here, Kate. You 

need this book. You are a writer and a good one at that. This book is the reason 
you are here, why I led you to this place. Too many writers do not understand 
what they have inside of them: their power over words, their passion for 
stories, and their own talents. They waste away without inscribing a single 
word, because no one has told them how good they are. Kate Greenwich, I 
am telling you this now; you are a fantastic writer – my eyes never fail me. 
As a writer, there are two things you are going to need: encouragement and 
inspiration.” He pressed the book into her hands. “Remember my words, and 
you will have the one. Read this, and you will have the other.”

Kate took the book, though she could not, for once, find words to shoot 
back at him. After a while, she spoke. “Is it all right for me to just take this? I 
mean, what kind of library just gives their books away?”

The librarian gave her a smile that warmed her heart. “Of course, it is. 
After all, one never truly loses a good story.” He waved his hand towards the 
spot where he had drawn the book. Not a single tome was missing. “Besides, 
when did I ever say this was a library?”

The return journey seemed to take only a moment, or did they actually 
make the long walk back to the entrance in less than a minute? Kate learned to 
accept the bizarre nature of this place. Now that she was on her way, with her 
new book pressed against her chest and a smile on her face, her body felt much 
lighter. She became aware of so many delightful things that her confused mind 
had hidden away: how warm she felt, now dry from the rain; how the library 
had become much brighter and more welcoming, without a single shadow 
marring its appearance; even how nice the carpet felt under her bare feet.

“Here we are,” the librarian told her. He motioned to a wooden door, 
opened it, and waved her inside. “The way home. I hope you enjoyed your 
stay.”

“Actually, I really think I did,” Kate said, as she walked through the 
portal. “It was actually kind of fun. Oh!” she exclaimed, as she whirled 
around. “I almost forgot. Thanks again for the....” But the librarian was gone. 
No, more than that; the door had vanished, too. The wall was solid, as if no 
passage had ever existed. “The book,” Kate murmured to no one in particular. 
“Why would I expect anything less?” she sighed. 

Kate shivered, as a chill ran up her spine. Her feet were cold. “Aw, 
man!” she cried. “I left my shoes in there! What am I supposed to do now? 
Oh, man!” She slumped against the wall and slid to the floor, only to find her 
hand brushing against something soft. “My boots!” she exclaimed. “Thank 
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goodness.” She giggled as a funny thought crossed her mind. “I wonder what 
Trev would think, if I showed up barefoot? Maybe he.... Oh no! Trev! The 
date!” Without even pausing to put her shoes back on, she bolted out the door, 
only to run smack into someone’s chest.

“Oh! I’m so sorry!” Kate exclaimed, still frantic and ready to keep 
running. Until she saw who it was that she ran into. “Trev!”

“Oh, hey, Kate,” he said. “Fancy running into you here.”
“I’m so sorry I missed our date,” she frantically apologized. “I totally 

spaced out! I didn’t mean to....”
“Missed it?” Trev asked, interrupting Kate’s frantic apologies. “What are 

you talking about? The show doesn’t start for another hour.”
“It doesn’t?” Kate asked.
“Yeah,” Trev replied. “I just came to take the bus because my car broke 

down this morning. Lousy thing.”
“Of course,” Kate sighed to herself. “Why does anything surprise me 

anymore?”
“Yeah, um, so...,” Trev said, his voice growing just a little softer and more 

nervous, as if it just remembered what was going on. “I got to say, you’re 
looking nice. I feel kind of underdressed now.” He was dressed in a t-shirt and 
shorts. He blushed and tried to avoid eye contact again, glancing down to their 
feet. “But I guess I’m not the only one who’s a little underdressed. I didn’t 
know you were the kind to go barefoot in public.” He gasped and threw up his 
hands in apology. “Not that there’s anything wrong with that! I mean, your feet 
look nice too. Not that I’m into that sort of thing either! I mean...” 

Kate pressed a finger against his lips, quieting him. “It’s okay, Trev, I 
know what you mean. I’m still a little nervous, too,” she said. “My shoes just 
got a little wet from the rain, so I took them off inside that shop there. Hang 
on, let me go get them. Oh!” she exclaimed. The book was still in her hand. 
She had been clutching it so tightly for so long that she forgot she was carrying 
it. “Hold this for me,” she told Trev, handing him the book and turning back 
towards the “library.”

“The Secret Adversary,” her date read. “Huh. Where’d you get this?”
Kate stopped and smiled to herself. “From a friend.”

Kate Greenwich, age 18, clad in pink pajamas, sat on her bed, reading her 
new book. Her date had gone extremely well, ending in her first kiss, but now 
she was having some “me time.” As Miss Marple’s adventure finally drew to 
a close, Kate set the book down, folded her hands behind her head, and laid 
down.

You know, she thought, I kind of wish they’d do something like Holmes 
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for Miss Marple. It’d actually be pretty cool to see a girl do the stuff Sherlock 
does. Though Miss Marple isn’t really Sherlock... 

There is another story buried deep in your heart, waiting for you to hear it, 
desperately wanting out. The librarian’s words echoed in her head. She stared 
at the book he gave her. “Inspiration, huh?” she wondered. “Maybe he was 
onto something.”

She hopped off her bed and sat at her desk. She pulled out the notebook 
where she kept her ideas for her Holmes stories and started writing things 
down: “Like a girl Holmes.” “Friend like Watson – girl? Boyfriend?” “Set it 
in high school.” After a good fifteen minutes of free association, she pondered 
what she had set to paper.

“Maybe,” she said. “Maybe I do have a story after all.”

The librarian sat at his desk, hidden in the most remote part of his 
storehouse of books. He was pouring over the latest addition to his collection: 
A Death in the Library by Kate Greenwich. He stopped, closed his eyes, and 
breathed deeply, as if trying to inhale the very essence of the story. “Ah,” he 
sighed, “there simply isn’t anything as satisfying as a good book. They are 
what I live for, after all.” He lazily drew a circle with his finger, causing the 
tome to rise into the air and vanish. “Well, off to the Mystery Section you go, 
to spend some time getting to know Doyle and Christie. They were the ones 
who inspired you, after all.” 

“I don’t get why you get to have all the fun.” The librarian turned to find 
a young man –wearing a visor that exposed his scruffy blonde hair and a bell 
around his wrist – standing before him. “Why do you always get so many 
visitors?” the boy asked.

“I suppose it’s simply because I’m older than you,” the librarian replied, 
rising from his seat. “People are used to telling stories through books. They’ve 
been doing it for so long, after all. But don’t worry – soon enough, people 
are going to come to your little theater as often as they come to my humble 
abode.”

The boy gave a cocky grin. “What if they start visiting me more than you? 
Movies and TV are the future, after all. What do you think of that?”

“As long as they’re telling stories, I think it’s neither here nor there. 
Whatever happens, people will continue to write, and I’ll continue to be here, 
reading and sharing inspiration with them.” 

“You’re no fun, you know that?”
The librarian smiled at the boy, not letting him sour his mood. All at once, 

the bell around his neck started ringing. “It looks like we’ll have to resume 
this another time, little brother. I believe I have a visitor.” He turned from the 
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conversation and stepped through a door, finding a boy, looking about fifteen 
years old, wandering the same abandoned shop Kate had found.

“Ah, yes,” the librarian said, addressing the boy with a smile. “You’re a 
poem, aren’t you?”

Self-Portrait :: Tudor Seulean
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I Want It
Carolyn Weisbecker

Tara glanced at her caller ID. It was her 
friend, Lauren.

“Tara, want to go to my company’s 
Christmas party tonight?”

“I don’t know, Lauren. It sounds boring. I 
thought I’d stay home and watch television.”

“Come on; are you 90?” Not waiting for an answer, she continued. 
“Anyway, remember Jayson from my office?”

“What about him?” 
“He broke up with his girlfriend, so he’ll be there,” Lauren said, knowing 

that Tara had a crush on him.
Tara perked up. “Well, maybe I can go, but I’ll need to find something to 

wear first, and it has to be perfect.”
Soon after, Tara was at the mall, walking through each of her favorite 

stores but leaving empty handed. 
“Unbelievable,” she mumbled. “Why can’t I find anything?” 
She was just about to leave when she noticed a sweater in a store window. 

It was the perfect thing, so she rushed into the store. 
“What’re doing? That’s mine,” a woman cried, yanking the sweater off the 

rack.
Tara stared at the woman in disbelief.
“What are you doing? I saw it first.”
“No, I did.”
Tara thought fast.
“It’s a gift for my mother. She’s in the hospital.” Tara’s voice broke. “It 

would really cheer her up.”
“Nice try, but come to think of it, my mother is sick, too.”
A clerk approached.
“Hi Kate; what’s going on?”
“Not much. Just here to buy this sweater.” She rolled her eyes in Tara’s 

direction. “I was just in time, too.” 
“Good for you. These have been flying off the rack.” The clerk turned to 

Tara. “Can I help you find something?” 
“I want that sweater. Do you have any more? Maybe in the back?”
“Nope, sorry. That was it.”
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Tara watched Kate walk off, laughing.
“Can I help you find something else?”
Tara shook her head as she watched a mother walk in with two young 

boys trailing behind. She wandered over to the boys, who stood at a distance 
as their mother shopped. 

“Excuse me, boys. How would you like to make $20?”
“Each?” the older boy asked.
Tara nodded.
“What do you want us to do?” 
“See that woman holding the sweater? Get it from her and toss it on that 

table over there.”
“Why?”
“Because I want it!” Tara said through clenched teeth.
“What are you doing?” the mother cried. “Get away from my kids, or I’ll 

call the police!”
“I didn’t do anything!” Tara’s face burned as she hurried away. Suddenly, 

her eyes lit up at the sight of another clerk.
“Excuse me, sir, see that woman over there? The one holding the 

sweater?”
“What about her?”
“I think she’s shoplifting. I’m not positive, but it looked like she was 

trying to hide that sweater in her coat.”
The man lifted one pierced brow.
“I think you’re mistaken. That’s Kate; she works here every other 

weekend, so I doubt she’s shoplifting.”
“You still here? Good luck with finding something,” Kate said, 

reappearing with sack in hand.
“Look,” Tara said. “I don’t know what that sweater cost you, but I’ll give 

you $50 right now for it.”
Kate laughed. “Are you kidding? Obviously, you’ve never shopped here 

before. This is probably way out of your league.”
Tara flinched and swallowed her anger.
“You work here. You can have any clothes you want, so why don’t you 

be nice and let me have it?” Suddenly, her voice softened. “I’m going to be 
honest. Would it make a difference if I told you I wanted it to impress a guy? I 
mean, you understand that, right?”

Kate grinned. “Why didn’t you say so from the beginning? I get it, so you 
can have it for $150.”

“What?”
“It is the last one and totally worth it. Just think how fabulous you’ll 
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look.”
Tara eyed the bag before pulling out her money.
“I only have $96 and some change.”
“That’s fine; call it my good deed for the day,” Kate said, grinning. “Oh, 

and you can keep your change.”
When Tara got home, she pulled out the sweater and held it up. 
“Unbelievable!” she screamed. 
It wasn’t the $19.99 price tag that unnerved her; the sweater was too 

small.

“The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you.  

Don’t go back to sleep.”

-Rumi
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Dream
Rachel Woods 

When in the world did reality hold us down
and force us to pay attention to it? 
When did we decide that it was important 
enough
to forget about everything else?
When did we turn off our minds
to anything but what’s really there? 
Did Alice take our dreams down the rabbit hole? 
Did Snow White’s witch poison our fantasies? 
Was the death of Bambi also the death of our creative eyes?

Where in the world is everything
we used to know and love? 
Who killed that firework in our minds
and turned it into a quickly dying flame?
Childhood is not the only time
for wanting the impossible. 
That’s what life is for. 
It’s your sketchbook of whatever you want it to be, 
and you can always change where the drawing is going. 

Up into a sky castle
or down into a sacred tomb, 
just let your imagination be your ladder
or creativity be your shovel. 
Don’t let reality bully you
into ripping up that picture 
because that doodle you made is valuable. 
It’s what you want it to be, and that’s what matters. 
That picture is yours, so hold on to it tightly. 

Don’t lose your future 
because what you want hasn’t been done yet. 
Fifty years ago,
people thought we would never walk on the moon. 
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Then, Neil Armstrong came along
and proved that the sky is hardly the limit. 
He shattered that boundary. 
He proved that reality is meant to be broken, 
but people today seem to have forgotten that.

People continue to defy gravity,
so when did we quit defying reality? 
This whole world is based on dreams, and
this life is science-fiction come true.
Nothing we have today would be here
without the things we dare to think, 
and you can be a maker of new possibilities, 
even the portal into worlds previously unseen,
but first, you have to let yourself dream.
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Wisdom Learned the Hard Way
Leslie Worden

After answering a long list of embarrassing 
questions, I settled into the uncomfortable 
emergency room chair, and grabbed an out-
of-date magazine. A tetanus shot is not high 
on the list of urgency, so I was well aware 
that I would be in for quite a wait. I sat there 
reading about last year’s celebrity scandals, as heavy, black clouds loomed 
ominously outside, foretelling an imminent storm. The long, low bellow of the 
tornado warning started to sound, and soon the room of impatient patients was 
corralled to safety like a herd of restless cattle. 

I made a quick phone call to my husband, seeking his assurance that he 
was safe with our two young sons. They were happily playing in the basement 
and had no idea that there was anything amiss. He took a peek out the window 
and saw that there was, indeed, a storm. He described the wind as blowing so 
violently it seemed to be raining up our hilly street. I informed him it would be 
awhile before I would make it home; I was safely sitting in a hallway, on the 
floor, of the hospital basement.

Sitting on the cold, linoleum tile, I watched all the activity transpiring 
around me. People were slowly lining up against the walls. Some were 
standing, leaning their nervous bodies into the wall for support. Others were 
sitting with their legs folded in front of them, seeking a more agreeable 
position, like me. Patients were being wheeled past, looking more comfortable 
than I was. A ding sounded in the hallway indicating the arrival of the 
elevator. It spat out a gurney carrying a woman in active labor. The medical 
professionals attending to her searched for an empty room. As I waited out 
this storm in the dungeon of a medical facility, I contemplated the situation I 
found myself in. Slowly, I came to the realization that the blame could only be 
placed at my feet. My inner voice had tried to warn me of danger, and I chose 
to ignore it. I continued to sit in the knowledge that all of this could have been 
avoided.

Some would call it women’s intuition, while others name it instinct or a 
gut feeling. It is that feeling in the pit of my stomach or perhaps that nagging 
voice in the back of my head. Regardless of its name, it demands attention. 
Learning to listen to instinct is not always an easy thing, yet when mastered, it 
is powerful! The ability to hear and listen to that inner voice is something that 
everyone is capable of, and should strive to develop. It is something I learned 
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to listen to the hard way.
When we first moved to Omaha, my husband and I bought the perfect 

home for our growing family. We were excited to settle in and begin making 
it our home. Most of the house was finished, except for the bathroom in the 
basement. The previous owner had almost finished a remodel of it, leaving 
only paint and trim to be finished. Above the sink, he nailed an oak-framed 
mirror, which was not to our taste. We pulled it out, leaving the large nails in 
the frame, and leaned it against the wall. The door to the bathroom was shut 
and the mirror was forgotten. 

A couple of weeks passed, and I found myself in that bathroom with a 
toilet brush in hand. The mirror was exactly where we had left it, with long, 
dirty nails reaching out like claws. It had been placed directly in front of the 
commode. When I entered the room, a voice in my head said, “You should 
move that before someone gets hurt.” Ignoring the voice, I stepped in front of 
the toilet, poured the cleaner into the bowl, and leaned over to begin the task of 
scrubbing. As I inclined my body forward, one of those long, dirty nails poked 
me in my behind. The nail drew blood. Unfortunately for me, my tetanus 
vaccination was out-of-date. The next thing I knew, I was people watching to 
pass the time in that gloomy hospital basement.

After the danger of the storm had passed, they began leading patients back 
to empty waiting rooms. I hoped that pregnant woman was able to get back 
to the comfort of her birthing suite. Soon after, patients again were processed 
through the emergency area. I was finally called back into a curtained room. 
Explaining, once again, to the doctor what happened, he pulled out a sharp 
needle. “This needs to go into the bottom,” he said, indicating that I needed 
to give him access. With a sigh, I wriggled my pants down to my hips, and 
received the second sharp poke into my derriere for the day. The thick serum 
of the tetanus shot was significantly more painful than that dirty nail.

Ignoring that little, nagging voice put my health at risk, became an 
inconvenience to my family and myself, and caused me unnecessary pain. 
Unlike the siren of the tornado warning, it seemed of little importance at 
the time. If only I could have been bothered to take that warning seriously; 
unwanted consequences would have been avoided. It would have taken a 
fraction of time and completely changed the course of my day. It was a clear 
reminder for me to listen to my gut, whatever truth it may be telling. I have 
learned to pay close attention to those little nigglings, sometimes telling me to 
stop and reconsider my actions and, at others, telling me to take that leap into 
the unknown. No matter what it tells me, I listen. 
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Time’s Respect

Donald Wright

How to respect a past that is no more?
It fades from mind’s eye like an arrow
Aimed at targets long since put away.

Yet, I remember the important moments
Somehow etched from emotion’s fire
Onto a tableaux of shadow shapes.

Those shapes, once asking my devotion--
Giving care and warmth in payment--
Now are penniless and poor.

What then of this time’s pulsing?
It is sweet and I want to linger
But, like all, feel swept away.

And, realizing finally the truth
Of life’s incessant decrease
I shed shadow to embrace light.
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Technology
Susan Zingler

Life without technology
Could mean an in-person apology

Kids would ride their bikes
Or go and take a hike

Families would play board games
Or sit next to a cozy flame

Boys would take a break from GTA
And go outside and play all day

Girls would go and talk in person
So that online drama would not worsen

Life without technology
Would mean an in-person apology
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Bios of Artists, Authors, and Poets

Julian Adair - is a choreographer, dance educator, performer, director, 
producer, writer, speaker, and art photographer. She earned a BFA in dance 
from Creighton University in 1987. Since that time, she has performed and 
choreographed professionally throughout the Midwest. Serving on many 
boards and committees, her involvement also includes the Omaha Modern 
Dance Collective and the Theater Arts Guild. She has performed and 
choreographed for many area theaters with over 120 productions to date. She 
has been a TEDx speaker, presenting her work on creativity and risk. An avid 
arts photographer, she has had gallery events throughout the metro, and her 
work can be viewed at www. 500px.com/julianadair.

Rana Alkufi – is the mother of three children, a native of Iraq, a world history 
teacher, and plans to earn a Master’s Degree in the United States.

Shawnelle Alley - (Shawnie) loves the languages of the soul expressed in 
art, poetry, prose, storytelling, and authenticity. From Fremont, NE, she stays 
active as an artist, writer, student of the arts, and teacher of creative writing.

Courtney Andreessen – a freshmen at Northwest High School, her hobbies 
include Vex Robotics and Center Stage Show Choir, along with writing. In the 
fifth grade, she earned third place in a writing contest for the Omaha Public 
Library, and since then she has entered many other writing contests. She is an 
honors student, recently inducted into the National Junior Honor Society, and a 
two time winner of the Omaha Metropolitan Science and Engineering Fair.

Angelic Armendariz - has been reading books since she started to breathe. 
You never catch her without a book; it is her passion. She started writing 
poetry before her freshmen year in high school. In her free time she likes to 
read and write. She is currently attending college in pursuit of a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Neuroscience. She has a huge heart for all animals and is hoping to 
get a job as a Zoologist and pursue her dream to open a sanctuary for exotic 
animals in need. Angelic lives in Omaha, NE, with her dad and little brother.

Lee Bachand - is a reader trying his hand at writing. He finished his first 
novel, Yellowbird, There’s a Problem in 2013 and is busily writing a second 
one called Messages. He, his wife, Judy, and their pets reside in Omaha.
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Kris Bamesberger – is a first time writer with Fine Lines and lives in 
Elkhorn, NE. 

Malia Battafarano – attends Swanson Elementary School in Omaha, NE.

Leo Adam Biga - “I am an author-journalist-blogger with a penchant for 
writing about cultural subjects. I interview notables from the worlds of art, 
film, literature, music, and sports. I also write books. My new book, Alexander 
Payne: His Journey in Film – A Reporter’s Perspective 1998-2012, is now 
available. It is a compilation of stories I have written about the celebrated 
writer-director over the course of 15 years. My long planned The Making 
of an Alexander Payne Film book may soon become a reality, too. My 
previous book, a biography called Open Wide, came out in 2010. The best 
way to appreciate the breadth and depth of what I write is to visit my blog, 
leoadambiga.wordpress.com. Visiting this online gallery showcase of my work 
will demonstrate why I brand myself as “telling stories about people, their 
passions, and their magnificent obsessions.”

Michelle Blodgett - grew up in Council Bluffs, IA. Her love of writing 
began when her grandmother let her play on an old typewriter. She is a Navy 
Reservist, full-time student at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, and 
single mother of two. In June of 2014, she left active duty military service and 
moved to Nebraska to pursue her education. She is currently working on her 
bachelor’s degrees in Sociology and Physics.

Sheila Boerner - was an English teacher at St. Patrick’s Jr.-Sr. High School 
in North Platte, NE, for many years. Before that, she raised a family of six 
children, after teaching at North Platte Senior High School.

Maeve Botos – is a student at Grace Abbott Elementary School in Elkhorn, 
NE.

Larissa Boyd - is 15 years old and in grade 10 at Silver Lake High School, in 
Roseland, NE. She writes poems when she is upset. She showed her poems to 
an English teacher, who thought they were good enough to send to Fine Lines.

David Catalan - is the founder of Catalan Consulting. He was the executive 
director of the Nonprofit Association of the Midlands from August 2002 
to February 2008. David is the President of the South Omaha Business 
Association and the author of Rule of Thumb: A Guide to Small Business 
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Marketing. He is currently working on an autobiographical collection of 
poems drawing from relatives, friends, and locations.

Neil Chaparro - started writing at eleven years of age. He has a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Philosophy from the University of Nebraska @ Omaha.

Joshua Chito – is a first time writer with Fine Lines and hails from Rhode 
Island.

Tanja Crawford – is a dental assistant in Omaha, NE, and an amateur 
photographer.

Jessica Cunningham – is a student at Metropolitan Community College in 
Omaha, NE.

Megan Doehner - is a first time writer with Fine Lines.

Jenn Docktor – runs the Einstein Café at the Elkhorn Valley Campus of 
Metropolitan Community College, Elkhorn, NE.

Sophia Drickey - attends St. Cecelia grade school. Her interests are spelling, 
phonics, social studies, reading, religion, and playing soccer. She enjoys 
singing, cooking, exploring and rhyming. When she enters the working world, 
she wants to be a veterinarian, a cook, and a writer.

Teagan Duncan-Pope - is a sophomore in high school and passes the time by 
reading and playing the violin. She lives with her mom, dad, and two younger 
brothers. She was born in Lincoln, NE, but grew up in Hastings, NE.

Trinity Eden - is a student at Metropolitan Community College in Omaha, 
NE.

Mary Filkins – is an employee of TD-Ameritrade in Omaha, NE.

Marcia Calhoun Forecki - lives in Council Bluffs, IA. Her academic 
background is in the Spanish language and literature. She earned a Master 
of Arts degree from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her first book, 
Speak to Me, about her son’s deafness, was published by Gallaudet University 
Press and earned a national book award. She has published articles, short 
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fiction, and once wrote a screenplay for hire. Her story “The Gift of the 
Spanish Lady” was published in the Bellevue Literary Journal and nominated 
for a Pushcart Prize.

Abigail Freer – is a new, first time mother, who lives in the Seattle, WA, area. 
In her free time, she is president of a new pottery company and a free-lance 
writer.

Tony Garrett - is currently a 4th grader at Standing Bear Elementary School 
in the Omaha Public Schools District. He is the 4th boy of 4 boys. He enjoys 
writing, playing the violin, reading and riding his bike. When he’s not writing, 
practicing the violin or playing, he’s cooking in the kitchen, mainly deserts. 
Tony is currently writing a book about his dog, Mace, a German shepherd. He 
plans to self-publish this book when he is finished writing. Tony will attend the 
Fine Lines Writing Camp this summer, and it will be his third time to attend. 
Writing is definitely in Tony’s future!  

Nancy Genevieve - is a Special Editor for Fine Lines, is an Emerita Associate 
Professor of English at the University of Illinois at Springfield (UIS). She 
taught creative writing for ten years at Eureka College (IL) before teaching 
creative writing for ten years at UIS; she retired in 2010, and she and her 
husband live in New England.

Zach Gilbert – attends Elkhorn High School in Elkhorn, NE. 

Melissa Gill - is a student at Metropolitan Community College in Omaha, NE.

Rose Gleisberg - graduated from the College of Saint Mary in Omaha with 
a degree in Early Childhood Education and received a Creative Writing 
certificate from Creighton University. She is a substitute teacher and writes 
poetry in Bellevue, NE.

Cindy Goeller - has a University of Nebraska at Lincoln Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Education, specializing in math and computers. While nurturing 
a family of three children and farming with her high school sweetheart, she 
taught for both Northeast Community College and Wayne State College part-
time and substitute taught at many northeast Nebraska area schools. She is a 
lifetime photographer and states that she used her first 4-H ribbon money to 
buy her first camera, a Brownie Fiesta. 
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Barb Greer - is Kentucky-born, a high-school graduate, retired, and has 
experiences covering a broad spectrum of joy and heartache. She loves to “try 
to figure life out” by writing and can see by her musings that some periods of 
life were particularly “muse-able.” She worked at many jobs over the years: at 
a cemetery, a women’s prison, a metropolitan police department, a natural beef 
company, a fast food chain franchisee, an alcoholic/drug treatment center, and 
a large mental health community treatment center.

Greg Gruber - is the Head Custodial Engineer at Norris Middle School in the 
Omaha Public Schools District.

Larry Harris – is a sophomore at Burke High School in Omaha, NE.

Nina Harris - is a junior at the Martha’s Vineyard Regional High School. 
Since childhood her favorite subject has always been language arts. She hopes 
to attend Brandis University and become a civil rights activist. 

Kathie Haskins - grew up in Papillion, NE, and currently lives in Millard with 
her husband and two children. She enjoys writing poems and reflections about 
nature and everyday life, and hopes to one day publish a book of her poetry.

Kaitlyn Hayes – is a senior at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, has been 
a sales manager, and is an advocate for positive mental health programs in 
schools and businesses. 

Uri Herszbaum-Harding - is a ninth grade student at Omaha Central High 
School. His passions are reading, writing science fiction, chess, and robotics.

D.A. Hickman - is a poet, author, and blogs at SunnyRoomStudio. She has a 
B.A. from Stephens College and a M.S. from Iowa State University.

Aquinnah Hill - “I’ve lived in the town I was named after for 16 years. I live 
on Martha’s Vineyard, an island that somehow always seems to get smaller. I 
am a member of a federally recognized tribe, The Wampanoag Tribe of Gay 
Head, Aquinnah. I’ve never seen myself as a writer, but simply someone just a 
little too comfortable with a pen and paper.”

Jim Holthus - is a retired Lutheran pastor who moved from Bemidji, MN, 
to Omaha in January 2015. He enjoys reading and writing, bicycling and 
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swimming, and is the humble servant of two spoiled felines that occasionally 
allow him to sleep under them.

Cecilia Huber - is a fourteen year old girl who will be attending Central High 
School next fall. Aside from writing, she likes to dance ballet and is always 
found laughing with her friends or reading a good book.

Tammy Hudson - has three children, helped her husband run a restaurant 
business for twenty years, and now is attending Metropolitan Community 
College with her children in Omaha, NE.

David P. Hufford - has spent his life teaching and writing, 38 years in the 
USA, the last 30 of which were at Iowa Western Community College in 
Council Bluffs, IA, and he taught in Slovakia and China. Since then, he has 
traveled to many countries, often on missions for his church. He has published 
over 250 poems in 20 publications, including three self-published chapbooks 
and one full-length poetry book.

Anne James - works as a lab technician at Creighton University, Omaha, 
NE, researching zebra fish inner ear development. She completed her B.S. in 
biology and French at Creighton. In her free time, Anne enjoys writing poetry, 
playing the trombone, knitting, and scuba diving.

Margaret Joba-Woodruff - “I am one of the few people named Margaret in 
this century who still goes by my original name, not Maggie, Marge, Peggy, 
or Meg - always Margaret. I was born in Montreal but grew up and live on an 
island (Martha’s Vineyard, MA) as a farmer’s daughter, cat-loving, hippie-
flower child. My professional aspirations have varied throughout my life. 
At 6, I was to be a fashion designer. At 11, an accomplished fiction novelist. 
At my current age of 16, I hope to become an artist whose work will make a 
difference in the world. I write because my brain tends to move faster than I 
can remember, and from the fear that if I don’t write it down, it will soon be 
lost among the dozens of shelves which make up my horrific memory. I was 
encouraged to submit my work to Fine Lines by my Creative Writing teacher, 
Dan Sharkovitz. I attend Martha’s Vineyard Regional High School and spend 
most of my days making art, reminiscing of the many beds I have slept in and 
the many more that await, and by imagining and designing the tattoos I will 
get once I’m past the age of 18.”
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Kim Justus - was in professional sales for thirty years, and then she decided 
to direct her attention to her creative side, expanding a life-long interest in 
photography, writing, and producing her own radio show.

Norma Knapp - is a mother of four, grandmother of 10 and great-
grandmother of eight. She resides in Norfolk, NE.

Kristy Stark Knapp - is the graphic design and layout artist for Fine Lines. 
She lives in Madison, NE, and owns Knapp Studios. 

Jack Kohl – is a second grade student in New Hampshire.

Anne Lloyd - grew to love writing in a very unusual way. When her daughter 
Shannon was killed in a bicycle/car accident in 2001, she reluctantly began to 
journal, which became a place to share thoughts and feelings that other people 
didn’t necessarily need to hear. Ironically, she grew to love the art of words. 
She joined Omaha’s Oxbow Writing Project (part of the National Writing 
Project) and developed skills both as a writer and teacher. She now writes 
brief articles to help others in their grief recovery. She has led workshops on 
journaling with Compassionate Friends for grieving parents, as well as at Ted 
E Bear Hollow, a children’s grief group in Omaha. She teaches at Fullerton 
Elementary in the Omaha Public Schools District. She has her master’s degree 
in reading and soon will have an ESL endorsement. Her greatest treasures are 
her husband, Russ, her son, John, and Darcy, the dog.

Loren Logsdon - “As a freshman in college, I wanted to write like 
Washington Irving because of that eloquent, graceful style, but I discovered 
that in an age of technology Irving’s style was too old-fashioned. Then I 
came under the spellbinding influence of Ray Bradbury’s Dandelion Wine. 
I discovered that Irving and Bradbury had several things in common which 
became valuable to me: a strong sense of place and community, a genius for 
drawing characters, and a talent for metaphors. Thus, for me as a writer, the 
end is in the beginning. I believe in the mission of Fine Lines, especially in 
its intention to reach a wide audience of readers and to include a wide variety 
of writers. I like the emphasis on clarity of writing, which is central to the 
purpose of the journal. So much writing today defies clarity and seems to 
delight in obfuscation. Write on.”

Margaret Lukas - teaches creative writing in the Fine Arts Department at the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
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Wendy Lundeen - retired from teaching in the Omaha Public School District, 
where she taught Spanish at Central High School and at Alice Buffett Middle 
School. She is an adjunct instructor at Metropolitan Community College and 
substitutes in the Millard Public School District. She received a Bachelor 
of Science Degree in Organizational Communication, a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Secondary Education, and Masters of Arts Degrees in Secondary 
Education and Educational Administration. Señora Lundeen is a “Yaya” to 
six grandchildren and is writing a book about her two grandsons’ struggles 
with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, a terminal illness. Her passions include 
writing poetry, singing in the church choir, traveling, acting, and dancing every 
year as “Oma” in Nutcracker Delights, sharing her love with her grandchildren 
and leading a group of young writers every year at the Fine Lines Summer 
Creative Writing Camp.

Bradley Martin – is a career wilderness adventure leader for the National 
Outdoor Leadership School in Hillsboro, OR.

David Martin - retired from the Omaha Public Schools in 2004 after teaching 
English for 26 years. He is currently an adjunct in the English Departments of 
Metropolitan Community College (24 years) and the University of Nebraska 
at Omaha (33 years). In 1991, he founded Fine Lines, which has developed 
into a 501 (c) 3 non-profit educational organization that produces four books 
of creative writing annually. Submissions have come from all 50 states and 36 
foreign countries. For 16 years, Fine Lines has sponsored a summer camp for 
creative writers: grades 4-12, college, and adults.

Kaia Martin - is a first grader, age 6, and lives in Hillsboro, OR. Kaia really 
misses the academic side of school, when she is sick and has to stay home. 
She is excited for Mondays at school, because the first day of each week is 
“Library Day.” She reads every night with her mother and likes to make up 
stories before bed. Each night she adds more to them than the night before.

Kristen Martin – manages the Women’s Center at Portland Community 
College, Portland, OR.

Michelle Masur - is attending Metropolitan Community College in Omaha, 
NE, and majoring in horticulture and small market farming, hoping one 
day to own some land and a farm of her own. Writing is a new found form 
of expression for her, a new love. She hopes to move to Portland, OR, and 
investigate sustainable living.
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Tyler Matthews - is a first time writer with Fine Lines. 

Vince McAndrew - is retired from the Omaha Public Schools, where he was 
a teacher, counselor, and administrator. He is now giving full attention to his 
grandchildren and his poetry.

Madi Meyer – attends Wayne, NE, Junior High School. 

Khoa Nguyen – attends Kiewit Middle School in Millard, NE. 

Gina Nield - is a middle school student in the Logan-Magnolia (IA) Schools.

Megan Nosbisch – attends Millard North High School in Millard, NE. 

Lisa O’Neal - is an Honors student at Des Moines Area Community College 
in Iowa.

David Ortiz - is attending Metropolitan Community College in Omaha, NE, 
and studying his second language, English.

Satori Pettit – is in the sixth grade at Kiewit Middle School in the Millard 
Public Schools.

Cathy Porter - works in a dental clinic in Omaha, NE. She has been writing 
her entire life. Her work has appeared in various journals throughout the 
United States and England. She writes to process life and its mysteries. She 
found Fine Lines a few years ago and has been hooked ever since. She has two 
chapbooks available and is working on a third.

Charlotte Potter - “I grew up on Martha’s Vineyard, a small island off of 
Massachusetts. I am a senior at Martha’s Vineyard Regional High School and 
am planning to attend college in the fall, majoring in elementary education and 
global studies. I love to read and can always be found with my nose in a book! 
I started taking a creative writing course at my high school, because I love 
reading poetry and short stories and wanted to create my own. I write when 
I need an escape from my life, and when I need to relax. I was encouraged 
to submit my poem by my teacher, Dan Sharkovitz. I am an avid runner 
and tennis player, the captain of my varsity team, and love volunteering in 
my community through tutoring at local elementary schools. I hope to keep 
writing in the future!
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Ambun Pratami - “I know about Fine Lines from my English teacher, Ms. 
Amy Knake. I’m from Indonesia, and I met Ms. Knake when I spent a year in 
Papillion, NE, as an exchange student. I’m currently working as an auditor, 
but I love writing very much. Ms. Knake has been encouraging me to submit 
my writing to this website. As you probably know, English is my second 
language, but I do love English a lot.”

Ashley Roskilly – is a mother of two, an amateur photographer, and a life 
adventurer who lives in Columbus, OH.

D.L. Rubens - singer, actor, stage director, music critic and orchestral 
conductor was trained as a classical recitalist and opera singer, but his wide 
ranging background in the arts has embraced concertizing on stage, acting 
in film, leading professionals from the podium, producing, and directing. He 
was a regional finalist in the Metropolitan Opera Auditions twice. He founded 
an opera training program in St Paul, MN; Actor’s Forum in Santa Barbara, 
CA/Chicago, IL; and North Shore Chamber Arts Ensemble in Glencoe, IL. 
As a member of the Actors Studio, Director Playwright’s Unit, NYC, he 
rubbed elbows with talented playwrights and actors during the early 1990s. 
As a stage director, he produced/directed more than 12 operas, numerous 
plays by American and European playwrights and coached award winning 
musicians and stage performers. He has written 2 one women shows, Clara 
and Johannes, Visages d’amour and partnered with Joseph Di Trinco to write 
the book for the yet to be produced musical theater piece, No Room. He lives 
in Highland Park, IL, and has 3 granddaughters and a grandson.  

Ben Russel - helps students with their admissions essays. One of his recent 
published articles is on <a href=” http://www.solidessay.com/our-services/
how-to-write-an-admissions-essay-for-nursing-school” target=”_blank”>how 
to write an admissions essay for nursing school.

Matthew Salfity – attends Westside Middle School in Omaha, NE. 

James Salhany - is a retired professor of internal medicine and biochemistry 
at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, where he taught and 
performed research in molecular biophysics. He did his graduate studies at 
the University of Chicago, where he obtained his Master’s and PhD degrees. 
His undergraduate studies began at Wayne State University in Detroit, where 
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his interest in poetry and music originated. He completed his baccalaureate 
degree in chemistry at the University of Florida. His poems attempt to present 
scientific concepts in humanistic terms.

Cathy Samuelson - is a trauma sensitive yoga instructor. She enjoys studying 
the healing arts and most creative endeavors, trying to find the highest capacity 
for well-being. After theatrical study and performance in Los Angeles, she 
enjoyed becoming a wedding singer. At one time, she hoped to be a backup 
singer for Annie Lennox, but now, that is her daughter’s dream.

Robert Schenck - “I taught college English for 44 years, 13 years at Upper 
Iowa College in Fayette and 31 years at Metropolitan Community College 
in Omaha. I retired in 2011 in order to spend more time with my seven 
grandchildren. I write and draw now just for fun—and in the hope that my 
memories, rhymes, and doodles might entertain others and inspire them to 
consider nonviolent responses to human problems.”

Fritz Scholder – was a Native American artist, born in Minnesota, and 
became a major influence for generations of artists who followed him.

Tudor Seulean – is a political assistant at the United States Embassy in Cluj 
County, Romania. His passion is in the arts.

Stuart Sedlak – is a student at Metropolitan Community College in Omaha.

Mardra Sikora – is the business-advertising manager of Fine Lines. 

D. N. Simmers - writes poetry and lives in British Columbia, Canada.

Yutika Singh – attends Elkhorn Ridge Middle School in Elkhorn, NE. 

Carly Sinn - began dancing at the age of the three in Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
at Kerri’s Dance Studio and broadened her study of ballet and modern at 
Adair Dance Academy in Omaha, NE. Throughout middle school and high 
school, she won several awards for her work on dance competition teams and 
in show choir. She attended dance workshops around the country to broaden 
her studies. In 2008, she entered Stephens College as a dance major. After two 
years, she moved to Philadelphia to attend Headlong Performance Institute, 
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where she studied performance techniques such as Le Coq clown, Commedie 
del Arte, Neutral mask work and contact improvisation. After the institute, she 
remained in Philadelphia for a year to dance professionally in several original 
works with independent dance companies, as well as, in a production with the 
Philadelphia Opera Company and the Curtis Institute. After her experience of 
working with dance artists in Philadelphia, she moved back to the Midwest to 
cultivate her own artistic vision and began teaching modern, improvisation, 
and composition at Adair Dance Academy. She loves fusing her love of writing 
with dance and movement. In her spare time, she loves to write and stay active 
by running and rock climbing!

Kristen Steele - is a high school senior at Glenwood, IA, High School.

Brita M. Thielen - “After graduating from the College of Saint Benedict 
in Minnesota, I spent six months as a volunteer teacher in Honduras. I have 
since moved to Nebraska, where I am a graduate student in English Literature 
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, focusing on contemporary women’s 
literature and intersections between literature and popular culture. I write a 
blog series on dystopian fiction for Prairie Schooner. My creative nonfiction 
has previously appeared in Midwest Literary Magazine and was anthologized 
by the same press in Off Season (2011).”

David Waller - is an English major at the University of Nebraska at Omaha 
and a photographer. His previous publication experiences included several fan 
works on fanfiction.net and deviantart.com.

Carolyn Weisbecker - enjoys writing mainstream short-story fiction, middle-
grade and young adult fiction, especially while hanging out at Starbucks 
where she finds daily inspiration and great coffee (okay, mostly great coffee). 
Recently, she was awarded The Glimmer Train Honorable Mention Award in 
the Family Matters category. Her non-fiction writing has been published in 
local newspapers, business periodicals, and a national trade magazine. 

Raleigh Wilkerson – was a life-long artist who lived most of his life in New 
Hampshire. For many years, he was a regular contributor to Fine Lines.

Rachel Woods  - is a student at Thomas Jefferson High School in Council 
Bluffs, IA.
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Leslie Worden - is a student at Metropolitan Community College, Elkhorn, 
NE.

Donald Wright - is a retired newspaperman from Iowa and Nebraska who 
has also taken a turn with Nebraska state government as a public information 
officer and as an associated professor of communication at the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. Wright retired from state government in 1999, and, with 
his wife, Norma Woods, moved to Oregon City, OR, the end of the Oregon 
Trail. He rekindled his love for poetry after the death of his wife, a longtime 
teacher in Council Bluffs, IA, and, later, an employee of the Omaha Library 
System. Unknown to him, in 1976 she submitted one of his little love poems 
for her to Lyrical Iowa, the Iowa poetry/prose quarterly, and they published it. 
He only found it, while cleaning out her accumulated memorabilia, and started 
writing again to help himself answer some of the questions of her death and 
his new life. Among the ephemera his wife kept was a 2010 copy of Fine Lines 
containing an illustration by Eddith Buis, a friend and an Omaha artist.

Susan Zingler – writes poetry in Omaha, NE.
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Julio’s Restaurant is proud to support Fine Lines 
and the hard working people who produce these 

wonderful works of  the human spirit.

Thanks to all who make this publication another 
great “Omaha Original!”

DOWNTOWN
510 S 13th St

Omaha, NE 68102
402.345.6921

WEST
123rd & Center St
Omaha, NE 68144

402.330.2110

Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-10:00 pm
Friday-Saturday 11:00 am-11:00 pm

Sunday: 4:00 pm to 9:00 pm



Nebraska Language Arts Council (NELAC) is a statewide 
professional volunteer association of language arts educators 
who join together to network through conferences, meetings, 
journals, and conversation.  NELAC is Nebraska’s official 
state affiliate with Nebraska’s Council of Teachers of English, 
and membership is open to all educators of language arts, 
kindergarten through college level.

NELAC Promotes:
• Excellence in Student Magazines
• Young Writers’ Programs
• Achievement in Writing Awards
• Promising Young Teacher Award
• The Nebraska English Journal
• The Nebraska Student Journal
• Nebraska Literary map
• Guide to Nebraska Authors
• Annual Nebraska Poetry Month
• Annual High School Quiz Bowl
• Plum Creek Children’s Festival
• SLATE (Support for the Learning and Teaching of English)
• AFCON (Academic Freedom Colation of Nebraska)
• Nebraska Center for the Book

JOIN NELAC this year!

NELACNebraska Language Arts Council

Send $10 to:
NELAC

PO Box 83944
Lincoln, NE 68501-3944

Contact:
Clark Kolterman

Ckolte00@connectseward.org



Academic Freedom Coalition of Nebraska promotes academic 
freedom in education and research contexts.  This includes 
freedoms of belief and expression and access to information 
and ideas.

As a Member, you can help us:

• Support applications of the First Amendment in academic 
contexts, including elementary and secondary schools, 
colleges, universities, and libraries.

• Educate Nebraskans about the meaning and value of 
intellectual freedom, intellectual diversity, mutual respect, 
open communication, and uninhibited pursuit of knowledge, 
including the role of these ideas in academic contexts and in 
democratic self-government.

• Assist students, teachers, librarians, and researchers confronted 
with censorship, indoctrination, or suppression of ideas.

• Act as a liason among groups in Nebraska that support 
academic freedom issues.

To become a member:

Send dues, organization or individual name, 
address and phone number to:
Cathi McCurtry
15 N. Thomas Avenue
Oakland, Nebraska 68045

AFCONebr.org

AFCON
Academic Freedom Coalition of Nebraska



Now Available:
Facing the Blank Page

“In his collection of 
personal essays, Martin 
gives us no less than a 
series of prescriptions 
for how to conduct an 
examined life.” 
Dr. J.J. McKenna

 “These essays are an 
interesting journey from 
introspective curiosity 
about what makes 
Martin’s soul tick to 
excellent narratives about 
motivating one to write.” 
Richard Koelling

 “I am delighted to see the 
essays I have read through 
the years in one book 
where I can turn the pages, 
taste the ideas, and savor!” 
Colleen Aagesen

“Martin is devoted to 
his calling and is an 
inspiration to fledgling 
writers and diehards in the 
field.”
Mary Bannister

by David Martin

www.WriteLife.com
www.Amazon.com 
www.Amazon.co.uk

www.BooksAMillion.com
www.AbeBooks.com

www.Alibris.com
www.BarnesAndNoble.com

Available at:



Now Available:
Need I say a person’s thoughts 
are never a secret? The living 
pretend not to know another’s 
thinking, but this is partly a 
human attempt at propriety, 
and partly a means of self-
defense. The truth is, all things 
are energy with shape and 
color. Seen from the spirit 
world, all thoughts are as bright 
as washed jewels.

When Willow is born and 
her mother dies moments 
later, only the narrator of this 
spellbinding, debut novel 
knows the death isn’t from 
complications of childbirth.  
Amelie-Anaïs, buried on the 
Nebraska hilltop where the 
family home resides, tells this 
story of deceit, survival, and 
love from beyond the grave. 
Following Willow’s life and 
Willow’s incredible passion 
to paint despite loneliness, a 
physical handicap, and being 
raised by a father plagued with 
secrets, Amelie-Anaïs weaves 
together the lives of four 
enigmatic generations.   

www.WriteLife.com
www.Amazon.com

www.Amazon.co.uk
www.BooksAMillion.com

www.AbeBooks.com
www.Alibris.com

www.BarnesAndNoble.com



Now Available:
In the title story, “Hurricane 
Blues”, you will meet a 
Louisiana blues piano player 
who protects her home-alone 
son by averting hurricanes with 
a whiskey shot glass and a 
mother’s love. In “The Reader”, 
a dreamy bookworm stumbles 
into manhood. In “Soul Most 
In Need”, the friendship of 
two southern widows is the 
one truth at a tent revival. 
“Nahualli” presents a sharp-
tongued Mexican recluse 
and her shape-shifting lover. 
Meet a good-hearted deacon 
doing reconnaissance on a 
philandering preacher from a 
classic car in “T-Bird Recon.”  A 
cruel medieval father, a frontier 
lawyer’s silent child scrivener, 
and an aspiring teacher 
caught in the 1918 infl uenza 
epidemic also populate this 
eclectic collection of previously 
published and new short fi ction.

ISBN: 978-1608080434

www.WriteLife.com
www.Amazon.com

www.Amazon.co.uk
www.BooksAMillion.com

www.AbeBooks.com
www.Alibris.com

www.BarnesAndNoble.com



Now Available:
Little Birds with Broken Wings 

by David Martin

In this collection, David Martin 

invites us to see the world through 

his attentive eyes, bearing witness 

to what endures, what matters: a 

mother’s love, the flicker of a firefly, 

the mystery of a dream, a beloved 

teacher, a triumphant student, the 

power of myth, and most of all, the 

written word.  

ISBN: 9781608080595

www.WriteLife.com

www.Amazon.com

www.Amazon.co.uk

www.BooksAMillion.com

www.AbeBooks.com

www.Alibris.com

www.BarnesAndNoble.com



Now Available:
Images of a White Bear Kachina 
erupt from the dreams of 
virologist Dr. Rachel Bisette 
and invade her daytime 
consciousness. The kachina 
draws Rachel to the Four 
Corners to lead the search for 
a vaccine against an exploding 
and lethal pandemic. One 
elusive indigenous woman, Eva 
Yellow Horn, carries the gift 
of immunity. In her search for 
Eva, Rachel discovers power 
beyond science, the secret of an 
environmental disaster, and the 
truth of her parents’ death.

 
“Masks reveal as much as they 
conceal in Blood of the White 
Bear, a novel that smoulders with 
mystery and crackles with suspense, 
so much so that readers may start 
seeing kachina dolls over their own 
shoulders in the wee small hours.” 

Gary D. Rhodes, author and 
filmmaker

“Marcia Calhoun Forecki and 
Gerald Schnitzer know how to 
write a fast-paced, compelling 
novel. Partially based on actual 
events in the Southwest, they have 
a talent for constructing strong 
characters and a layered plot that 
keeps gathering momentum, with 
increasing tension and excitement. 
All the ingredients for a page-turner 
are here.” 

Dan Steinbrocker, News Media 
Services, Inc.

www.WriteLife.com
www.Amazon.com

www.Amazon.co.uk
www.BooksAMillion.com

www.AbeBooks.com
www.Alibris.com

www.BarnesAndNoble.com
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